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PART ONE

1

Jn 1942 Eamonn de Valera will be sixty. He was born
ill 1882, on October 14th, in the city of New York, his

father a Spanish immigrant and his mother an Irish

immigrant. Both parents were Catholics, for Vivian de
Valera was a Basque. The mother, Catherine Coll,

came from Brurec in the County Limerick. He was
the only child of the marriage. His father is said to

have died two years after this marriage. We know
nothing about him : not even his profession. The total

of our knowledge about De Valera’s origins is small aud
he himself consistently refuses to hclpbiographers.

The year 1882 may be under sixty years ago in lime.

When one talks of America, or ofIreland, time lengthens.

The ’eighties are antiquity to America and semi-darkness

to Ireland. In America Bret Hartc was still writing of

the dangerous West. Huckleberry Finn had not yet

appeared. It was forty years since Dickens had slit

open the corruption of American life, but a man need

also be no more than forty to have fought in the Civil

War: and as in Ireland to-day, sixteen years after our

own little Civil War, so there and then, seventeen years

after theirs, Americans could find family life divided

in border states by deep personal animosities. The
sordid realities of the war, the political corruption, the

bought api:)Ointments, were all still being exploitsa by"

novelists like the now little-read De Forest. How little
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DE VALLRA
removed in actual fact the crude, tobaeco-staincti

commonplace of American life, whether m the countiy

or in the growing cities, was from the Dickens’ satirical

picture of “Eden” one may see by divesting Mark Twain

of his romance, or reading between the polite lines of

William Dean Howells. The year 1882 is a long way
off when it is question of America—away behind

McKinley, Grover Cleveland, Harrison to the rarely

mentioned President Arthur. How drab life must have

been, in that New York, for an Irish and a Spanish

immigrant, even few New Yorkers can tell.

But we do not have to bother much with imagining

it because with the passing of the obscure Spanish

immigrant who, some say, had to turn his hand to

colouring photographs in order to support his wife and

child, we come to Ireland. An uncle brought the threc-

year-old child back to Limerick to be reared by another

Coll, his uncle Patrick. Ilis parents pass out oflhc record.

(Later, Mrs. Dc Valera re-married, became Mrs. Wheel"

Wright, had two more children, of whom one lived and

became a Redernptorist priest.) Once we conic to Ireland

we are on sure ground and all the facts are available.

It is worth noticing, however, before leaving the

American years that when one compares the portraits

of the mother and the son, certain likenesses appear.

The long, straight nose, the pointed ears, and the

beaked mouth are common to both. For the rest there

is nothing Irish about the face of De Valera. One must
presume that his Spanish father gave him that sorpething

which can only be called a foreign look: the width of

the mouth, the lawny colour of the skin, the deep

dark-brown eyes. . . . Cover either half of the face

with the hand and it is apparent.
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Ireland in the ’eighties was not much more modern

(iisfar as concerned the mass of the people) than America
in the ’eighties. Men still lived who had actively

supported Daniel O’Comiefl. O’CcnncIl’s great ally,

Archbishop John McHale, a figure out of the 18th

century, had only died in 1881. The Aichbishop of

Dublin, Dr. Walsh, who lived on to 1921 had heard

his father discuss the Repeal with O’Connell. The
Parnell struggle was at its height. But, what is more
to the point, by the time the young De Valera was nine

(1891) Parnell was dead. That blank which follows

Parnell’s removal so stretches out the interval between

now and then that the mmd gropes in vain for any

series of connecting links that would measure it. And
one is left, m the end, with images only of routine life

in the fields of County Limerick or County Cork—^the

boy, between school and home, shuttled from county to

county—or of sudden iiruptions by the Healyites and

the O’Bricnitcs, the post-Parnell factions, whose wild

speeches and blazing tar-barrels would, in vanishing into

the night to another hasting, leave those fields, or those

little country towns echoing as with their own emptiness.

It is a commonplace among Irish histoi laiis thatihehistory

of Ireland in the nineteenth century remains to be written.

It is not at first sight a very interesting countryside

in which the boy was reared on his uncle’s farm, at

Knockniore, near Bruree in Limerick; or about

Charleville, in Cork, where he went to school. It is

flat country; fiat and dull. As one may look down at it

from some height on the Galtees, or the Ballyhoura

Hills, it si retches aM'ay to the estuary of the Shannon,

broken only by the woods, enlivened only by^Jittle*

puffing train that appears and disappears among the
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' trees on its way from Cork to Limerick or Dublin. The
main road into Limerick has long, straight stretches that

follow the course of the River Maigue.

The farm at Bruree was about six or seven miles

away from Charleville town whither the boy took the

morning train to school. Unless he chose—as he did

not always do—to wait three hours for a suitable return

train after school, he would walk, or if lucky, be driven

back along one of those loads in the afternoon to his

home. But there is no countryside that does not evoke

its own pieties, and this ready, rushy, loamy land of

Cork-Limerick has its own creeping charm. Gradually

one succumbs to the charm of sky, and water, of cloud

and quiet. Natural features may be few, but that gives

a greater sense of space, and more unity. Little things,

like a spring-well, or an old ruin, or even common things

like a creameiy, or a public-house by the way, or any

old gateway that marks the distance for those familiar

with the road, become, in time, vibrant with memories.

For those who would like to enjoy an extended picture

of the pleasures of life at that period, in that region of

West Limeiick and North Cork, there is a very happy
book, The Farm at Lough Gur by Lady Carbery.

A boy in young Do Valera’s circumstances clearly

could not have a very exciting youth or a very complex

life; hut he could have, and this boy did have, a suffi-

ciently pleasant life. The boy played football, shot,

hurled, and read a good deal. (It is one of the striking

things about the book I have just mentioned that in that

farm by Lough Gur they read what to us must seem an
unusual number of books; and of good books. Uncle

.Patrlpk Coll, also, was a man of some education. He
had spoken at political meetings. He was a member
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of the Kilmallock Board of Guardians. He had sorao

interest in the growing Labour movement. He was a
man of natural dignity and natural talents.) It helps

to sink his nephew into the general, quiet, urbane
routine of that country between the rivers Deel and

Maigue that flow so slowly northward to the Shannon
—past little towns like Rathkeale and Askeaton for the

Deel, or Adare for the Maigue—^to think of him ambling

along the country road with the milk on the cart behind

him in its jolting churns. And it helps to distinguish

him alike from the mass of his young friends that

there would be in his pocket a book that he reads as

he lines up in the long queue beside the Creamery where

spilt milk will trail blue-white across the road. Ireland

in the nineteenth century was simple-living, hard,

toughening—a stern, antique world. It has left its

mark on De Valera, the mark of the “rule of elders.”

Ho was a good student. The Christian Brothers at

Charlevillc coached him well. After three years there

he won a scholarship which took him to Dublin to

Blackrock College, when lie was sixteen (1898). His

natural aptitudes proved not to be for literature, or

even, as later jokes at his expense might have led one

to guess, history, but mathematics and physics. He
was given a teaching post in Blackrock, flist with junior

classes, later with seniors. At the same time he studied

for his degree at the Royal University—the present

National University was not then in existence. He
did not graduate, however, until he was twenty-two>

(1904) and had left Dublin to teach in Rockwell College,,

near Cashel, Co. Tipperary. He graduated in Mathe-

matical Science. Fortified by possession of his diploma

he came back to Dublin to teach there.
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So far his career is true to type—the promising young

scholaiship-holder who, without a gieat deal of back-

ground, or ‘backing,’ works his way, by means of

more exhibitions, as prizes of aioimd fl5 or £20 were

called uiidei the old Iiish Inteiincdiate Education

system, and Scholaiships, as giants of various values

are still called in the Irish university colleges. Ho
impresses his superiors. He is recommended for a

teaching post in a boarding school. He gets his degree.

He comes back to the capital to a, presumably, better

job. It marks him out as a good teacher that he is

here employed at such first-class day-schools as

Belvedere (.Tesuit—James Joyce went to school there;

Clongowes Wood is the boarding-school, the Irish

Stonyhurst) ; or Clonliffe College (the seminary of the

archiepiscopal diocese of Dublin), He must have been

a teacher ofa high order to have been appointed professor

of Mathematics—^though the title professor is a trifle

magniloquent in the connection—at the Carysfort

Training College for women teachers. Moreover he is

sufficiently interested in his work to read for a post-

graduate degree, wiiich, however, he never look, his

subject being, agai n, Mathematical Physics. 1 le also took

the Diploma in Education which the National University

offers to graduates whose profession is teaching. Add
to the impression of zeal and live-uiindedncss, which

this persistence suggests, the impression we get from

the various encomiums his employers pass on him
(gathered by his first biographer, David Dwane)
and he begins to rise in our estimation. “Marked
success . . , devoted to learning . . . extremely popular

iii>xtl},e classroom and the athletic field.” “Admirable

care, punctuality, and zeal.” “Punctual, pains-
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taking, a«d extremely lucid.” “His devotednebs to duty

and his manly piety were an example to all in the college,”

But there is one particular thing worth noting—the

young man’s industry. All those terms above, such

as punctual, painstaking, zeal, care, devotion, would
probably lie in Roget’s Dictionary under some such

general heading as “Voluntary Activity.” One obseives-

that his “voluntary activity” was fairly widespread.

He is, daring those years, between 1900 and 1910,

pursuing a pretty large number of objectives. He was

leaching not at one school alone at any given time

but at more than one; studying the higher mathematics

from various angles—geometry and modern method,

s

of analysis under MaeWeeny at the National Universitj',

metaphysics under Magennis, working up a thesis on

quaternions, astro-physics, spectroscopy, and electro-

optics under the Royal Astronomer of Ireland, E. T.

Whittaker, Professor of Mathematics at Edinburgh

since 1912; was Examiner in Mathematics under the

Intermediate Education Board for secondary schools;

examiner in Iri.sh for the Royal College of Surgeons;

and Examiner in Physics at the National University.

No doubt they did not all over-lap ; but some did.

One special study of a more personal nature was

the study of the Irish language, not then, as now,

popular, or remunerative. He studied it in Dublin and

he had the good fortune to have at hand, at home in

Co. Limerick, an old shoe-maker who was a native-

speaker, one of the few remaining shaiiachies or story-

tellers of an otherwise morc-or-Iess anglicised county.

He taught Irish in one of the Dublin classes organised

by the Gaelic League ; founder—Douglas tlydr, 'now

President of Eire. He took charge of a Summer School
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of Irish at Tawin in County Galway ; founded by Roger

Casement, whom he first met there. In one of these Gaelic

League classes he met his wife—Sindad ni Fhlannagdin,

anglicd lanet Flanagan. They were married in 1910,

Evidently, then, we are not dealing with quite the

usual run of young Irishman. How brilliant he may
have been as a mathematician it is not easy to say.

His degrees, B.A., and B.Sc., are junior degrees. (His

later degrees of LL.D., and Ph.D. are honorary.) He
was at least outstanding enough to be a candidate for

the Chair of Mathematical Physics at Cork, one of the

constituent colleges of the recently founded National

University, in 1912. The tradition—these matters are

supposed to be confidential—is that he lost the Chak
by one vote. After that, he was now thirty and married,

his career seemed likely to come to a pause.

But at that point, 1911-1913, politics took a hand.

That is an old story, as old as the fabular Ireland who
has never lei men rest.

2

One must, for this period, pictuie a rather different

De Valera to that of the well-known photographs of

later years, which show a deeply lined face, eyes har-

dened into focus, the mouth drawn sharply together,

as by the calipers of wrinkles, from the acute nose to

the square chin; that face which even when it smiles

does not appear to smile; and which, for that reason,

suddenly radiates an extraordinary charm when one
meets him and talks to him, and finds him, on closer

acquaintance, anything but forbidding. In those early

19 (j8’&; that now masked charm was more on the sur-

face. It seems as if with time it may reveal itself more
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and more, until, when the tragedy of his middle years has

faded from his mind, he may become almost paternal.

In 1904 what is now a man tall and thin and hard

as a Roman spear, with a voice like a cracked or

muffled bell, and an ordered restraint in his looks, as

if all luscioiisness has been pared away by bitter experi-

ence, was a young man with a tousled head of hair, a

soft pair of lips, as of a born talker, and a vigorous,

forward-dashing personality. His eyes, at twenty-two,

were warm with self-belief, deep with dream—the

ambitious forward-looking dreams of youth: at thirty-

six (after the Rising) they were closing, but not yet

quite closed, on self-possession. He was, between that

photograph at twenty-two, with his mortar-board in his

hand, and that photograph at thirty-six, which shows the

effects of memories of street-fighting, a night waiting for

execution, and months in jail, an instrument being played

upon by the passions that come from love of country.

Take him at school ui Dublin, m Blackrock. So far,

country is a mere word. Histoiy is a record, Aware-

ness of both is barely an emotion, hardly a tempta-

tion, not yet an urge in the blood. How could it have

been otherwise? When politics are the prerogative of

the multitude, as they had become after the death of

the Uncrowned King, the dream dies out. Broken

fortunes, broken heads, insults in the press, local

squabbles, furious passionate outbursts about nothing

at all, the farce of personal animosities calling them-

selves by large titles—in other words Tim Healy

snarling at Willie O’Brien, squat-beard against long-

whiskers, rabbles raging about them in every street,

John Redmond trying to bear himself like a gentleman"

against the knouts of a dozen knotted tongues, and
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like a Greek chorus the sentimeiUul, nauseating sobbers

ill pubs over “poor ould Parnell”—what had all that

to do with youth and vigour? Tt was an old man’s

game gone senile. It was not even history, and would

never be more than humorous gossip—or bitter go.ssip.

It had no appeal to the imagination. It had no pedigree.

It was the end of a great house with the sons lighting

for the crusts. A young man with his career before

him could not be interested in it. When politics invaded

the farmhouse in Bruree he would sit reading by

himself, never uttering an opinion.

Not that important things did not occur while he

Was deep in his books. A thing like Wyndhara’s second

Land Act, in 1903, was a minor revolution. But one

does not expect a youth of twenty-one to foresee the

effects of a Land Act. Besides, the unimportant things

caused more stir. That mild scheme for Devolution

fostered by the Irish Reform Association in 1903, and

the tremendous row it caused, and the National'm

hopes of ejecting Wyndliam and the Tories, on the

head of it, and the entry in 1906 of the Tories under

Campbell-Bannerman, were the things that were filling

the columns of the Irish Times and the Freemem's

Journal in De Valera’s youth. English Education,

Reform of the Lords—important no doubt in contem-

porary politics, and all part of the general interpreta-

tion of the English Constitution—did not come home
to Ireland with any explosive force. To all thoughtful

Irishmen politics then were, as far as Ireland was con-

cerned, a futile avocation. But thoughtful men are the

lonely few. They were, in Ireland, so few as to be a cabal,

andfhersforeforyears eitherunheard-ofor ajoke,|History

has justified them, however, and proved them realists.
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3

These few practical revolutionaries were, all this while,

working with the patience of mine-layers. They were,

in their nucleus, the remnants of an organisation that

went behind the days of Parnell to the days of the last

two armed risings in Ireland
—

’48 and ’67. They were

the Young Ireland tradition, and the Fenian tradition.

Parnell had used them. They had done desperate

things for him; not directly at his command, but with

his complaisant silence to give them all the approval

they required. The dynamitards, the breakers open of

prison vans, the Invincibles who cut the throats of

Lord Frederick Cavendish and Mr. Burke in Phoenix

Park in the year of De Valera’s birth, the men who
kept the Land League pot on the boil, the men Parnell

would openly condemn when it suited him, and refuse

to condemn when it suited him better—these had kept

up a tlrin tradition of contact with the pas.sionate

dream which died out when Parnell fell. They had

become, themselves, for the most part so flaccid that

even the police regarded them as harmless poor fellows,

or even respected them as interesting bits of history

from “the bad limes,” In every village one met the

old Fenian. In a pub a relict might be brought forward

as a curiosity and then listened to with growing impa-

tience, and finally edged off the scene. They had already

become the stuff of literature. But only “for the most

part.” A few young men among them still believed

that the Irish Republican Brotherhood could be effective.

These few secret revolutionaries were to found Sinn Fein.

The antennae of this secret society, known |)of7Ulariy

by the first letters of the three words of its ofiacial title,
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Tne moved between 1900 and 1914, cautiously

but effectively over every phase of Irish life. They had

to move cautiously. They numbered in 1900 not more

than about a dozen real effectives. The Parnell split

had pretty well ruined them, so that, for years, the

inner history of the Republican Brotherhood was the

history of the taking over of power by the younger men,

abetted by those few of the older generation who still

had enough energy in them to be realistic.

Of these older realists typical figures were Neal John

O’Boyle in Belfast, and Tom Clarke in Dublin. Clarke’s

history is illuminating here. He had been sent oyer

to Ireland in ’83, by the Clan-na-Gael, the American

corollary of the I.R.B., to “help” Parnell by dynamite

activities in England. The folly of it is pitiful—for that

was the year after the Invinciblbs, whom Parnell had

openly rejected and left to their fate. Clarke was caught

and jailed for life, and he stayed in jail—virtually for-

gotten, along with dozens like him. One by one the

unfortunate men either went mad in jail under the

brutal treatment deliberately meted out to them, or

wore released in shattered health, until, finally, Clarke

found himself isolated in a row of empty cells. At
last, after fifteen years and a half—his own record is

most moving, the more so for being so restrained

—

he was released, went to America, and came back to

Dublin, where he opened a little tobacconist’s shop

in Parnell Street, (ironic detail). There this frail-

looking and prematurely old man, peering at you as

he handed out your tobacco or cigarettes, became
with, his shop a centre for every nationally-minded

person ip Dublin. He stocked a few copies of all the

provincial newspapers, so that men from all over the
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country, who happened to live in Dublin, gradually

became known to him. For the young men in the

Brotherhood he was an inspiration and a friend. They
loved him. “More than any other man,” says P. S.

O’Hegarty who edited, after Clarke’s execution, the

Glimpses ofm Irish Felon's Prison Life, he was respon-

sible for the insurrection ...”
Other live members of the old Supreme Council

were Frederick Allen, and P. T. Daly; younger men
were O’Hanlon, Bulmer Hobson, O’Hegarty, Sean

MacDermott, Denis McCullough, Patrick McCartan.

Most of them are still living in Dublin, unassuming

business-men today. Pearse came into the movement.

Michael Collins was one of the rank and file.

What had they to work on ? A number of not very

promising non-revolutionary groups—a literary society

here, a weekly periodical there, the Language Revival

movement. The poets and playwrights, men like Yeats,

Colura, James Stephens, Edward Marlyn,.A.E., writing

for papers like Arthur Griffith’s weeklies, such as The

United Irishman, were unaware of the activities of the

secret cabal—^although Yeats had actually been sworn

into the Fenians years before, in the dog-days—but

they all helped in lire general fermentation of new ideas.

The Labour movement, gathering increased momentum
under Jim Larkin and Jim Connolly, also helped to

prevent stagnation. The Brotherhood watched for

anything and everything that was unconventional, had

some signs of freshness or vitality, and quietly pushed

in their men to key positions. They neglected nothing,

not even the apparently most innocuous bodies, the

Celtic Literary Society, the Gaelic Athletic Choip, lire

Catholic University Medical School. They “bottled”
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Sinn Fein immediately it got under way. Men and women
who felt they were moving of their own free wills

towards the Left were actually being propelled—how-
ever willingly—by the Irish Republican Brotherhood’s

pervasive propaganda. It may be a coinnion technique

in our day. It was new then.

4

When, therefore, we picture young De Valera in

Dublin, in 1913, aged thirty-one, we do not merely

picture a studious young man mildly interested in the

Gaelic Revival; or moved, in some detached way, by

the great tramway strike of 1913—an upheaval not

confined to Dublin or Ireland, the hey-day of Jim

Larkin and the origin of the Irish Citizen Army; or

watching with a purely personal interest the creation

in Ulster of a rebelly Volunteer Force under Carson.

He is more than a man interested, even keenly jntcre.slcd.

He is a man whom any one of these interests is suQicicnl,

alone, to launch on a sea of many currents; a man
who need but raise one small sail of emotional concern

to attract a wind that will fly him beyond the “baths

of all the western stars.” For there arc times in the

history of every country when a liveliness in the air

catches up the slightest dream and dilates it beyond

measure in this way. The year or two before, and

after, the outbreak of the Great War were years in

which forces were at work in Ireland which bad not

been at work since a man bad only to shout the name
Parnell to make the very air inflammable.

''That is the large thing to grasp about De Valera:

indeed, about any Irish political figure before or of his
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time. They are dilated by circumstances. Those of us

younger men, mere boys at the time, who lived through

tire revolutionary period which ended with the founding

of the Free State took years to realise this simple fact—
with the result that when the conditions of revolution

disappeared, and the wind died out of the sails, we
could not understand how it happened that men whom
we had long admired, even revered, suddenly seemed

commonplace, almost vulgar. At first, in revulsion, we
decided that they had always been commonplace and

we simply had not noticed it. The truth seems to be that

there is in every man a latent nobility which no willed

effort of his own can produce; for it does not seem to

be a workaday quality, aird does not seem to infect

his workaday virtues. De Valera has tapped this latent

lire more persistently than any other living Irishman.

Wlien he does not speak with this voice of the Irish

nationalist oracle he, too, can be—if never common-

place, and never vulgvar, for he has a natural human
dignity of hi.s own— exceedingly dull. It is one of the

tragedies of great men that once they are removed from

the source of their inspiration they are not great men at

all. The world is full of retired generals, superannuated

heroes, irrelevant statesmen—so many sails that the

storm once made noble now rolled up in a corner.

The circumstances that look this yonng provincial

school-teacher and released him were largely made by

a man of much greater creative force and creative

imagination. For while De Valera had to await his

opportunity Carson created Iris. When the Ulstermen

turned rebels that boldness of the North encouraged

the South, and the I.R.B. seized the moment to kuncli

a Volunteer Force of its own. Breathing on what
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P. S. O’Hegarty called the “xinsuspectable” men it

induced them to head such a Force, and then, in its own
way, it proceeded to get control of it. One small example

will illustrate the methods by which it did this. It

secretly drilled its own men to a pitch of excellence;

it was then an easy matter to get an order issued from

H.Q. of the Irish Volunteers that instructors were to be

appointed only because of their efficiency
; the natural-

seeming result was that the bulk of the officers in the

Volunteers were members of the Brotherhood.

De Valera joined up immediately the Volunteers were

launched, in November, 1913, andwehave from Mr. Denis
Gwynn, one of his biographers, an interesting pen-picture

of the man as he appeared at that time. He says

:

Up to the outbreak of the Great War in August,

1914, he was still completely unknown to the general

public even in Dublin, except among the students of

University College, of whom this writer was one.

His appearance was extremely rejiiarkablc. lie was

exceptionally tall, considerably over six feet in height,

a very serious looking man in his early thirties, with

a long nose and spectacles and a strangely foreign

expression. His clothes, of rough homespun, also

made him conspicuous; and he often wore a most

unusual cap, with a prominent peak and a flap folded

across the top.

Mr. Gwynn also remembers him at one of the first

parades of the Volunteers, in a field outside Dublin, at

Terenure, in these Irish-made tweeds, and the odd
deer-stalker’s cap, drilling a small squad of recruits,

lUc -description is properly objective. It must not

prevent us from perceiving the shadow of the myth
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over that curiously garbed young man and all his

fellows. For they were, in literal truth, living again

an ancient fable, bringing to life that romantic Ireland

that Yeats had said was “dead and gone . . . with

O’Leary in the grave”.

Nobody who has lived during that, or indeed any

later period of the Irish Revolution will deny this.

It was a time when young men could say, with Words-
worth, “Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive, but to be

young was very heaven”; or quote another English

poet, and cry
—“Honour has come like a king to earth”.

Nothing could kill that sense of elation—the serious

purpose, the nervous tension, the common fear, the

brutal horrors of the final stages of the struggle.

Something, therefore, of whut one can best de.scribe

as the excited atmosphere of a Russian novel—say

Fathers and Sons—suddenly begins to gather about

this slim, studious, ascetic-looking man, as he stands

there in that Held outside Dublin, in view of the frozen

waves of the Dublin hills, putting his fellows through

their first paces. His old studies are laid aside. He
has found more serious ones. The tempo of his days is

doubled. The nights are hot with argument. Life has

become ten limes more worth while. Henceforth the

thought haunts him like a passion that he may, some

day, be behind one of those windows in any Dublin

street, with a jerking rifle at bis shoulder, the Irish

tricolour flapping overhead.

They all felt it. Those of Ihem who were poets, and

an astonishing number of them were poets (and no-t

bad poets) put it into the most extravagant words, as

when, trembling at the thought of the beauty of kelaSd
*

Pearse vrote:
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Naked I saw thee, O Beauty of Beauties,

And I blinded my eyes for fear I should fail . . ,

On the other hand, we have to remember that this

emotion was as yet personal only to the few. This

romantic excitement was not yet shared by the general

mass of the people. Far from it. The mass of Irishmen

were satisfied that the Home Rule Bill would in due

course become law. They were, it is true, disturbed

and angered by the Carsonite demonstrations. They

were particularly perturbed when General Gough
mutinied at the Curragh in March, 1914, and Asquith

yielded to him—largely, it appears, under the influence

of Sir Henry Wilson (who paid for it ten years later),

one of Ireland’s most bigoted enemies, a cold and

bloodthirsty man with a genius for intrigue. But from

that to positive distrust of Great Britain was a long cry.

Trustfully Ireland continued to pour men into the

British Army until by 1918 its roll of those who had

died “for small nations” numbered fifty thousand men,

Ireland, as a whole, had no time for rcvohitionarie.s

until the Rising stirred its imagination, and the subse-

quent executions roused first its pity, then its admiration,

and as they went on and on, finally its rage.

To complete the picture and make a pertinent com-

ment we might also very properly recollect that there

were other planes of life in that Dublin which this

young man not only never reached, but never seems

to have wished to touch. For what a man does not do

is sometimes as much to the point as what he does.

Edward VII had died in 1910, but provincial life does

noTchange quickly, and this was still virtually Edwardian

Dublin, and that phrase must bring to anybody who
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knows anything about Dublin, i.e. who has read his

George Moore, his Joyce, or his Gogarty, a picture of a

local society of considerable charm and unusual gaiety.

There was the “Castle crowd,” i.e. the polite upper-

class society which attended levees in Saint Patrick’s

Hall or at the Vice regal lodge. However, one does not

expect a young teacher of De Valera’s social class

—

lower middle-class one might call it—let alone of his

political views, to be interested in that. There was

club-life. His class again precludes him from this, and

again, his political views, for the clubs were without

exception Tory. There was the sporting crowd—the

people one met at the races, the point-to-points, the

harriers, the hunt. Now, sport is democratic in Ireland

and always has been. There was nothing to stop any

young fellow in County Limerick, who could ride, from

joining in the hunt; though among the Dublin national-

ists, thci'e was for long an odd (ill-informed) idea that

the hunting crowd were both snobbish and anti-

national. Snobbish they may have been, though hardly

on the Held, but not anti-national; they were anti-

nothing except barbed-wire fences and poaching; as

a general thing they had not enough brains to be any-

thing at all. However, sheer lack of money alone might

prevent a young man with a large family and a small

salary from indulging in sport—teachers were shockingly

paid in that Ireland, especially hy clerical folk.

We pass on to that large body of ordinary people

in Dublin who enjoyed themselves in ways not open to

any classification. If the reader cares to turn to the

writer’s biography of Constance Marldevicz he will find

an outline of this kind of light-hearted life, whichnivas

then as now, open to everybody-—a life which Countess
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Markievicz, herself a rebel, sentenced to death for her

part in the Rising, fully enjoyed: she having also

enjoyed all the others previously, except the clubs.

This life took some to amateur theatricals
;
some to the

pubs for endless gossip or the enjoyment of local

“characters” (a regular part of Dublin existence even

to this—^melancholy and puritanical—day) ;
some to

the cafes, of which the best-known was the Cafd Cairo

in Grafton Street where one met the literary, dramatic,

and occasionally political “gang”, such as Ernest

Boyd, Stephen MacKenna, Darrell Figgis, A. E. Malone,

Hugh de Blacam, James Stephens, Padraic Colum, the

Abbey Theatre clique. Others, more evangelistic, like

Sheehy-Skeffington the pacifist, murdered in 1916,

went to the Vegetarian Restaurant in College Street;

now appropriately a Government Stationery Office.

One met Arthur Griffith sipping his pint of stout at that

famous pub, Davy Byrne’s—-made famous by such as

Joyce, Orpen, and Gogarty; or across the street at the

Bailey which is both restaurant and bar. That was the

general haunt of the politically-minded, with an occas-

ional man of letters, like Gogarty or Seumas O’Sullivan,

to give “tone”. For the highbrows, or what one may
call the Irish Review coterie, men like Thomas Mac-
Donagh or Joseph Plunkett—^lo confine ourselves to

men connected with the revolution, for both of these

were executed in 1916—such houses as that of George
Noble Count Plunkett’s were always open. In Surrey

liouse, in Rathraines, one could meet at the Markieviczs’

Labour men like James Connolly or Jim Larkin. In short,

and taking full note of the exclusivism of politics, there

several sociable, and yet intellectiial milieus where

onemight reasonably expect to meet a man likeDeValera.
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He was to be seen in none of them. His free time

was wholly devoted to study, or to teaching Irish in the

Gaelic League; and, after an intimate experience of

the Gaelic League, it may be said that while in every

way a pleasant, sociable organisation the Gaelic League

was about as intellectual as a Herbalist’s Club. There

was dancing—exclusively Irish dancing; outings in the

summer
;
an occasional discussion in Irish but almost

always about something exclusively connected with the

Irish language. De Valera led, then, what can only be

called a very compressed life, which both illustrates a

definite limitation in his interests all through his life,

and accounts for that limitation. It also implies a lack

of humanity, if by that word one is willing to under-

stand an intelligent and indulgent interest in all classes

of people and ideas.

This somewhat exclusive, even ascetic quality in De
Valera’s nature has, no doubt, contributed to his

political influence. As Silone says about dictators, the

average citizen is ready to be full of admiration for the

man who can concentrate on one thing to the exclusion

of all other things—power being the one thing that all

politicians pre-eminently desire. It has also detracted

from his popularity. We may have occasion, later, to

note that h did effect even his influence, in so far as it

cut him off from the private minds of men who preferred

to settle great affairs over a drink, or a coffee, than in the

more usual atmosphere, and by the more regular methods,

ofthe committee-room. In other words his asceticism cut

him off from conspiracy—the conspiracies of the I.R.B.

So, in a city then far from provincial, De Valera chose

to lead what can only be called a somewhat proyincisl

life. There is only one advantage in that kind of life,
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tJie benefit that arises from the undisturbed surroundings

’ of the thoughtful solitary. He was not thoughtful

enough to profit by that.

He has remained, all his life long, infected by his

youthful provincialism.

5

To return to the Republican Brotherhood and their

methods, the sequence of essential operative events is

now well-]cno\vn. John Redmond, becoming suspicious,

demanded and received majority representation on the

Volunteer Executive. He thereby forced the Brotherhood

more or less into the open; far enough to make it

break with him. On such things as Ireland’s right to

neutrality the Volunteers broke into two camps— the

Redmondite Volunteers and the Republican Volunteers.

Redmond carried about 160,000 with him; the residue

came to about 12,000. In April, Carson ran rillcs ashore

at Larne. His speeches were inflammatory, his defiance

absolute. (At Coleraine, in the previous September,

he had howled treason to the mob and declai'cd that

he did not care two pins whether it was treason or not.)

In July, the southern Volunteers ran rifles and umrauni'-

tion ashore at Howth, outside Dublin, and Kilcool, in

Wicklow. De Valera, now a trusted olficcr, took part

in the Howth landing. The whole political atmosphere

was by now combustible and just as it seemed inevitable

that there must be an explosion either North or South,

there came the greater explosion of the War. The
energies of the North were defiected. The Redmondite

Volunteers either joined the Army or began to dwindle

Itvay; for Asquith had promised to retain them for

home defence. Later, he changed his mind. Gradually
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tile 160,000 figure represented only so many Irist

corpses in Flanders, or so many belts and bandoliers

lying in cupboards, forgotten. The Republican Volun-

teers alone remained intact and the Supreme Council

of the Brotherhood decided that there must be an
Insurrection before the War ended. The (still unsuspect-

ing) Executive of the Volunteers was willing to hold

them together as an earnest of Irish neutrality.

From the beginning of 1915 the I.R.B. was concerned

with two main things—the actual date of the Rising,

and how to prevent Connolly, the Labour Leader, who
was not of their number, from precipitating a Rising on

his own with his Citizen Army of workers. Meanwhile

they were arranging with Germany to send help. In

America John Devoy, the old Fenian who had beep

plotting against England for nigh on sixty years, acted

as their agent. Sir Roger Casement was in Germany

working direct on the German High Command.

By the opening of 1916 they were almost ready. They

decided on Easter Sunday, April 23rd, as the fateful

day, and they barely got away with it. Since February,

3916, the British Secret Service had been tapping the

Irish-Amcrican-German communications, but for some

extraordinary reason theydid notinform the Commander-

in-Chief of the Irish Forces, and they did not inform,

Dublin Castle, the headquarters of the civil arm. They

do not seem to have realised how serious the whole

thing was; so that Pearse, the rebel commander, was

apparently right when he declared that the whole thing

was so insane that nobody would ever take it seriously

until it had happened. However, on the Monday

previous to Easter Sunday, April 23rd, the Admiral

Queenstown told General Stafford, commanding the
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South, Who told General Friend the Commander in

Chief, who told Sir Matthew Nathan, the Under

Secretary, who told Lord Wimborne, the Viceroy, that

the British Admiralty had told him that a German
vessel, the Aud^ was on its way to Ireland with arms

for an intending Rising. Nobody took it to be an

urgent matter. Mr. Birrell, the Chief Secretary, was

away that week. General Friend also went away. The
rest were merely pleased because they could now
arrest the leaders of the Volunteers for “hostile

association,” and in a sufficiently leisurely matter they

set about preparing for a raid. This whole mess was

due to lack of co-ordination between the civil and

military arms in Ireland and the Government in

England—a typical illustration of British mal-administra-

tion of Irish alfairs which, for once, rebounded on the

head of the Government. Later on, General Macrcady

complained bitterly about this same antiquated system

when he was sent over to “clean up” Ireland in the

days of the Black and Tans.

Professor MacNcill, the titular head of the Volunteers

(one of the “unsuspeclable” men) got wind of the

proposed Rising in the same week. More or less by

accident he heard of what was afoot on the Thursday

before Easter Sunday. On Good Friday he heard that

Roger Casement had been arrested in Kerry after

landing from a German submarine. When the Aud was

duly intercepted by the British he heard also of that.

(The German crew took to their boats, blew up the

ship, and surrendered.) MacNeill, much wrath at the

prolonged deception, faced the I.R.B. and after much
"ciiopping and changing on all sides, finally decided to

leave them, in turn, in the dark. On the Sunday morning
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fixed for the Rising he published in the newspapers an

order countermanding the proposed public parade for

manoeuvres which was to have acted as a cover for the

insurrection.

At once everything was in chaos. The revolutionary

executive was faced by the total and probably final

collapse of their plans. The Aud was at the bottom of

the sea. Casement was arrested. His last message had

begged them to postpone the rising. There had been

other arrests in Kerry. Thanks to MacNeill the all-

Ireland mobilisation would not take place, and at the

zero hour—midnight—-the I.R.B. found that they would

not have five hundred men to command.

To add to their confusion a fabricated document

had been published which appeared to show that the

Castle was fully informed and was about to swoop.

(This document was a peculiar example of the

tortuosities of the conspiratorial mind, for it had

actually been secretly put together by some of the

revolutionaries themselves, either to throw the Castle

offthe scent, or to force thehands of their own colleagues

;

or else to prevent Castle action by drawing public

attention to what it was supposed to have in mind ;
or

Heaven knows for what other purpose. It was a case of

wheels within wheels.) Finally the revolutionaries

decided to go ahead. Their plans for an all-Ireland

rising were now impracticable, but they could at least

rise in Dublin, make a gesture, and perhaps rouse the

people by desperate action. They resolved to rise in

Dublin, on Monday at noon, and sent out orders

accordingly to the city battalions.

Some did not approve of this decision, and among
those who did not approve was De Valera, then Brigade
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Adjutant holding the rank of Commandant. Wiicn the

orders came to him, he obeyed them.

So, on Easter Monday, a fine April day of bright

sun which drew out the citizens to parade the streets,

or leave the city for the outlying pleasure-spots, or

prepare for such functions as the usual Easier Monday
Races at Fairyhouse, fifteen hundred men assembled

in Dublin—a mere handful, and far from enough for

the plans which had been laid. In small groups they

scattered to their allotted posts which they took without

resistance. The Genera! Post Office in O’Connell Street

was chosen as H.Q. and on its walls there suddenly

appeared a printed poster in rough black type, pro-

claiming the establishment ofthe Provisional Government
of the Irish Republic, The strollers halted and read it.

They laughed, or they scowled, and they passed on.

Then, gradually, the air became electrified. Rumour
ran through the city. The thing ceased to be a joke

and became serious. From being called playboys the

rebels were called fools. Names that were, at first,

mere names, became personalities. The seven signa-

tories to the Proclamation of the Irish Republic became
names of doom—their own do'om. The little old

tobacconist of Parnell Street was now Thomas J. Clarke,

the first signatory, his name in a line of honour by
itself. The other six, P. H. Pearse, Scan MacDiarmada,
Thomas MacDonagh, James Connolly, Eamonn Ceannt,

Joseph Plunkett, were not now “Paddy Pearse” the

schoolmaster, or “Tom MacDonagb” the University

lecturer, or “Jim Connolly”, the labour leader, but mortal
jnen making an immortal gesture Of courage or folly. At
tUeprkeoftheir lives they had suddenly become symbols.

Sudden bursts of rifle-fire from the direction of
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Stephen’s Green and the Nortli Wall lifted every head.

The thing was real. Following the heels of rumonr the

Dubliners found bariicades across the streets, trenches

in the Green, sandbags in windows, cars commandeered.

They found Westland Row railway station occupied,

with Broad stone Station and Harcourt Street Station,

wlule the Gieat Northern Line was cut at Fairview.

Rifles stuck out of the Mendicity Institution. It was
said the Castle was taken, that the country was up, that

German troops had landed. Rumour flew more madly.

Looting began. Shooting started up again. The day

wore on. Smpers’ bullets began to whine. When night

fell the city was quiet except for occasional shots. In

this broken calm we may see what post had been

allotted to De Valera, and see the progtess of the event

from his point of view.

6

To visualize the post occupied by De Valera, now
Brigade Adjutant, one may visualize Dublin as divided

into North and South by the Liffey, which flows east-

ward into the sea about six miles away. The traveller

to Dublin from England lands at Dunleary (formerly

Kingstown) on the southern side of Dublin Bay, and

appioaches the city by tiain, car, or tram (now also

by bus) along the coastal road. The city actually

spreads out, as suburbia, along this coastal road two

miles beyond Dunleary, so that we seem to he in Dublin

immediately we disembark. The train terminus in

Dublin is Westland Row station. The Thiid Battalion

of the Dublin Brigade, under De Valera,'“was ordered

to cover this road into Dublin, as well as the railws«-’

line which runs parallel to it, in order to block the entry
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into the city of troops from Cnglaiid; what, iii view of

the fewness of his men, Dc Valera might well have

called a “tall order.” He cannot have commanded
much more than a hundred men.

His post became a storm-centre of the fight, so that

ever since that week the names of Boland’s Mills, and

Mount Street Bridge, are associated with his name. He
occupied Westland Row station but later withdrew

his men from it to the mills. Boland’s Mills is a gaunt,

grey flour-mill on the canal. Near it is an old distillery.

Here he placed a few snipers and flaunted the tricolour

in order to give the impression that this was his main

centre of defence. On Monday evening, also, he sent his

men among the people to fraternise, telling them to blab

freely about his supposed plans for pouring men under

cover of darkness into the distillery. The ruse worked.

When the bombardment began, thcdistillerywasshattcrcd

to pieces while the bakery escaped almost unhurt.

Legend inevitably gathers in later years, about such

a man and such an incident as his defence of the Dublin

road. One record says that his men had dilliculty in

keeping him from perfonning every dangerous lask

himself. Seeing him hurry to and fro between the

barricades, directing the firing from the tall windows

of the mill, indifferent to the bullets thudding into the

flourbags used for defence, or ricochetting off the

ledges, one of his men warned him that he was more
important than anybody else in the place. “There are

better men than myself being killed,” cried De Valera,

and took his place at a loop-hole, emptying and
re-emptying tlie magazine until, when he did rest, the

'“Tccord.says that the barrel was “red-hot”.

Apocryphal or an actual fact, it is at least symbolic—

•
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the man burns himself out in action. He has become
like some piece of metal hammered thin. His face

to-day is a palimpsest of his country’s history for the

last quarter of a century ; every crisis has left more lines

on his face, and if, again, one compares the pictures

taken of him in the light-hearted days before, and the

more serious days after the Rising one cannot fail to

see where Easter Week has left its mark. That present

leanness of face, that brooding shadow, wearing and

darkening his features, began when he stood there

staring from his brown excited pupils down the glinting

barrel of his rifle from the window of the mill, cannon-

ading thundering behind him over the city, shots

cracking at his elbow, and presently the lurid glow of

Dublin in flames flickering on his saJiow cheeks. That

cannonading began on Wednesday when field-guns

from Trinity College, four eighteen-pounders sent from
Athlone, and the Helga, a gun-boat on the Liffey,

smashed Liberty Hall, the H.Q. of the Citizen Army,
to bits, and began to batter O’Connell Street to the

ground, Incendiary shells set many buildings on fire.

That afternoon part of the two brigades sent by

General Friend from England landed at Dunleary and

moved on foot into the city. De Valera had made his

preparations for an advance by road. In houses along

the main route he scattered a handful of men—two

or three to a house. In one house, by name Clanwilliam

House, now a large garage, he placed seven men, who
put up a fight that was outstanding in the history of

that week. They commanded the little bridge called

Mount Street Bridge, which crosses the canal at that

point, and with their fellows along the route^ they”

wrought havoc among the advancing troops. These
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consisted of several battalions of the Sherwood Foresters,

part of which took the safe back round to Dublin, via

Stillorgan, but part of which walked, with amazing

foolhardiness, right into the trap set for them by the

rebels. In the words of the despatch report of General

Maxwell they met with “great opposition." They

were mown down by rifle-fire from the occupied houses,

advance outposts at strategical points, enfiladed when
they deployed, and generally so hammered that after

a five-hour battle which began at half-past three, four

officers had been killed, fourteen wounded, and of

other ranks two hundred and sixteen killed and wounded.

(I take the figures in this paragraph from Dorothy

MacArdle’s invaluable history, The Irish Republic, and

since it is sponsored by Mr. De Valera himself we may
presume them accurate.) Not until dusk fell, around

eight o’clock, and the entire column, accompanied by

bombing parties, advanced on the occupied positions,

did the road become passable.

But the bridge still remained. Already the Brithsh

troops had in this section alone piled up half their total

casualties for the whole week. De Valera’s aide, Captain

Malone, and his six men, conlimied to attack. Finally

a Gatling gun and a battery of machine-guns closed

them in. The house went on fire. Malone was killed

and with him three others. This left only three men in

the blazing house, and these were able to escape by
the back, to fight elsewhere in the city after the usual

tactics of the guerilla soldier.

The Third Battalion was not concentrated in the Mill.

Thursday broke with a dawn no more red than the sky

tad Ijpen all through the night. Glowing spots in the

clouds all over the centre of the city told the defenders
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of the Mill that their fellows were having a bad time.

Their artillery was hammering its way to the lehel head-

quarters at the Post Office, until the city was a desert

—

its streets littered with loot, fallen masonry, dead bodies.

Little imagination was needed if De Valera wished

to picture it. In his own area he could sec its replica.

It was a strangely contrasted quarter in which he was
now isolated, the slums of Rrngsend contrasting with

the staid and respectable houses of the Mount Street,

Northumberland Road area, and behind him, into the

city, the dignified Georgian fronts hiding dingy lodging-

houses or one-room tenements. Rich and poor alike

crouched in the basements, for the sniping was incessant.

For a whole day a slum-child and a wealthy-looking pro-

fessional man lay crumpled up near one another by an

area-railings ; two little trails ofblood their silent epitaph.

The dark and narrow laneways, the warehouses, the

crumbling tenements, the innumerable alleys, the

yards that abut on one another and make a kind of

fenced street between the blocks, the gimcrack walls

that can so easily be bored to make a retreat back

through house after house, and in the older parts, the

Georgian style of architecture which gives on the

smooth, unbroken roofs another aerial street, make
the entire quarter an ideal battleground for the adventur-

ous sniper, The patrols could never tell from what

point a bullet might come. If an armoured car crawled

along below, with its machine gun spraying the roofs,

the sniper had merely to lie low behind a parapet or

slide dangerously away to some other vantage point,

and begin his deadly work all over again. It was a terribly

dangerous kind of warfare, which demanded the cool--'

nerves and energetic body of an acrobat.
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By Friday the men in the mills presented a strange

appearance. To the pallor natural in excited and

sleepless men the fiour-moted atmosphere added a

slightly bizarre and rather'ghastly whiteness, and as they

moved about in the half-light of the mill, carrying

gelignite to safe corners, water in every possible sort

of vessel to extinguish probable fires, or stole out

under the roofs to do battle with an enemy sharpshooter

they had tire ghostly appearance of men already under

the shadow of death. One other recorded remark of

De Valera during the week was when somebody asked,

“What will we do if the roof falls in ?” and he rapped

back: “Let it!”

By Friday morning he could locate the Post Office,

where clouds of coloured whitish smoke could be seen

rising like balloons into the sky and then bursting

into longues of leaping fire. Motes of sool or burning

paper came floating on the air. Still De Valera was in

a sound position. He hoped for reinforcements, and
kept extending his positions. Sniping went on. Indeed,

general firing was still breaking out as late as Sunday

morning, mingled with the toll of the mass-bells from

the city churches.

General Maxwell had now taken over supreme

command and had issued warning that he would not

hesitate to destroy every building within the rebel

area. By Saturday the Post Office had been evacuated,

and the H.Q, re-established in Number Sixteen Moore
Street behind it.

The British had effectively cut all communications

between the rebel positions, and it became plain to

Pearse and Connolly that the game was up. They had
made their gesture. In the words of a manifesto
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describing the fight, and issued by Pearse on Friday

morning to any position that could receive it

:

If they do not win this fight, they will at least have

deserved to win it. But win it they will although they

may win it in death. Already they have won a gieat

thing. They have redeemed Dublin from many
shames and made her name splendid among the names

of cities . . .

He decided to surrender. At 3.30 p.m. he gave up
his sword to Biigadier-General Lowe in Parnell Stieet.

That evening at 9 p.m. the men from the Post Office

marched through the empty waste of O’Connell Stieet

and threw down their arms under the shadow of the

Parnell monument. Few risings, one may think, have

been conducted in any country with such a sense of

the value of symbol.

Not until Sunday did Pearse’s message reach De
Valera’s position. He read it in dismay :

—

In order to prevent the further slaughter of Dublin

citizens, and in the hope of saving the lives of our

followers now surrounded and hopelessly outnum-

bered, the members of the Provisional Government

present at Headquarters have agreed to an uncon-

ditional surrender, and the Commandants of the

various districts in the City and Country will order

their commads to lay down arms.

With difliculty De Valera induced his men to obey. In

anger many of them broke their rifles on the pavement.

As he himself waited in the street to be led away with his

men he muttered passionately, as if to himself:

—

“I&-

the people had only come out with knives and forks !

”
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As late as Wednesday, when every position in the city

and country had surrendered—for in Wexford, Galway,

and North County Dublin engagements had also

occurred—sniping still went on. Individual rebels,

refusing to yield, dodged from roof to roof and tried

to pick off the enemy until the last was hemmed in, or

abandoning his gun dived into the labyrinth of yards

or slums and was lost.

It is now nearly twenty-five years since that Easter

Week, and nobody has yet been able to besmirch the

history of a gallant adventure. It had its tenible side,

which has gone into literature with such masterpieces

as the plays of Sean O’Casey. How many civilians

were killed will never be known accurately. In Glas-

nevin cemetery alone, from April 27th to May 4th

there were 216 burials of people dead from gunshot.

About sixty volunteeis were killed; one hundred and

thirty British militaty ; and total casualities to the amount

of 3,000. Dublin suffered to the extent of somewhere

in the region of a million and a half sleiiing. Fine

buildings like the Linen Hall, the Post Office, the Royal

Hibernian Academy were reduced to smoke-blackencd

shells. One of Europe’s finest streets became a tangle

of ironwork, fallen stones, crumbling brick. Dublin

smoked for a week. Between subsequent rebuilding,

and a second bombardment during the Irish Civil

War, its old dignity has been destroyed for ever.

Executions began at once. On May 3rd, Wednesday,

Pearse, MacDonagh, and the old Fenian Tom Clarke

were shot. On Thursday, Plunkett, William Pearse,

Daly, and O’Hanrahan were shot. On Friday they

shot Major John McBride, the husband ofMaud Gonbe.

On Monday they shot Kent, Mallin, Colbert, and
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Hciiston. On Tuesday, Kent’s brother, Thomas, was
shot in Cork. Protests began to rise in and out of

Ireland. Among others George Bernard Shaw uttered

a noble defence of the insurgents, warning the Govern-

ment, with his usual keen perspicuity, that they were

‘canonising their prisoners’, and that as prisoners of

war they should not have been shot. “I lemain an

Irishman,” he wrote—and it took courage to say this,

in London, in 1916
—“and am bound to contradict

any implication that I can regard as a traitor any

Irishman taken in a fight for Irish Independence against

the British Government, which was a fair fight in

everything except the enormous odds my countrymen

had to face.” By May 10th, fourteen insurgents had

been executed, seventy-three sentenced to penal servitude,

and over one thousand sentenced to deportation.

On May 12th, Connolly, the Labour Leader and head

of the Citizen Army, was taken out on a stretcher and

executed. With him died Sean MacDiarmada. With

Casement, hanged in August in London, the total

number of executions came to sixteen. There were

over two thousand three hundred deportations.

Meanwhile De Valera was held prisoner at Balls-

bridge, near at hand to Boland’s Mills and Mount

Street Bridge, He was confined in a small room which

communicated with the adjacent fire-station by a

window. The firemen got in touch with hun and oflered

a plan of excape, which was a good and simple one.

They would stage a fire-alarm, and rush out the engine

which he would board as it left the station. He could

not agree to leave his men, and was duly brought to

Richmond Barracks for his court-martial. That was-^

May 8th, when the majority of the trials had gone
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through, and twelve executions had taken place. The

delay probably saved his life—for the protests already

referred to had begun to have their effect. Ilis American

citizenship was also of help to those who were striving

to hold the hand of General Maxwell. Redmond
pleaded it and the American Consulate also put its

protest on record. His sentence was formally announced

on May 11th. It read:

—

Sentenced to death and sentence commuted to

penal servitude by the General Officer Commanding-

in-Chief : Edward de Valera, penal servitude for life.

He had faced the court-martial with calm and dignity.

Knowing the man, one would expect that. For what-

ever else may be said of him, nobody will dpny that

one of his greatest qualities—and it contributes greatly

to his influence—is dignity. He knew what fate to

expect. To Batt O’Connor he had said it, clapping

his palms to imitate rifle-fire:
—“You know all I expect

is that!” All his simplicity and that warmth which

is otherwise buried under restraint and a cold exterior

came out now. To Dr. Richard Hayes he said in his

cell, with touching sincerity:
—
“I wouldn’t give a hang

if it wasn’t for the wife and kids.” Yet when the news

of his reprieve came he just looked up from the book
he was reading—The Confessions of Saint Augustine—

thanked the messenger and returned to his book.

He was in due course removed as a convict to Dart-

moor. As far as he knew he was facing the endless

years of shame and pain that so many Irish felons had
suffered before him—and come out, all of them, old

ar broken men.



PART TWO

REVOLUTION

1916-1924

1

Prison, at any rate for political prisoners, can be a sadly

revealing expeiience. It throws personality on the

screen, enlarged beyond life-size. The prisoner, thoughts

are at rest to record his fellow-men at close-quarters,

and liable, in brooding, to exaggerate their weaknesses.

The symbolic action is over ; the actor has been removed

from the stage; he has become a private individual.

In later periods of the Irish struggle, this disillusioning

analysis became frequent.

It was rare at first. Prison was itself a novel experience.

It had not become commonplace by familiarity, and the

quality of the symbol still clung to those in jail. They

were and felt themselves “the felons of our land.” We
therefore gather very little about De Valera from the

records of those who were jailed with him. What they

narrate is not intimate but general: it is always some-

thing that presents the patriot rather than the private

man. As a matter of fact the disclosure of character

did not fully take place until the revolution entered

into its second phase of Civil War—and then the dis-

closure was generally out of focus. Irishmen are only

slowly learning to do equal justice to the symbolic and the

personal, thepublicand the private, intheirmodern leaders.

41
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When the piisoners first found themselves in such

convict-prisons as Dartmoor tliey were still under the

shadow of their recent experiences. They were meek
and obedient, a little dispirited. One knows this from

their subsequent private conversation, I have heard one

of them admit it in public in one of those lectures on

My Life in Jail which so many of them had to delivei on

their release for propaganda purposes. Then, by degrees

the pall lifted. They found, somewhat to their astonish-

ment, that they were alive. Word was also coming

in from Ireland that the people were not wholly against

them. They began to reorganise their spirits, and to con-

sider how the fight could be continued inside prison walls.

De Valera, in Dartmoor, was not as badly olT as old

Tom Clarke had been. He had sixty-four fellow Irish-

men also wearing tlie broad arrow. That same May of

Sixteen they were suddenly joined by MacNeill (who

had countermanded the orders for Easter Sunday, but

later appealed to the people to support the Rising),

Robert Brennan, who had led the insurgents in Wexford,

has described what occurred one morning when the

convicts were lined up for inspection in the gloomy

central hall of Dartmoor, where even in summer you

could smell the fog-damp outside. There was dead

silence. Suddenly a few prisoners came clanking down
the iron stairs—foremost being MacNeill. It was the

first time he faced the men whose plans he had upset.

Like a flash De Valera stepped out of the silent ranks

of convicts and faced his fellow convicts. He shouted

a command: “Volunteers! Attention I Eyes left!”

Amazed at the chivalry of the salute they obeyed. It

-was the first act of revolt inside jail. Da Valera was

hustled to the cells, but released that afternoon.
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That kind of thing was repeated in other forms,
and De Valera was finally removed to Maidstone. The
insubordination went on in Dartmoor, even as it was
also breaking out continually in the other jails and
concentration camps. The convicts were then massed
in Lewes, and there, as senior officer, De Valera was
elected by the men as their leader. This was partly

responsible, no doubt, for the influence and position he
was able to assume later on his release, but it is patent

that he would, in any case, have been considered an

important man as Adjutant to the Dublin Brigade,

the last commandant to surrender, a man sentenced to

death, and one closely connected with the dead leaders.

Only a few days after he was thus elected leader of the

men, one of them was put ou bread and water for

.talking during work. At once De Valera ordered a

general strike, and again the GovernoJ’ came to terms,

In other ways the prisoners were becoming a con-

siderable embarrassment to the Government. The
international situation had given them, and the Irish

que.stion, an enormous importance abroad. The Govern-

ment, angling for American support in the War, found

the powerful Irish influence in America turned against

them by the Rising and the subsequent executions.

Shaw had been dead right about this, but like all

prophets he had not been heeded in lime. As the

Irish-German bloc in America gradually became the

despair of British diplomacy, the Government at home
realised the folly of proceeding further with the “canoni-

sation” of the insurgents. The real question now was

how to get rid of them and placate an infuriated Ireland

with a good face, without, on the other hand, alienating

the North or annoying its Tory supporters in England.
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Lloyd George was given this difficult task, but his

disingenuous methods only made matters worse by

turning the Irish Paity against him, and the Irish people

against the Irish Party. In addition the liish Church

began to roll up behind the insurgents and tuin its back

on the old-time politicians.

The history of bow the Sum Fern idea became con-

solidated in jail, where the men were all potential

leaders (they included, among others, the as-yet-unknown

Michael Collins) would make a book in itself. Books

have been written about the subject by the dozen.

It must suffice to say that in the jails and camps the

future revolution was, in the woids of Hussey-Burgh’s

famous metaphor, planted as dragon’s teeth that were,

later, to spring up as aimed men. By the summer the

Government had released these crabiyo lebels in their,

hundreds. By December, 1916, the ncccs.sity for an

ameliorative policy had emptied every concentuUion

camp. Only the convicts remained, including De
Valera.

Among those released wcic Collins and Griffith,

who at once began a new campaign. In Fchiuaiy, 1917,

they contested an election against the Iiish Party in

Roscommon, and won it by two to one. In April,

a Lewes “convict” was put up for another bye-clcction

and won again. It seemed clear that the countiy had
finished for good and all with the old regime, and gone

back to those far older memories where every fighting

patriot has his niche and his votive lamp. It seemed,

indeed, as if the guns of Easter week had blown away
the dust of oblivion that for so long had settled on those

pictures of Emmet raising his sword, and Tone with

his hooked nose to the west, and let it settle on Collge
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Green and the old Irish House of Parliament'—the

symbol of the Irish Party. Now it was the ruins of

O’Connell Street that became a place of pilgrimage.

To the sacred litany of the old Irish dead the young
folk were adding the names of Pearse, and Connolly,

and MacBride, and the poets were singing of them

—

Yeats, A. E., Stephens, even Ledwidge over in France

fighting beside their executioners, Padraic Colum,

Seuinas O’Sullivan; all who had known and liked these

men. In a word Parliamentarianism was evidently

finished.

General Maxwell was now recalled, Asquith resigned,

and Lloyd George put on the velvet glove. Whereupon,

as if to add fresh fuel to the fire, or as if the Govern-

ment could not make up its mind on its policy, there

were more raids, more arrests, and so, more martyrs.

This, even while Lloyd George was planning fresh

overtures with a view to setting up a Convention where

all representative Irishmen—^lie even included an

invitation to Sinn Fein—would solve the problem for

him. It was this Convention which served, indirectly,

to release De Valera and his colleagues. For the new
movement outside now began to concentrate on the

demand for their release, an appeal which no Irish

audience could possibly resist.

Inside, under De Valera’s leadership, the prisoners

had meanwhile revolted absolutely, demanded treat-

ment as prisoners of war, smashed furniture and

windows, and broken down partitions ;
with the result

that they were divided again, into separate jails—

Portland, Maidstone, Parkhurst. Another bye-election

was now approaching, East Clare, and for this con-

stituency the men outside nominated De Valera? It was
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probably the first time his name came before the entire

country as an acknowledged leader. All this was so

inimical to the right atmosphere needed for a Con-

vention that it was decided to release the remaining

prisoners.

On June 16th they were duly released in a body.

They landed in Dublin, about a hundred of them, on

the morning of the 18th, met to their astonishment by

wildly cheering crowds. They drove in carriages through

the crowded city, lifting their cropped heads to see again

the ruins of the streets where they had fought, over a

year before. Then they had been jeered, execrated,

regarded with sullen eyes. [Now, their ears were

deafened with the shouts and the singing. They sang

back the song that has become the national anthem of

Ireland

—

The Soldier's Song:

Men of the Gael, Sorts of the Pale,

The long watched day is breaking.

The serried ranks of Inisfail

Shull set the tyrant quaking.

Our camp-fires now are burning low —
See, in the Ea.tt, a silvery glow.

Out yonder waits the Saxon foe—
So chant a soldier's song.

Soldiers are we,

Whose lives are pledged to Ireland.

Some have come
From a land beyond the wave.

Sworn to be free.

No more, our ancient sireland.

Shall shelter the despot or the slave.
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To-night we man the bearna baoghaiE,

In Erin's cause come woe or weal.

Mid cannon's roar, or rifle's peal

We will chant a soldier's song.

Thousands saw now for the first time the tall figure

of their future leader. They saw his eyes light up, and
knew that it was a proud moment for him and for the

cause for which he had fought. He would not have

been human if there did not come a gulp in his throat

to hear the strains of that Irish Marseillaise rise over

those cold ruins like the spirit of his dead friends.

2

The Clare Election hurled him at once into the role

he has never since laid down—that of politician and

statesman. And yet, being of an unfree land, his life

bore no resemblance to that of the politician elsewhere.

It had all the abnormality of the soldier’s life without

its directness of puipose, or even its pauses. He had

not sought notoriety. He was by nature the recluse and

the student. He had even taken part in the Rising against

his judgement, and he told his friends now, that as for

politics he knew little of them and did not like them.

Before he was much older he was to like them far less.

That summer and autumn of 1917 saw De Valera, the

man hitherto known to the comparative few, transformed

into the national leader. The Clare Election brought

him to the front, and it was fought so bitterly and

watched so eagerly by all sides that, as with that famous

1 Bearna Baoghail. Pronounced—bahrtia bweel. Meaning-”

‘The Gap of Danger.’
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Clare Election which put Dan O’Connell, as the lirst

Catholic since the Reformation, into Parliament, it

became again a symbol of nation against empire.

(Everything, in those days, as- will have already become

apparent, was treated as a symbol.) The Party fought

the election to the last ditch, but the tide was against

them. De Valera was elected by well over two to one.

A month later, at Kilkenny, Alderman William Cosgrave,

later President of the Irish Free State, inflicted a similar

defeat on the old regime.

Not until October, however, was De Valera acknow-

ledged as leader. Then the Ard Fheis or Annual Conven-

tion of Sinn Fein gathered in Dublin, and he was elected

President. The circumstances are important and define

the conditions of the new movement for Independence.

We must consider these briefly.

The old distinction, rather than difference—which is

too strong a word—between the Republican Biothcr-

hood and Sinn Fein made itself evident at once, The
Brotherhood had brought the Insurrection about and

were strictly Republican. Sinn Fein, under GriflUh’s

leadership, had never been Republican, and its aim was

rather for a Dual Monarchy, with the King, t.ords,

and Commons of Ireland, and the old Constitution of

the Irish Parliament of 1782—before the Union. The
Brotherhood was now at work again, though De Valera,

who had joined it before 1916, now resigned and opposed

the idea of a secret society.

One thus had a Republican body of opinion, repre-

sented by the Brotherhood and the Volunteers—^who

had reorganised—and the more moderate and much
larger section of opinion in the Sinn Fein clubs. De
Valera was somewhere in between them both, popular
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with each, representing neither alone. He was admirably
suited for the po.sition of a national leader who would
reconcile both bodies of opinion, and we here get, for
the first time, a clear sight of that non-committal, semi-
theological, discriminating mind of his in the formula
with which he satisfied the Ard Pheis of Sinn Fein as to
the aims it would put before it. It would, perhaps,
have been as well to say that the I.R.B., though it was
not willing to see eye to eye with Sinn Fein (the political,

or non-military side of the movement) had, as usual,
been careful to get solid representation in it, so that
they, under the surface, had to be satisfied as well as
the non-I.R.B. delegates who knew nothing much
about them. The formula proposed by t>e Valera was
as follows:

Sinn Fein aims at securing international recognition

of Ii eland as an independent Irish Republic. Having
achieved that status the Irish people may, by Referen-

dum, fiecly choose their own form of Government.

That pleased both sides.

It is worth while to comment on this solution. It was
what De Valeia had said he knew little of, and did not

like—it was politics. It was a politician’s compromise.

What it meant, in actual working, was that everybody

henceforth accepted that the primal aim of the country

was an Irish Republic, while what that would mean
in practice was not defined. People vaguely felt that it

meant political freedom from English rule: what
degree of association with Great Britain and the Empire
might be tolerated they did not consider—^it was too

soon to go into these fine points. But when a nation
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dreams of its political fiecdom it dreams magnificently,

and when its leaders appeal to a people they appeal to

them with magniloquence. The people thcrefoi e thought

that the term Republic meant absolute isolationist

independence—a state like that of Belgium or Denmark.

Five years later when the thing came down to details it

became translucently clear that only one man knew his

•own mind about the political actuality of the word
Freedom, and that man was GrilBth. The men who
now, in 1917, i.e. the I.R.B., were afraid that he was
too moderate, flocked after him in 1922 as men will

always flock after a decisive mind. While those same
men who had put De Valera up against Griffith in 1917,

.as President of Sinn Fein, and thus as leader of the

people, abandoned him in 1922 during the debates on
‘'The Treaty” as too extreme.

A very important thing, further, to note at this

point is that the I.R.B. were here, 1917, putting into

power a man who was not, any longer, of their number.

The result was that for five years De Valera, as loader,

was cut off from the secrets of the I.R.B.—indeed he
was very nearly in the position of Profc.ssor MacNeill

in 1916, the man who only discovered the week before

the Rising what the armed force he thought he led was
really planning to do. The I.R.B. backed De Valerh

from 1917 to 1922. In 1922 they turned on him. In

1922 Griffith also turned on him. He had, in short,

for five years led two parties; they combined against

him; he had failed to consolidate his position with

either—which was a tribute to his honesty if not to his

political foresight—and he fell between them. That was
one occasion when his capacity for discrimination

(what his enemies have called hair-splitting) was his ruin.
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As this new movement began (to use a motoring

vulgarism) to “rev up,” De Valera began to formulate

slowly for himself and for his people the political

philosophy of the future Ireland. Mr. P. S. O’Hegarty,

the best exponent of the I.R.B. philosophy, has summed

up his woi k and his methods and his value in those years

:

He was a slow-moving, painfully uncouth, massive

speaker, with a disarming habit of pouring forth as

new discoveries things which had been for twenty

years the commonplaces of separatist thought. His

great value to the country was his honesty, and his

simplicity, and his single-mindedness. He restated in

plain, simple language, in speeches which were of

general application to the nations as well as of

particular application to Ireland, the unassailable

moral and international principles upon which

Ireland’s case rested; while his personality and

integrity had a big influence at home in ranging ah

sections of Nationalist opinion behind the movement

of which ho was the spokesman.

It is a good summing-up. Yet, without in any way

exaggerating the facts, it would not be disimproved by

a greater degree of approbation. For De Valera’s task

was heavy. Ireland, even still adolescent in separatist

political thought, was then almost ignorant of it, and it

had a long tradition of internecine warfare between the

Right and Left. So O’Cannell, tbe first Irish political

leader—and one of the great international figures of

bis time—a constitutionalist like Griffiths, was dis-

credited by the Leftist Young Irelanders. Parnell took

up where O’Connell left off, and the Fenians and the
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Land Leaguers weie pcrpetualjy fighting him. Red-

mond followed Parnell, and the Republican Volunteers

of 1916 and after shouldered him into obscurity. De
Valera may or may not have realised that the old

pioblem would arise again if the situation were not

carefully handled. Whether he saw it or not he did

handle it with endless tact and patience.

His patience has given a handle to his ciitics to charge

him with being professorial and niggling. He presented,

in any case, a somewhat stern appearance in the crowded

Mansion House where Sinn Fein met, as he does to

every public meeting he has ever addressed; and it is

not to be denied that he was—and is—a poor orator'

—

one of the very pooiest in Irish histoiy. He is long-

winded, and he is loo expository. He has a habit of

explaining things loo much, which may well come from

his early training as a teacher. He rarely if ever fires

an audience with his speeches, so that they seem to be

held more by loyalty than interest. He has a passion

for detail, and a liking for recapitulation which has at

times taken him back a very long way from the subject

before him. And yet what alternative had he then but to

avoid the exaggeration, or the categorical absolutes

which less responsible men could have used to get easy

effects ? He was not only the mediator, but he was the

expositor of the new Irish political thought, and though

the I.R.B. might feel that what he was saying was often

“a commonplace,” the subsequent history of Ireland,

the internecine strife, the endless arguments, the cries of

traitor hurled from one party to another, the endless

appeals to Irish history, the defining and redefining of

termsj^all shew that there is no such thing as a common-
place in the political philosophy of a, young nation
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with all the complexities of youth and none of the

political tradition of age. The De Valera of to-day,

with all his qualities and all his faults, and his best

friend and worst enemy will not deny him both, may be

traced to that period when he was completing his own
political education and the political education of his

people.

There one stops dead. At those last few words.

For this idea of De Valera’s that he was fated to

“educate” overcasts the whole man, his character, his

temperament, and all our judgements of him. No man
can think of his former teacher as a giown-up man.

The teacher, though you meet him forty years after,

will still be found talking as to an adolescent; and what

one does is to leave him with one’s adolescence (since

he seems to like it) and invest him with it. De Valera,

as we saw, never mixed with his equals as a young man,

or a growing man. While his equals in age and thought

were hammering out endless arguments at the Caf6

Cairo, or the Vegetarian, or Davy Byrne’s, or the

Bailey, he was away in the Gaelic League with young

people who regarded him as a teacher who regarded

them as pupils. All his life long he has had that chasm

between him and his fellows. He has explained, he has

lectured, he has corrected, he has preached. He has

never conversed. He has never been contradicted

—

until he went to America and men like Judge Cohalan

and old Devoy would not stand being lectured ; and he

at once quarrelled furiously with both of them.

That in him can be comic, and it is a serious deficiency.

It keeps his followers from growing up themselves.

The typical aeforing De Valera-ite talks like a schoolboy,

or a neophyte who has received the Gospel and will
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not dare question it. He i.s thus less a leader than a

teacher—and the difference is immense. The true

leader, like Dan O’Connell, said, “Watch me 1 This

is the way to do it !
” And the people rose up and

were free men and democrats, using their own lives

and their own brains and initiative. De Valera says,

“ Obey me ! I’ll do it for you.” And crowds himself

about with obedient men who, when he is gone, will be

just where they were when he found them. If it be

said that this is bad teaching, so it is. It is all theory.

Year after year, to this day, the Ard Fheis, or Annual

Convention, of his party machine meets and brings

along resolutions, and year after year De Valera gets

up and explains to them carefully and clearly, where

they are astray. His general attitude in the Dail is one

of gentle and courteous patience, or occasionally of

irritated exaspeiation with somebody's lack of under-

standing, or deliberate misrepicscntation. It is perfectly

clear that he is always certain that if people would only

listen carefully, and really opened their minds, they

could not fail to agree with him. Once or twice he has

lost control, and then his epithet has, oharaclcrislicaliy,

been “Fools.” This bland assurance, very near to

priggishness, is maddening.

There are comic stories about this side of De Valera.

One cannot, of course, guarantee their veracity, but

they have, like all such stories about public men, the

veracity of the general opinion about him which they

illustrate. In the later stages of the revolution (as is

well-known) a bitter jealousy arose between Collins

and the Minister for Defence, Cathal Brugha—or to

call him as all his friends did, Charlie Burgess, which

helps 1:0 replace the “hero” by the man. Collins com*
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plained to De Valera about this, and De Valera said

;

I II see about that.” A few days later somebody found
De Valera in a room with Burgess sitting before him

,

overcome like a small boy being put through the mill,

and Burgess was wailing, “ But, Dev., I can’t be wrong,
now. I can’t be wrong.” Two minds that cannot be
wrong make a difficult pair.

There is the wholly farcical story of the poor old

priest who went a little soft in the head, and formed the
notion that if the Vatican dispensed the Irish Church
from the rule of celibacy it would settle all Irish troubles.

He had gone to Rome. He had been fended off from the

Pope. At some vast public procession he had cast

himself, with his petition, before the Papal carriage,

tie had been gently urged back to Ireland where, finally,

he sought out De Valera with his great scheme, and the

story concludes that, “‘Dev’ gave him a little lecture

for half an hour and the old priest was never seen or

l\eard-of since.” It is, probably, a total fabrication—

a

characteristic Dublin elaboration of some petty incident.

Yet the thing one says about it is: “True or untrue,

‘Dev’ lectured him !”

But, as with all characters, whom one may from time

to time think a little comical, is there not even in this

frailty of De Valera’s at least one human touch ? And
does not that frailty, that touch of humanity, make
one feel a little more sympathetic towards him ?

(Though, how different that is to feeling that he is what

the French call sympathique 1) It must keep him so

very lonely—so cut off from all that is casual, and idle,

and of the common, warm run of life. Once in the Dail,

in a moment of exuberance, he said: “I feel like a boy

among boys.” It was one of the truest things he ever
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said about himself and about his followers. I should

think that, in many ways, he must, with that perpetual

adolescence of the teacher, that youthfulness of the

idealist, that simplicity ofmind,niakean ideal family-man.

He always gets on well with young people, and socially he

is charming, being by nature without any conventional

affectation, and being in that kind of milieu released from

his solemnity.

3

The winter of 1917 and the spring of 1918 proved

that Sinn Fein—as the whole movement now began

to be called—had not, as at first seemed, swept the

country. In three successive bye-elections the Irish

Party whacked the revolutionaries. It became plain

unless De Valeia could forcibly put before his people

something moie hopeful than a merely emotional

appeal, something practical, he might soon find himself

heading a mere handful of visional ies. Once again

Coercion came to his help. In April, 1918, the Govern-

ment declared that Conscription would be extended to

Ireland, with the result that within one month upward.'?

of some 100,000 men had joined the VoliiiUeers, the

Irish Party abandoned Westminster, and every force

in Ireland joined to resist—Sinn Fein, the old Irish Party,

Labour, the Independents, the Church. What De
Valera had said in the previous summer was becoming

true
—“Sean Fein has a definite policy, to make English

rule impossible in Ireland.” The Volunteers and Sinn

Fein were now so active that military law was declared

in one county, all over the country newspapers were

suppressed, and men were being arrested everywhere

under various charges.
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Meanwhile, Lloyd George’s Convention produced
its abortive report, and apparently, in despair of ever

achieving anything by his ameliorative measure he
suddenly changed his tune. On May 18th, 1918, a wide-

spread police raid arrested almost every Irishman

prominent in the Sinn Fein movement. Among them
was De Valera. He remained in jail for the better part

of a year. The ostensible excuse for these arrests was a

“German Plot” of which no real evidence was ever

produced.

One man who escaped arrest in these raids was
Michael Collins, and for some time the history of

the revolution really becomes his biography. For with

De Valera in jail, and Griffith in jail, and with Sinn

Fein, the Volunteers, the Gaelic League, and Cumann
nam Ban (the women’s organisation) all banned, the

game was falling into the hands of the men of action.

From that spring of 1918 things began to whirl.

The Volunteeis, legally suppressed, and now of large

proportions, met and drilled in secret—^in lonely glens,

or, in the cities in clubs with innocuous names. Men
began to sleep from home. Raids increased. Police

began to retire to their barracks after nightfall and

peep by day through tlie shutters. Collins and his

lieutenants were now rushing here and there, working

like giants, perfecting a system of espionage which was

later to smash the British Secret Service in Ireland.

(The reader who would like an extended picture of

Collins at work should go to that exciting book entitled

The Big Fellow, by Frank O’Connor). On one occasion

Cathal Brugha, then Chief of Staff of the Volunteers,

now becoming known as the I.R.A., or the Irish Repub-

lican Army, was in London perfecting plans for personal
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reprisals on members of the British Government should

Conscription be enforced. All that autumn arms were

being smuggled in and munitions matiufaclured in

secret, chiefly hand grenades, while, on the political

side, propaganda was both privately and publicly being

spread throughout the population. The ground was

being made ready for the battle of the following years.

The gradualness of everything, however, might easily

be forgotten here when we are looking back at these

years from the point of view of the man at the centre.

It must always be borne in mind that a considerable

proportion of the Irish people not only did not succumb

now, but never succumbed to the appeal of Sinn Fein.

Most of the older generation remained sceptical to the

end. The core of those who had for years followed the

Irish Parliamentary Party were willing to retire, but

not to change over. Business people, the Big House

people (who normally cared nothing at all about politics,

in any case, being iiitcrcslcd only in sport), those wilh

connections in England, a mass of the poor and semi”

educated who are the dead-weight of every revolu-

tionary movement, were all as yet uncaplurcd by the

Sinn Feiners. Just at this point wc, happily, run into

a General Election—the fust since the War—and the

figures give us a good indication of the relative strength

of Sinn Fein at the end of 1918. Out of one hundred

and six seats the Separatists got seventy-three. These

were seventy-three members of parliament pledged not

to attend Westminster, in other words Abstentionists.

Of the seventy-three, thirty-six, including De Valera,

were in jail. Three more were depoited. Six were—to

use a ^phrase that circumstances made increasingly

popular—“on the run”, i.e. from police attention. It
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was a stiiking victory when we also take into account
the difficulties under which Sinn Fein as an illegal organ-

ization had to labour during this election.

This time the aims of Sinn Fein were stated with

greater definition. The immediate aim was to make an
appeal to the Peace Conference. The ultimate aim was
to establish an Irish Republic. The method was, in the

first place, a negative method—^Abstentionism, or

refusal to attend Westminster; and in the second place,

more vaguely, to “make use of every and any means
available to render impotent the power of England to

hold Ireland in subjection.” Later the Die-hard Repub-

licans maintained that this election committed the

people to a Republic and nothing but a republic, and

they defined the word in its most extreme sense. There

can be no question but that the people who voted for

Sinn Fein did for the most part vote for that symbol.

There can be little doubt that for the most part they

visualised il, ingenuously, as a form of absolute dis-

sociation from the Biitish connection. Had it been

defined for them in terms of the Articles of Agreement

which established the Irish Free State in 1922, there

is considerable doubt as to what their reaction would

have been. After all, when those Articles of Agreement

came before the representatives of the people, four

years after that General Election of 1918, they argued

about them day in and day out for a whole month

before, by a small majority, they agreed to accept

them.

De Valera’s personal election address at that date

is not available. Had he been free and in a position to

control affairs it would be interesting to know Iww fat

he would have committed himself, and his Party. The
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fact remains that he was returned for two constituencies,

East Mayo and East Clare, under the published mani-

festo and that from that date on he was the leader of

a Republican movement. The J.R.B. had, so far, won
its point, but De Valera was to feel strongly, in later

times, the pinch of “the straight-jacket of the Republic”

into which they had buckled him. On the other hand

he was thereby erected before his people as the symbol

of their proudest traditions. That symbol, in his keeping,

was to prove his greatest asset as a national leader.

4

January, 1919, saw the setting up of a rival West-

minster in Ireland, the first Duil Eireann. It was atlended

by only twenty-seven membeis. It read and passed a

Declaration of Independence, a Message to the h'ree

Nations of the World, and a Democratic rrogramme.

(For these documents the reader may conveniently

consult The Irish Republic, by Dorothy MacArdIc, an

invaluable guide through the imr/c of the pciiod. It

is written from the Republican point of view). Almost

simultaneously with this political cjriphany one of the

first armed attacks by the Volunteers, or I.R.A., occurred

in Tipperary where Dan Breen, later to become famous

as one of the most determined guerilla lighters, shot two
of an armed police guard and seized a quantity of

explosives. Both sides of the movement were thus in

full action and the leader, with full responsibility on his

shoulders, was behind prison bars in Lincoln, powerless

to interfere. All he could do for the moment was to plan

for the future. He made up his mind that if he once

got free he would go to America as the representative
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leader of the Irish people, both to raise money for

a National Loan and voice the Irish cause. A
Presidential election was due in America and with the

aid of the Irish population, notoriously powerful in

State and Federal politics, there was a fair chance of

bringing Ireland’s cause to the forefront, and thereby

into the general arena of international politics.

It was not, then, of himself alone that he was thinking

as he entered the sacristy of the prison chapel one

morning and lingered the keys of the chaplain. There

was, the prisoners knew, a peculiar gate in one of the

walls which seemed to give egress to the outside world.

It was the work of a moment, as he lit the candles for

Mass, to press some of the warm wax into his palm

and to take on it an impression of the operative key.

The problem now was to get the impression out and a

facsimile key in. The prisoners hit on a bold device,

the possible success of which depended on the astute-

ness of their friends. One of them drew a comic post-

card headed Christmas, 1917

—

Christmas, 1919, on one

side showing a drunken man trying to fit his key into

the hall door, and wailing, “I can’t get in 1”; and on

the other side the same man in jail, with an enormous

key in his hand (carefully copied from the wax-impres-

sion of the chaplain’s key), wailing, “I can’t get out.”

The card passed out safely, and in due course reached

Michael Collins who at once seized on the point, and

smuggled a facsimile key into Lincoln. It did not

work. Another, and yet another key was sent in, but

they would not work. They were sent in baked into

cakes, presents which the prisoners were entitled to

receive. Finally blank keys, and tools for cutting them

into shape, were smuggled in, and at the same time
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Collins laid the most elaborate plans for the transporta-

tion of the prisoners to safely in Manchester once

he got them outside the prison walls. (The best detailed

record of this escape, which is mainly due to the meticu-

lous organising ability of Collins, will be found in

Piaras Beaslaoi’s authoritative biography, Michael

Collins. Another account is in Desmond Ryan’s life

of De Valera, Unique Dictator. After several exas-

perating postponements, and last-minute strokes of

luck, the escape took place successfully on February

3rd, 1919. It received an enormous publicity, and to

cover up their chagrin the Government decided to release

all the prisoners, and announced to the press corres-

pondents that it had actually been no more than a

subtle way of getting rid of an embarrassing prisoner

who would, in fact, be more useful outside as a restrain-

ing influence.

The immediate result of the escape was that De
Valera was now once more in a position of control,

At a second session of the Ddil, held in secret, as most
of these sessions were to be held, and most other such

work done, from that to the Truce, he was clecled

President, and nominated a full cabinet. He appointed

Griffith to Home Affairs, Count Plunkett to Foreign

Affairs, Countess Markievicz to Labour, Professor

MacNeill as Minister for Industry, William Cosgrave
as Minister for Local Government, Michael Collins for

Finance, Robert Barton for Agriculture, and Laurence
Qlnnell to Propaganda. Cathal Brugha became Minister

for Defence, and Richard Mulcahy became Chief of

Staff of the I.R.A.

A certain amount of all this was unrealistic. The
various ministries were able to direct only the willing
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followers of Sinn Fein, and through the I.R.A. some
of the unwilling who were not Sinn Feiners. The chief

effect, as usual, was the symbolic effect; it also gave

an opportunity to some of these men to think out

in part the possibilities of Ireland under a native govern-

ment. But, in effect, as the screw became tighter and

tighter, they effected less and less, and the burden of

the struggle fell on Collins, and the I.R.A. Indeed,

as far as active leadership at home was concerned, from

May, 1919 through the whole of 1920, the thing became

a one-man fight, with Collins putting his finger, or

better say his fist, into every pie, driving everybody

before him like a whirlwind, burning himself out in his

terrific lust for action. For De Valera was, during that

year and a half, fighting the political fight in America,

establishing himself more and more firmly as the symbol

of all Irish aspirations—^which, as we shall see again

and again, is the true secret of his power to-day.

5

For 1919-1920 the Irish struggle is thus divided

between Ireland and the United States.

At home things got hotter and hotter, until gradually

the country found itself living in the middle of a wearing

guerilla warfare, waged along the country roads, or

on the hills, or in the streets of the towns and cities,

until every day became a separate ordeal. In America,

from June 1919 to December 1920, De Valera was

rousing the millions of Irish exiles to support the fight

at home, addressing vast audiences f from coast to

coast, collecting money, awakening the entire coimtry

to Ireland’s claims, attempting to lever American public
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opinion against Great Britain. In those, eighteen months

he must have travelled anything up to, and perhaps

over, ten thousand miles, and those who observed him

discovered what everybody acknowledges to-day—the

man’s immense energy and persistence. During all that

exhausting period he worked sixteen hours a day.

Collins’ energy was a whirlwind. De Valera’s is tough,

insistent, penetrating, implacable, prevailing.

The American tour was De Valera’s first introduction

to international politics, and he could not have chosen

a more severe test. He had three main objects in view.

He was in America as publicist and propagandist. He
was there to get financial assistance from the exiled

Irish. And he hoped to use the Irish vote in American

politics to gain official American recognition of the

Irish Republic, declared in 1916, and supported by the

election of 1918 and the first Ddil of 1919, of which he
was President.

Of these aims the last was the most ambitious, and it

seemed fore-doomed to failure. That does not in the

least mean that De Valera was an unpractical dreamer.

The general atmosphere of international politics then

was far different to what it is now. The Great War
was over. Versailles was supposed to be settling for

ever all national injustices, especially those of the small

nations. There was a tremendous feeUng of optimism
and general philanthropy abroad—part the result of

victory, part a natural, permanent element in the

American temper, part a hang-over, or recrudescence,

of the pre-war hopes for a brave new world to be
engineered with the help of all-knowing scientists and
wholly^ intelligent statesmen, combining good-will with
wisdom for the “intelligent control” (John Dewey’s
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phrase) of human nature. Wilson belonged to that

generation of pre-war optimists—as does H. G. Wells

and Walter Lippmann, and many others who expressed

it and outlived it, though it did not finally die until

Hitler began to make hay of its first and last magni-

ficent gesture, the League of Nations. It was therefore

not only natural for a country like Ireland to hope for

something from that hopeful spirit, but it was by no
means beyond the bounds of practical politics that

Ireland might in fact, as easily profit by it as some of

the small nations on the continent which did, if not

permanently, profit by it. (Writing in 1939 of the results

of Versailles nobody can avoid the qualification of

possible temporariness.) Even if, all told, it was still a

tremendous thing to hope that America would throw

her weight against Great Britain, there was some small

precedent for it, though I do not know if it was quoted

at the time. A former President of the United States,

Tyler (1841-1845) had written to the Irish leader of the

time, Daniel O’Connell: “I am the decided friend of

the Repeal of the Union between Great Britain and

Ireland. I ardently and anxiously hope that it may take

place, and I have the utmost confidence that Ireland

will have her own Parliament in her own capital in a very

Short time. On this great question I am no half-way man.”

To extract any such statement from President Wilson

would have been a tremendous triumph. The most the

Irish in our day managed to secure was a resolution

which the United States Senate passed in June, 1919,

i.e., before De Valera’s arrival. It read :

—

“That the Senate of the United States earnestly

requests the American Peace Commission at Versailles
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to endeavour to secure for Eamoiin de Valera, Arthur

Griffith, and George Noble Count Plunkett, a hearing

before the Peace Conference in order that they may
present the case of Ireland. And, further, the Senate

of the United States expresses its sympathy with the

aspirations of the Irish people for a Government of

their own choice.”

It had no effect. President Wilson explained that the

famous Committee of Four (the counterpart of the

Metternich-Talleyrand-Castlereagh combination at the

Congress of Vienna) had agreed that no small

nation could come before it without the unanimous

agreement of all four members. Ireland was thus one of

the first small nations to unmask the swindle of Ver-

sailles, just as Bolivia and Venezuela exposed the similar

follies of the Holy Alliance one hundred years before.

De Valera, in America, walked into local American

politics as well as into international politics. Ho found

the Irish interest, best represented by the organisation

called The Friends of Irish Freedom, divided into two
camps. (For a detailed record see With De Valera in

America, by Dr. Patrick McCartan.) One powerful

group, led by Judge Cohalan and the old Fenian John
Devoy, who between them virtually controlled the Irish

vote, worked and thought mainly as American citizens

who happened to hate England, and who were keen
to use all the strength at their disposal directly towards

hampering England from America. The other group,

led by Joe McGarrity, were apparently nearer to the

Irish struggle at home, and were keen to aid and abet

it in every way. The bitter and even sordid squabbles

that eventually broke p®^kween. De Valera and tire
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Devoy~Cohalau section seem, however, to have originated

in temperamental differences, before they were consolid-

ated by a tactical blunder on the part of De Valera.

That was when he declared in an interview to the West-

minster Gazette and the New York Globe that if Great

Britain merely wished to safeguard her own interests

she could apply to Ireland a stipulation similar to that

whereby the United States had safeguarded her interests

in relation to Cuba. That stipulation was to the effect

that Cuba should never enter into compacts with other

powers which might impair her own independence, nor

allow any foreign power to get a lodgement in Cuba

—

in other words, that Cuba should not at any time be

used as a base against the United States.

These ‘‘Cuban Proposals” infuriated Devoy and

Cohalan. They meant, Devoy said, that the Irish

Republic was not to be an independent Irish Republic,

but a virtual ally of England. What else Devoy said,

in addition, had best be imagined, for he was the most

scurrilous journalist in the States, and when once he

took out his dictionary of epithets the air stank. We
may, however, at this distance of time note the proposals

more calmly, and note that De Valera never renounced

the solution he then proposed for an amicable association

with Great Britain.

He was evidently foreseeing certain natural (one

niight almost say “geogi'aphical”) difficulties in the

relationship of the two islands, and trying to speculate

how—to use the words of Mr. Lloyd George in his

final invitation to a discussion in 1921
—

“the association

of Ireland with the community of nations known as

the British Empire may best be reconciled with Irish

national aspirations.” It apparently began to seenrevident
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to him that some such association would always exist.

If Ireland agreed to it, subsequent to her libeiation,

obviously nobody could object: a fiee people can make

what treaty it wishes with whom it pleases. Having

a peculiarly discriminating, semi-theological mind, it

likewise did not seem to him—one ventures to conclude

—that it made much difference if Ireland, while not

agreeing before its hberation to any such treaty of

association, mentioned, so to speak, that it would

probably be willing to make it afteiwards. Thus re-

assured England would buy a pig in a poke, and on

opening the poke be delighted to find that the pig really

was inside. In other words, England, thus reassured,

would grant Ireland her independence and then find that

Ireland was most eager to make an alliance with her.

One cannot help but regard this Cuban interlude

with some amusement. It illustiates De Valera’s mental

processes rather well, and indicates that if one does not

take these mental processes with some reservation of

seriousness the alternative is to be infuriated by them

beyond all measure. The Cohalan-Devoy clique,

unaccustomed to such a mixture of ingenuousness and

disingenuousness, was infuriated. They thereby met

a quality in De Valera which has ever since caused

considerable pain to all but his most ardent admirers

—

the capacity for something perilously near sharp dealing,

with a bland air of utter innocence, even self-righteous-

ness. I can find no other word for the source of this

curious quahty but the word I have already used—

a

theological turn of mind. (Francis Hackett once aptly

hit De Valera off as “a lay priest”.) What it amounts

to is a power of self-dissociation—i.e. of dissociating

one’s self from all responsibility for mental reservations

;
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or, indeed, a power of dissociating one’s self by means
of mental reservations from the responsibility of what
one is actually doing. Thus, at that very lirst public

example he gave of his love of formulas—the formula

of the aims of Sinn Fein which was to please both the

Right and the Left, he had said :

Sinn Fein aims at securing international recognition

of Ireland as an Independent Irish Repubhc.

{The Left is pleased and applauds).

Having achieved this status the Irish people may, by
referendum, freely choose their own form of Govern-

ment.

(The Right is pleased and applauds.)

This is what might vulgarly be called a double-shuffle.

Again, when he had been in America only a week or

so, he found that the Cohalan-Devoy group, for some

reason, preferred to work for Ireland’s “Right to Self-

Determination”—possibly because the Irish cause had

a better chance of being supported generally under

the more vague teim—^whereas others wished to aim

at “Recognition of the Irish Republic.” De Valera’s

first public statement said:

—

From to-day I am in America as the official head

of the Republic estabhshed by the will of the Irish

people (Left) in accordance with the principle of

Self-Determination (Right).

I do not think any Irishman can afford to blame

De Valera for this kind of thing. It is precisely the
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mentality of Dan O’Connell, tlic first native Irish loader.

It is rooted in the national genius, which adores reserva-

tions, loop-holes, wordy discrimination, postulation,

conjecture, surmise, hypothesis, academic supposition

—

anything on earth and under heaven except a clear

statement of simple fact or intent. To the Irish artist,

to the foreign visitor, to anybody not involved, this

trait is hilariously amusing. But to people like Judge

Cohalan, trained by American life, or to a man like

Arthur Griffith, by nature decisive and anyway of mixed

blood, it was an experience either to make a man weep,

or, as old John Devoy did more than once while Do
Valera was in America, dance on his hat. It made

Lloyd George, who was certainly no mean hand at

the game himself, raise his two hands to heaven in

despair. He said that to argue with De Valera was

like chasing a man on a meiry-go-round wliilo seated

on the horse behind him. (Which, from Mr. Lloyd

George, is pretty good.)

If another often-told story is to be believed—I do not

vouch for it—old, cynical. Cardinal Logue was not

long in saying his say on that side of Dc Valcra’.s char-

acter. In his rich country brogue he would (according

to the story) recount the meeting between tho Bishops

in conference at Maynooth in April, 1918, at the time

of the threat of Conscription. “Misther Dc Valera,”

he would narrate, “got up, and he spoke to their Lord-

ships. He went on for a while. And then he sthopped.

And he began again, and he sthopped again. And then

he began again, and he sthopped. And this time he
sthopped for good. But before he began I told their

lordships that when Misther De Valera was finished

they Could ask him any questions they wished. So
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when lie sat down I asked their Lordships if they wanted
to put any question to Misther De Valera, but they

didn’t. So I said, ‘Misther De Valeia, would you be

willing to accept Dominion Home Rule?’ And he
sthopped, and he said, ‘Yes.’ Now, the extraordinary

thing about it all is that their Lordships didn’t under-

sthand wan word Misther De Valera said to them. And
1 only understood one word he said, and that was

‘Yes’. So I took it he meant ‘No !’ and 1 thanked him.

And he went away.”

There is only one essential comment to make about

this kind of mind, and it is one which this biographer

found implicit in the use made of it by Daniel O’Connell

—that it requires a purpose of the most insistent nature

to hold it together, or it disintegrates all character.

Remove from the typical “Jesuit” mind its strict

training and religious intention, from O’Connell the

unambiguous, unequivocal needs of his people, from

De Valera the ultimately simple and transpicuous aim

of Irish political independence, and you find yourself

in the presence of intellectual and moral obscurity.

Tlie Celtic mind is over-subtilised, and without that

strict training and that clear object, if it has often

amused its observers it has also only too frequently

disgusted them by its inconsequential perambulations,

divagations, and indecisions. (It can hardly be neces-

sary to recall that some modern European statesmen

have their share of political ambiguity.)

It is granted to De Valera, by almost all his critics,

that he showed considerable tact in his pubhc speeches.

He was probably not so tactful in his private relation-

ships. A proud man like Judge Cohalan was not likely

to submit easily to anything in the nature of niggling
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interference or dictatorial methods. An incident illus-

trates. When the differences between Devoy and Dc
Valera had gone to the limit Cohalan brought matters

to a head by replying sharply to a letter which De Valera

addressed to him. In that letter De Valera had ventured

to protest;

—

I see added force being applied day by day to the

power end of the great lever of American public

opinion with which I hope to accomplish my purpose.

I must satisfy myself as to the temper at the other

end of the lever.

There was more in the same tone, and it was a tone

which goes far to suggest the strain under which he was

living at the time. Colialan’s reply contained a few

phrases which make the position clear

I have no appointment from you or from any other

spokesman for another country, nor would I under

any circumstances accept one. . . .

What I have done for the cause of the independence

of the Irish people recently and foi many years past

I have done as an American whose only allegiance

is to America. . . .

Are you not in great danger of making a grave

mistake when you talk in your communication of sel-

ecting “instruments” in this country, and of “levers”,

and “power end”, and /‘other end of lever” through

which you hope to accomplish your purpose here ?

Do you really think for a moment that any self-

respecting American will permit any citizen of another

country to interfere as you suggest in American
affairs ?
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A letter containing such sentences makes clear that

the difference was by now irreconcilable. “Big as

America is,” De Valera let slip, on one occasion, “it

is not big enough to hold Judge Cohalan and myself.”

The two ceased to work together.

It may be as well to finish here with the effort to

obtain recognition of the Irish Republic. De Valera’s

hope was that either or both the great parties would

insert a resolution in their manifestoes to this effect in

order to secure the Irish-American vote. In June, 1920,

the Republican Party held its convention in Chicago, and

both Cohalan and De Valera took up residence in sep-

arate quarters in the city, and the usual lobbying began.

The essential clause of the resolution which De Valera

caused to be put before the Convention ran :

—

Therefore we favour the according by our Govern-

ment to the elected Government of the Republic of

Ireland full formal and official recognition . . .

Judge Cohalan had an alternative resolution

which asked for recognition of the . . .

principle that the people of Ireland have the right

to determine freely, without dictation from outside,

their own government, institutions, and international

relations with other states and peoples.

The two leaders would not agree on a conamon reso-

lution. De Valera’s was defeated. Cohalan’s was

accepted. De Valera pubUcly repudiated the Cohalan

resolution and it Was withdrawn, so [that in neither

Party’s plank was there any reference at all to Ireland.

Somehow it all makes rather wearisome Teading
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to-day, this squabbling between two big men who could

not agree. The best comment is that attributed to De

Valera himself: he is reported to have told his col-

leagues when he came home—“If I were President of

the United States, I would not and could not recognise

the Irish Republic.” If De Valera did say that it is one

of the most amazing things he ever said. It is not

amazing merely because he had spent the better part

of a year trying for the impossible, or because Cohalan

was right to have tried for what was possible, a recog-

nition of the general principle of self-determination.

It is amazing because we may be assured that De Valera

would nevertheless stoutly maintain that Cohalan was

wrong, on the ground that such a pious resolution about

self-determination was not “worth while”. It had,

perhaps, best be left at that.

In his other two objects, publicity and the collection

of funds, he was entirely and beyond all his hopes

successful. It suffices to quote the hard fact that when

the Irish External Republican Loan was launched by

him in America he put the limit at ten million dollars.

That is more eloquent than any amount of descriptions

about the immense and hysterically enthusiastic con-

courses he addressed all over the Slates. It may be

said, in addition, that America subscribed generously in

many other ways to the Irish revolutionary cause. He
continued this double work all through 1920, and then

was quietly smuggled back to Ireland, where he landed

on Christmas Day.

6

When he landed in Ireland the "Troubles,” as the

Anglo-Irish struggle was euphemistically called, were at
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their height. What had happened in his absence is that

the Irish Republican Army had come under the Ddil,

as represented by the Minister for Defence, and had
with the full approval and command of its G.H.Q.

opened a species of guerilla war on the Crown forces,

until attacks on barracks became more and more
frequent, raids for arms, ambushes on a large or small

scale. Lord French was ambushed, but escaped under

a hail of bullets, at the end of 1919, By January, the

Black and Tans were already being organised in Great

Britain, and by February the most nerve-racking feature

of the terror had come into being—namely the Curfew.

At fust from midnight, then from ten o’clock, and in

some places like Cork City, at one stage, as early as

five o’clock in the afternoon, every living soul was

required to be indoors, so that as soon as dusk descended

the civilian population was wholly at the mercy of the

military and police. The nights thereafter became

horrible with rifle-fire and the alow, ominous tramp

of marcliing patrols. No man knew when those steps

might not halt at his door, and then. . . His wife and

children might be awakened by furious knocking,

Tliey might hear the door being opened. They might

then hear a crash of revolver bullets and the screams of

a dying man.

It may be thought that this is to exaggerate ? Nothing

can resuscitate the full meaning of the Terror. In

March, 1920, the Lord Mayor of Cork, Thomas Mac-

Curtain, was thus awakened from his sleep, and murdered

in the presence of his wife and children by policemen

with blackened faces. On the other hand Dublin was

hoiTifigd when Alan Bell, an elderly Civil Servant, who

had been commissioned to smash the National Loan,
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was taken from a tram near Ballsbridge and shot in

broad daylight. In April over three hundred abandoned

Royal Irish Constabulary barracks were burned in a

single night; and almost every Income Tax Office in the

country was either raided and put effectively out of action,

or destroyed by fire. But this was only a preliminary.

The Black and Tans came next. These English-

recruited allies of the Royal Irish Constabulary were to

be seen for the first time that summer moving about the

countiy. They had been so hastily recruited that they

first appeared in khaki trousers and the black jackets

of the police—whence their name. They began, in the

words of their own official paper, to make Ireland “an
appropriate heU for rebels.” On August 12th, 1920,

MacCurtain’s successor, Terence McSwiney, was airested

and began a hunger-strike which lasted for well over

two months—seventy-five days in all of slow starvation.

Collins all this time was honeycombing the Secret

Service. The value of his work to tlic revolutionary

movement cannot be measured. How one man and a

few helpers, all on the run, harried by the police, working

in secret, was able to smash the Intelligence of Dublin

Castle is, perhaps, the most extraordinary and gripping

story of all this period. One regretfully leaves this

aspect of the revolution (again recommending the

reader to O’Connor’s The Big Fellow, or Beaslaoi’s

Life) noting only the most spectacular and bloody of

his raids when on Sunday, 21st November, 1920,

members of the I.R.A. swooped on a nest of British

Intelligence officers in Dublin and shot down fourteen

of them. Collins was satisfied that they represented a

deliberate policy of “authorized murder”; he had
noted that in the month previous seventeen of his men
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had been taken out and shot. Those who may still

have any doubts about the existence of such a secret

yet official “murder-gang” must go to the evidence in

the books 1 have referred to, or to the late General

Crozier’s revelations in lus Ireland for Ever (where he

says, “Wilson was responsible for the first sub rosa

murder-gang run by the military in 1920.”) But it is

doubtful if, at tliis date, anybody needs persuading as

to the methods adopted against the revolutionaries, or

if presuming that they are still unconvinced anything

can persuade them. Yet it is possible that some still

doubt. I note that when Ernie O’Malley, one of the

leading officers of the I.R.A., published his reminis-

cences, On Another Man's Wound, two years ago, the

portion in which he described his experiences in Dublin

Castle as a prisoner was suppressed. His boots had

been removed by the Auxiliaries (ex-officers all of them,

and to do them justice acknowledged by the I.R.A. as

plucky fighters), and men broke his toes by stamping on

them. He was jabbed with bayonets, beaten in the

face, half choked, and a red-hot poker was held to

his eyes in the effort to make him speak. His case was

one of hundreds. If one were to launch on a recital of

the brutalities and the secret murders for which the

Government was responsible in that and the following

year this book would swell to three times its size. They

will be found, literally ad nauseam, in Miss MacArdle’s

The Irish Republic.

I only refer to them here, in passing, to indicate

the state to which affairs had come when De Valera

returned to Ireland. They may be summed up by the

statement issued, as early as the autumn of 1920, by the

Irish Hierarchy assembled at Maynooth:
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On a scale truly appalling have to be reckoned

countless indiscriminate raids and arrests in the

darkness of the night, prolonged imprisonments

without trial, savage sentences from tribunals that

command and deserve no confidence, the burning of

houses, town-halls, creameries, and crops, the des-

truction of industries to pave the way for want and

famine—by men maddened by drink and bent on

loot—the flogging and massacre of civilians, all

perpetrated by the forces of the Crown, who have

established a reign of fiightfulness which, for murder-

ing the innocent and destroying their property, has

a parallel only in the horrors of Turkish atrocities or

in the outrages of the Red Army in Bolshevik Russia.

And the Irish bishops form as conseivative a body of

men as may be found in any countiy.

Through 1920 the thing went on increasing in tempo,

an increase which lends itself to one eifectivc form of

measurement—the increase in the numbers of British

forces employed against the I.R.A. When General

Macieady took over command in April, 1920, he had

had under his orders two divisions, or about 20,000

men—which is about three times the size of the normal

Irish tegular army, and equals the normal total of all

the Irish defence force, volunteers, regulars, and reserves.

By August Macready had the strength of four divisions

or forty-six battalions. By December he had fifty-one

battalions and six cavalry regiments and, by a date

a little later, one hundred and four armoured cars.

Peerless or Rolls Royce, and an unknown number of

lighter patrol cars. In addition there were the Black

and Tans, and the regular anned police, official and
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unofficial C.l.D. agents, and a number of other unclassi-

fied agents, which must have brought the total of

Government forces up to, at least, 50,000 men. In

Dublin, alone, which so swarmed with these that one

could not walk from one end of Dame Street or Grafton

Street to the other without rubbing shoulders against

scores of them, there were, at no time, more than eighty

regular l.R.A. fighting-men.

No record, however brief, of this time would be

qomplete without some emphasis on the way the struggle

weighed on the civil population. In many ways these

suffeied most. To-day, years after, there must be many
to whom a sudden back-fire in the street at night must

bring back in one rush all the tense nervousness of that

time. Even a Civic Guard quietly testing a lock on a

door can evoke, to-day, a picture of a city so deserted,

in such utter darkness—^for the street-lamps were not

lit at night in many places by order of a recalcitrant

local council or corporation—that, were it not for those

patrols and those sudden shots, it might be a city of

the dead. The imagination recalls how a silent Lancia

car would pour its searchlight along the face of the

houses, seeking in every doorway or alley-mouth for

the figure of some crouching “gunman." That eerie

silence is smashed by the distant rattle of a machine-

gun. Then all becomes quiet again.

Probably the easiest way to say what conditions of

general living were like is to say that nobody was free

of chance danger. At any moment this sporadic warfare

might burst out in a crackle of firing at one’s elbow.

It might be all over in a minute, and in a scatter of feet,

pedestrians frozen where they stood unable to realise

what was happemng, then dissolving back into normalcy
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with a hysteria of laughter. Or it might, on the other

hand, go on for hours, and then one took devious routes

home, and every street-corner became a risk. For by

1921 the most wearing feature of this guerilla war had

come into being—street ambushes.

These were most common in Dublin, the size of which

lent itself to the surprise attack and quick get-away.

Collins had here organized a regular flying column of

fighting-men of his own, known as The Squad, while

the I.R.A. had its own Active Service Unit; mostly

taken from their normal occupation, given a regular

salary both to compensate them and to make it easier

for them to keep their real profession more or less

secret. Sometimes they went out on chance, more

generally on the information Collins had got by tapping

British Intelligence. As far as the public and the Crown
forces were concerned the result was an endless series

of surprise attacks in the open streets.

A lorry-load of Auxiliaries or Tans was the usual

objective. A young man might be gazing innocently

into a shop-window as the lorry zoomed down the

street
;

as it came abreast of him he would whirl and

fling a bomb. His comrades who, five seconds before,

had all the appearance of innocent citizens, would whip

out their automatics or their long-nosed Webleys and

work their trigger-fingers feverishly for a matter of

seconds, then dashing for cover down side-alleys or

side-streets, trusting to the confusion and their intimate

knowledge of the city to get safely away. Inevitably,

civilian casualties were inseparable from this kind of

attack, which the I.R.A. had been permitted to engage

in only after long debate on the part of the Ddil Cabinet

and the I.R.A. Headquarters, and after the terror had
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gone so far and become so acute, that the rules of war
had become non-existent. It is the inevitable end of

guerilla warfare. It becomes a lawless and savage

duel between rage and revenge, so that if anybody
wants to form a picture of the probable tenor of life

later in Palestine, or in India, during a similar struggle

he need only cast his mind back to Ireland in 1920 and

1921.

Country life was equally filled with discomfort and

danger. Roads were torn up by the I.R.A. to hinder

the military, bridges blown up, trees felled. Several

railway lines ceased to function. Villages became next

to isolated. Reprisals were sanctioned by the military,

so that if an ambush occurred near a farmhouse it stood

a fair chance of being blown up by the order of the local

officer in command of the troops. All this was borne

by the civilian population with hardly a murmur of

complaint against the I.R.A. No monument will ever

be erected to them, or ever is erected to the notv-cota-

batants in time of war, but they earned it—hard.

Such was the state of the country from December,

1920, to June, 1921, when the Truce was declared.

During that year and a half De Valera was in Dublin

working as best he could under conditions of complete

secrecy as President-elect of the Dail, and the acknow-

ledged and responsible leader of the fight. For his

hiding-place one must imagine one of those tall Georgian

houses which make Dublin such a pleasant city to look

at, situated in Upper Mount Street, a semi-fashionable

residential street off Merrion Square. At the end is a

graceful church, facing down the quiet street. Behind

it is the canal. On either side of him were the hotoes

of respected professional men, one of whom at least
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was unaware that on the other side of his fireplace

wall sat one of the most badly-wanted men in the

British Isles. Like most such houses it had its own

secret hiding-place and it happened at least once that,

during one of those routine and somewhat perfunctory

raids which the military carried out at the time, the

raiders passed near enough to have heard him breathe.

Occasionally an important foreign journalist would be

driven about Dublin for half an hour and then led by

the hand to the door and into one of the finely pro-

portioned rooms that are the attraction of these old

houses. There he would set eyes on the “President of

the Republic,” his face pale from incarceration, over-

work, responsibility and worry.

His duties were widespread. He had to try, first of

all, to keep a cool, consistent head. He had to super-

vise the work of the various departments of DAil Eircann,

especially the work of its foreign representatives; and,

at home of the Sinn Fein courts, propaganda, finance

—

all by despatch and courier. He could rarely go out

himself and then only on government work, to meet

his colleagues, never for so trifling an excuse as a breath

of air. Nobody who has not worked under these

conditions can imagine the strain. The old Italian

motto. Cor ne edito !—Eat not thy Heart out !—

-

might be written over the door of such a house.

From April, 1920, in addition to his “normal” work,

he had to watch the peace-feelers which were being

sent out from Great Britain by public men disgusted

with the whole Black and Tan misadventure ;
or from

the Government, which was now beginning to feel the

pressure of foreign disapproval. There had been one

such feeler in January, 1920, when Archbishop Clune,
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of Perth, saw Collins and Griffith, with the consent of

Mr. Lloyd George. Nothing came of it and Sinn Fein

felt that it was merely a manoeuvre that had best be
disregarded. In April, Lord Derby came to Dublin

and met De Valera. General Smuts came later. Mr.

Arthur Cope, Assistant Under-Secretary at the Castle,

was the last of these envoys and the first practical one.

He was a believer in Ireland’s right to self-government,

and from May, 1921, when Mr. Lloyd George seems to

have decided that it would be best to confer with Sinn

Fein, he worked patiently to bring an end to the bitter

relations that had divided the two islands for so many
years. While these moves towaids peace were going

on under the surface the warfare continued its intensity.

The last big gesture by the I.R.A. was the total destruc-

tion of the Dublin Custom House, which contained

among other offices those of Inland Revenue. As it

went up in smoke a running battle ensued between the

I.R.A, and the Crown forces who killed and wounded

about eighteen and arrested eighty of the general

Dublin Brigade.

In spite of the many overtures to peace the end

took everybody by surprise. De Valeia most of all.

On June 22nd military raiding a bouse in Biackrock

arrested on suspicion a manwhom they did not recognise.

He was taken to the Castle, to the dismay of Cope, who

felt that all his plans for peace would be ruined by this

arrest. Cope secured his release—much to the astonish-

ment of the prisoner. On June 25tb, while he was still

wondering what this move implied, he received a letter

from Lloyd George proposing a conference in London

in company with Sir James Craig to explore the pos-

sibility of a settlement.
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He asked for and was granted the release of his

colleagues in jail, and with them met General Macready

on July 8th to arrange terms for a Truce. These were

duly agreed upon and at twelve midday, July 11th

1921, quietness settled on the country for the

time being.

Here opens a new period in the life of De Valera, and

one which belongs more to the contemporary man.

The struggle had been, in large part, taken out of his

hands by the soldiers in 1920 and 1921. From this on,

with the interruption of the Civil War which broke out

between Right and Left in the Summer of 1922, it

comes back to the control, or partial control, of the

politicians. In the intervening year, fiom the Truce

in the summer of 1921, the future of Ireland hung in

the balance of uncertainty.

From July I4th to September 30th, 1921, De Valera

and Lloyd George were manceuviing for position

before any actual conference took place. On the Irish

side, De Valera, warned possibly by the fracas over the
“ Cuban Proposals ” was trying to meet without prejudice

to the absolute Irish claim to sovereign independeitce.

Lloyd George, on his side, very naturally had no wish

to admit in advance that which the proposed con-

ference was intended to debate. Finally, after what
seemed an endless exchange of views a formula was
found which committed nobody to anything and the

Irish Delegates crossed to London on October 9th.

7

The history of the prolonged efforts to reach a settle-

ment has been told by Frank Pakenham in Peace by
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Ordeal. It is aii enormous book, and an enormous
book is needed to disentangle all the forces that were

at work. Here we can only have the briefest summary
of these discussions wlrich clarified, eventually, modern
Anglo-Irish political relationships.

First it must be noted that De Valera did not go as

a Delegate, and that Arthur Griffith took his place as

head of the Delegation. Subsequently much discussion

took place with regard to the powers of these dele-

gates, and De Valera was much blamed for not leading

them himself. To that discussion there is no end.

Their credentials signed by De Valera nominated them

“envoys plenipotentiary from the elected government

of the Republic of Ireland to negotiate and conclude

on behalf of Ireland ... a treaty or treaties of

settlement, etc.” However they also received instruc-

tions in writing which bound them to report to the

Cabinet in Dublin before a major decision was reached,

and which agreed also that the complete text would be

presented to Dublin before a Treaty was signed. This

promise was only half kept. The Delegation also

received a copy of a Draft Treaty on which to work.

It visualized the recognition by England of Ireland as

a sovereign and independent state, with guaranteed

neutrality, but in “external association” with the

Commonwealth of Nations.

This phrase “external association” crops up here

for the first time, but was to be heard again and again

for years after, and is to the present day De Valera’s

solution for all remaining difficulties that may exist

in Anglo-Irish relationships.

The clearest definition we seem to get of “external

association” is the proposal of the Irish delegates abolit
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thiee weelfs after the meetings with the British repre-

sentatives began, that a free and undivided Ireland

would “for the purposes of the association recognize

the Crown as the symbol and accepted head of the

combination of signatory states.” This did not, cer-

tainly at this date, involve allegiance to the Crown as

Head of the British Empire or Commonwealth of

Nations of which the proposed free Ireland would be

part. It involved recognition of the precedence of the

Crown in a restricted association between the Common-
wealth of Nations on the one hand, and Ireland on
the other—the association being restricted by the

implicit insistence by Ireland on its own sovereignty.

Somebody once said that De Valera dicw a little

diagram to illustrate this. I have not the slightest

reason to ,think he did, but the diagram does help to

suggest the implications of the proposed solution.

V
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To the lay mind the only difference between such an,

association and an ordinary alliance is that Ireland

does not insist on absolute equality but recognizes

the Crown as taking precedence, without, however,

granting it authority. About a month later, when the

question of the Crown became acute and De Valera

was informed by the Delegates that there must be an
oath of allegiance, he proposed a draft of an acceptable

oath in the following terms ;

—

I do swear true faith and allegiance to the Con-

stitution of Ireland and to the Treaty of Association

of Ireland and the British Commonwealth of Mations,

and to recognize the King of Great Britain as Head
of the Association. . . .

This does not, yet, involve allegiance to the Crown,

nor even a promise to be faithful to it, and to what it

represents—which is, in effect, the British Parliament

and the British Empire. It merely involves “ recognition”

of the precedence of the Crown, which is about as

much as to recognize the precedence of a Chairman of

a committee of freely associated individuals. Great

Britain, through her representatives, on the other hand,

insisted that an “association” is not enough; that the

Commonwealth of Nations is not a form of interna-

tional organisation, where each Dominion is free and

equal
;
but that, on the contrary, each Dominion, though

it may be equal to another, is not equal in status or in

rights to Great Britain, and that Great Britain by

virtue of her superiority claims allegiance in all things

from her inferior partners. That is what the idea o&.the

Crown, and of Allegiance, means in brutal* ternl^.
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What De Valera, and at this stage all the Delegates,

wanted was that Ireland’s sovereignty should be

admitted, and that she would then enter into a free

alliance with Great Britain and the other Dominions.

Allegiance to the Crown the Irish delegates would not

yield, because that would derogate from the sovereignty

of their people.

Why this External Association, which is tantamount

to an Alliance, should not have been spoken of in terms

of an Alliance is obvious enough. The situation may be

summed up thus, in that regard ;

—

(a) From the Irish viewpoint to embody a pre-arranged

Alliance in a Treaty which it was hoped would
confer sovereign status, was to barter beforehand

something of that independence which sovericgn

status confers.

(b) If, however, sovereign status would be conferred

without any form of qualification, definitely and
finally, an Alliance, or for that matter an “Associa-

tion” was acceptable.

(c) But this matter of sovereign status was precisely

what was in question in the debates, and Great
Britain had no desire to admit it. And it would
admit it, instantly, to speak of an Alliance—which
is something made between two sovereign states.

(d) The British insisted, rather, that Ireland might
have self-government, but that she could not have
sovereign status. She must remain confessedly
inferior, and swear allegiance to the Crown, the
Empire, and the Parliament. Hence the idea of an

^
Alliance was intolerable, and the masking word
Association was no better.
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To those who have no regard for the symbol, self-

government may seem all that any country may desire

in the way of political freedom. (And there we may
see, possibly, why De Valera was not keen on Judge

Cohalan’s formula of Self-Determination.) To a proud
people like the Irish, an ancient race, with a strong

democratic sense, it was, and is still, inconceivable

that any people, any Dominion, can admit the superiority

of any other country in regard to itself, and by swearing

allegiance to the symbol of that superiority admit

itself of lower status. To the Irish people the Empire

means the result of colonial expansion by brute force,

assuaged in latter years, for the more distant parts of

the Empire, by an awareness of mutual profit in the

connection, and a feeling of virtual independence of it

:

even as a boy, reared in captivity, might grow up to be

equal in strength to his master, and both think each

indispensable to the other, and because of the youth’s

actual freedom of movement, and sense of power, he

never adverts to the loss of human dignity in his title,

or that he is still in a state of mental thraldom, and

still in all the more subtle ways of life under the influence

of his captor. In that way Ireland to this day regards

such Dominions as Canada, and Australia, and even

New Zealand, and their protestations do not impress

her because they have never given sign of independent

nationality in those ways in which free nations demon-

strate their individuality—^in the arts, in language, in

politics, religion, or world outlook. South Africa she

watches with interest because there the admixture of

another race has produced a sense of separate identity.

But she looks, in admiration, on America which

threw off British rule in the eighteenth century aUd
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flourishes as a free people with a personality of her

own.

To finish with this controversial tei'iu “External

Association,” it seems to-day as if it has outlived any

usefulness it once had. It was invented to meet the

natural difficulties the British delegates had to face

in persuading their conservative supporters to grant

sovereign status to Ireland. It had much to recom-

mend it then, but it was lacking in the important

things—colour, popular appeal, obvious meaning. At
this date it has even less of these things and the con-

ditions which produced it have passed away. It had
surely be much better scrapped. Its reverberations are

irksome. It had surely be much better replaced by the

warm word Alliance, which both the British and Irish

people are in a better position to welcome. What the

terms of an Anglo-Irish Alliance may be is foi both

peoples to decide.

After some weeks spent on minor questions of detail,

the delegates came to the major problems—Ulster, the

Crown (or the whole question of status) and Naval
Defence. Of these the first two were crucial, and on
these the whole discussion turned. On these Anglo-
Irish relationships still turn. The Irish delegates were
then prepared, as the Irish government is prepared
to-day, to grant Ulster a local Parliament for all matters
of local concern, provided it accepted the principle

that the island is a political entity, which Ulster would
do by accepting representation, in addition, in an All
Ireland Parliament. The delegates sought to keep this

question in the foreground and to postpone the question
of the Crown. Here it would appear that Mr. Lloyd
George' was for the time being willing to co-operate.
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However, lie was not frank with Ulster and in his

communications with Sir James Craig he stated what
was not quite an untruth, since it was a prophecy,

but was certainly not then a fact. He represented the

aim and possible result of the conferences as an Ireland

swearing allegiance to the Crown, and giving Great

Britain all necessary facilities for naval defence; and

proposed that Northern Ireland would retain all its

present powers, under the Government of Ireland Act.

(Northern Ireland was already functioning.) The unity

of Ireland would be recognized by the establishment

of an All Ireland Parliament, its area of jurisdiction to

be settled in consultation with His Majesty’s Govern-

ment. Sir James Craig refused acidly and absolutely,

Lloyd George next informed Arthur Griffith that he

now intended to repeat the offer to Northern Ireland

with the addcndiun that if the North did not wish to

rc-main under the All-Ireland Parliament, it could secede

to its present condition within twelve months. He put

it most strenuously to Griffith that in view of a Unionist

meeting at Liverpool, within a few days, where Birken-

head and Sir Austen Chamberlain would risk their

future careers by announcing this scheme, it would be

fatal if Griffith repudiated the proposals.

Griffith was here tricked by Lloyd George. He was

persuaded that the whole thing was not final, but merely

something in the nature of a tactical manoeuvre to get

the North to a more accommodating frame of mind.

He reported to De Valera as follows :

—

“I told him it was his proposal, not ours . . ,

He agreed, hut said that when they were fighting "sext

Thursday with the Die-Hards and “Ulster” ih front.
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they were lost if we cut the gi'ound away behind them

by repudiating the proposal. I said we would not do

that if he meant that he thought we would come out

in public decrying it.”

So he acted. It is evident enough now, but was not

apparently then, not even to De Valera who was in

constant communication with the delegates and his

cabinet, watching every move with care, that not to

repudiate is tantamount to acceptance. He did not, so

far as we know, comment on Griffith’s action. And
that action tolerated the idea of a seceding “Ulster”,

in other words. Partition.

On December 2nd, the delegates met the Irish Cabinet

in Dublin, now with a draft of the complete British

proposals before them. These granted Ireland the

status of a Dominion, and visualized a possibly seceding

North. It contained a form of Oath of Allegiance.

The Cabinet was divided as to acceptance. Griffith

was in a particularly painful position, since as repre-

senting the Right all his lifetime, he was not deeply

concerned about the Crown if he could get self-govern-

ment. Yet he was not in a position to take that stand

since he now represented more than himself. About to

leave for London, to reject the British proposals as they

stpod, he promised that he would not accept allegiance,

but declared that he would not break on the Crown

—

an ambiguous position with which the Cabinet was
apparently satisfied

!

Arrived back in London the Delegates were at a

loss. Already, at that Dublin meeting, the split in the

Cabinet had made itself apparent. Brugha, a fiery and
a'cidulo'us man, of great courage and obstinacy, had
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taunted Collins that in going to sub-conferences accom-
panied by Griffith he showed that “the British Govern-
ment selected their men.” At that Cabinet meeting in

Dublin, Collins and Griffith and Eamonn Duggan,
three of the five delegates, had wished to accept the

proposals, with some emendations, mainly in the Oath.

Back in London they do not appear to have been able

to suggest any counter-proposals of which there was,

in their opinion, any hope of acceptance by the British.

It is plain that the Dubhn cabinet meeting marked
the end.

It was now Sunday morning in Loudon, and at

Hans Place, the headquarters of the Irish delegation,

there were angry and passionate scenes. Collins refused

to go to Downing Street with what emendations there

were. He declared that those who wished to break with

the British could go. Griffith was equally laggard.

Duggan also refused to go to Downing Street. One
can see their dilemma. They did not believe that De
Valera’s External Association idea was practicable.

They did not believe they could argue it any further.

If they went back to Dublin the same arguments that

had gone on at the Cabinet Meeting would recur again.

They wished to sign, now, in London, and they would

wish to sign if they were back in Dublin. The “ Split”

was already a fact. And it would remain a fact ao

matter what happened.

Griffith, Gavan Duffy, and Barton went to Downing

Street, and manfully Griffith, whose loyal tenacity is

a matter for the fullest admiration, tried to get the

debate to centre on Ulster. He wanted to break, if

break he must, on Craig’s refusal to consider an'lkll

Ireland Parliament. Pluckily, he kept harping on this.
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Then Gavan Duffy said: “The difficulty is coining into

the Empire ...” He got no farther. The entire British

delegation jumped up. They declared that if that was

so the Conference was over. They had got the break

where they wanted the break to come—on the popular

question of the Throne.

But the break was not yet come. Collins saw Lloyd

George on Monday morning at 9.30, by invitation, and

agreed that the Irish delegation would meet the British

once more. Collins, Griffith, and Barton went to

Downing Street at three o’clock. At once the question

of Ulster came up again. Here Lloyd George played

his trump card. He declared that Griffith, in trying to

question these proposals, which he had not at that earlier

stage of the Unionist convention repudiated, was now
“letting him down.” Griffith denied this, and held out

for a definite statement from Craig. Lloyd George

pointed out that this did not arise as they were going

ahead with or without Craig. Either because he felt

that further debate was useless, or because he felt that

some vague promise of his not to “let Lloyd George

down” prevented him from rc-opening the Ulster

question Griffith did not press the Ulster question.

Collins then tried to bring back the debate to Craig,

but again it was pointed out that Craig’s consent was
irrelevant. There was the proposal—an All Ireland

Parliament from which Ulster could secede. What
Ulster would do, was in its own hands, and a matter for

the future, not for them. After some further discussion

on detail, and a slight interval, during which Griffith

must have given his colleagues his decision, they all

med' again.

^It whs now^afternoon. In the cold December light
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Lloyd George impressively leant over the table and
held up two papers. He had prepared the stage well.

There was, he revealed, a special train waiting in Euston

for the courier, and a destroyer under orders at Holy-

head, The courier would take one or other of these

two papers to Craig. One contained the Articles of

Agreement. The other declared that Sinn Fein refused

to come into the Empire. If he sent the second

—

which he would do if each and every one of the delegates

did not sign—there would be, within three days,

“immediate and terrible war.” Quietly Griffith said:

“I will give the answer of the Irish Delegation at

nine to-night; but, Mr. Prime Minister, I personally

will sign this agreement and recommend it to my
countrymen.”

“Do I understand, Mr. Griffith,” said Lloyd George,

“that though everyone else refuses to sign, you will

nevertheless agree to sign?”

Recording the incident in his book. Aftermath^

Winston Churchill says;

—

“‘Yes, that is so, Mr. Prime Minister,’ replied this

quiet little man of great heart and great purpose.

“Michael Collins rose, looking as though he were

going to shoot some one, preferably himself. In all

my life I never saw so much passion and suffering in

restraint.”

At nine the British delegates were waiting. The

Irishmen did not come. Ten o’clock passed. Eleven.

Still they did not come. They were arguing passionately

over in Hans Place. There, again, Collins, Griffith, and

Duggan declared they would sign. Barton and Gavan

Duffy could not face the responsibility of re-openiQ^

the war, and agreed to sign. After midnight Griffith,
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Collins, and Barton returned to Downing Street. After

some discussion, on points of drafting, the Treaty was

signed at a quarter past two on Tuesday morning,

December 6th, 1921 .

8

If, in all this necessary record of events, we seem to

have lost temporary sight of De Valera, it must be

left to the reader to imagine him at home, meanwhile,

in Dublin, following every phase of the prolonged

discussion, offering what advice he could, and trying

all the time to get the Delegation to hold out for the

general plan of External Association he had outlined

to them in the Draft Treaty which he had drawn up

before they originally left for London. He was also

occupied in keeping up the morale of the home front

in every possible way—^reviewing Volunteers, speaking

in public, organising, as best he could, cither for Peace

or War.

When the newspapers announced that an Agreement

had been signed he was in ignorance of its contents.

Later an evening paper printed the text of the oath,

and at once division showed itself openly in the ranks

of the I.R.A. When Duggan arrived in Dublin with the

text, and De Valera found that no counter-proposals

had been made, and that an Agreement to which the

Cabinet had previously refused to agree had been signed,

he was prepared himself to disown the signatories,

dismiss them from the Cabinet, and at once repudiate

the document. It might have been better had he done
so at once, from his point of view, before the idea of

^^hSl Peace had settled definitely into the minds of

the people ; though it is questionable, in that case, if
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the Dilil would have tolerated such a high-handed
action. Indeed no alternative to what did occur can be
imagined which would have forestalled the result. It

was not a matter of disagreement now between members
of the Cabinet. That disagreement was representative

of the entire country, Besides, the Cabinet, when it

did meet, Delegates and all, was four to three in favour

of the agreement. Had Cabinet decisions been subject

to majority agreement—but no divisions of any serious

nature had ever arisen before to establish this—De
Valera should have resigned, and at once appealed to

the country.

His appeal was made by a declaration to the public,

in which he repudiated the Articles of Agreement and

appealed to the people to hold firm until the Dail had

met and decidecl to ratify, or not to ratify, what had

been done. The army, he declared, was not, of course,

affected, and continued under the same control as before.

In that, however, he was mistaken. The army was

itself keenly divided, and had no intention of obeying

the Dail, or anybody else but its own wishes and its

local leaders.

The Dail sat on the 14th of December, and continued

to meet until Christmas, to debate the “Treaty”, as the

Articles of Agreement were now popularly called,

These debates make sorry reading. As they went on

again after Christmas until the final decision in January

7th, they represent one of the most bitter periods in

the history of modern Ireland.

A movement that bad hitherto been as a movement

of brothers became broken by savage recriminations,

andjthe seeds of differences that still rankle in Irish life

were sown broadcast. Every home tended tb dr^e

D
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on ^''Ratify or Not Ratify." The l.R.A. was itself

divided. Undergiound, the Republican Biotheihcod

was lobbying foe Collins and the ratification of the

Articles. In the Dail De Valera tried to persuade the

representatives to consider his alternative to the Treaty,

which became known as “Document Number Two,’^

and which was based on the External Association

idea, but accepted as inevitable the secession of the

North—wrapping it up however in words which tried

to hold the entity of Ireland while, in practice, destroying

it.

All those weeks were a spate of words. Never did

the Irish weakness for multiloqucnce show itself more

fully, and never except in later meetings of what became

known as “The Second Dail”—to which we must post-

pone reference—more disastrously. In any parliament

there are hosts of back-benchers who rarely address

the House, and rarely should. During these weeks every

back-bencher had his day out, since it was the right of

eveiy public representative to speak to so important a

matter and defend his choice to his constituents and
history.

For De Valera it was a bitter experience. He is

not a man who suffers fools gladly, and he had to sit

there, in silence, day after day, listening to much honest

but none the less tiresome folly. Only six months before

at the time of the Truce he had met that same Dhil in

high spirits and a full feeling of fellowship. “I feel,”

he had said, “as a boy among hoys. It is as a team we
have worked and as a team we shall work. With grati-

tude I turn to you, my comrades and colleagues, who
havi^ conferred on me what I believe to be the highest

hfSour that could be conferred at this moment on any
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human being. Because here, at an issue of peace and

war, I have been chosen to be leader.” He had a very

different kind of speech to make now. “I am sick and

tired of politics—so sick that no matter what happens

now I would go back to private life. I have only seen

politics within the last three weeks or a month. It is

the first time I have seen them, and I am sick to the

heart of them. . . . It is because I am straight that

I meet crookedness with straight dealing always, and I

have beaten crookedness with straight dealing. . . .

What has sickened me most is that I got in this House

the same sort of dealing that I was accustomed to over

in America from other people of a similar kind. . .
.”

The war of words went on. It was the only war,

now, that De Valera could hope to win. The other

side had its secret organisation. The other side had the

great advantage of a positive policy. The press was

wholly behind his opponents. Time was to reveal that

the mass of the public was also behind his opponents.

But above all the fact was behind his opponents. And
the fact was that Ireland could not face another warfare

in her present divided condition. De Valera might, by

some miracle, get the Ddil to reject the Articles of Agree-

ment. If he did ... it was as certain as that night

follows day that the whole movement would crumble

to pieces, and cease to exist, within a year. A divided

and disillusioned country cannot fight a war.

What was on his side ? Only one thing—the symbol ;

the sovereignty of Ireland ; the old heroic dream of past

and future greatness. Even if the movement did crash,

the symbol was at least still not sold away. Alas, no

symbol can long outlive the unmasking of the hffman

character who bears it. Before that war of wdlds/tnat
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solid month of talk, was over, every man in that Ddil

was seeing his brother, for the first time, without the

caparison which gives dignity to even the humblest

patriot. That morning of 1916 when the Republic was

proclaimed in the Post Office, common men took on

that dignity. They and their successors had worn it

ever since. In that wordy month it fell from them one

by one, and they became common men again. Politics

are a woikaday affair, and the nobility of a great ideal

does not, as I have said, infect such things.

The end came when the division came formally.

Sixty-four deputies voted for the approval of the action

of the Delegates, and fifty-seven voted against. De Valera,

moved beyond control, rose to plead for discipline.

He broke down and sank to his chair, sobbing into

his hands.

That should, in decency, have been the end. But a

not unnatural weakness fell on the Ddil. As if they

could not face that common light of day which was

awaiting them, they continued to talk about that noble

symbol of the Republic, whose light had once given

each of them an aureole, and about keeping the Republic

intact until the people themselves voted on the question.

Even men so realistic as Collins, so ready to meet the

hard facts of life and to create with them a new heroism,

a finer heroism because demanding more complexity

of effort, and making greater recognition of the nature

of all created things, seemed to be still caught in the

webs of the old dream. Even the decisive Griffith could

say, almost farcically from him in his position;
—“The

Republic of Ireland remains in being until the Free State

confSs into operation. If I am elected (President) I will

dc^py tVhatever position President De Valera occupied.”
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One would like to draw a curtain over all the subse-

quent shillying and shallying. It is painful until it

becomes a joke. It becomes a joke when General

Mulcahy, the Chief of Staff, who had voted for the

Articles, assured the House that the I.R.A. would
remain the army of the Irish Republic. It turned back

into a tragic joke whed officers of the intransigeant

I.R.A. met in convention and told him that in that

case they wished the Army to be controlled by an

Executive of their own election, and not by him as

Minister for Defence, At the same time they assured him

that they were eager to co-operate in the speedy evacua-

ation of the British troops under the Treaty 1 The joke

put up its grinning face again on January 14th, when the

pro-Treaty deputies met and formed a Provisional

Government, so that Ireland now had three govern-

ments, if not four—the Northern Ireland Parliament

for that area; the Second Diil, which was still claiming

to be the Ddil of the Republic; the Provisional Govern-

ment; and, lastly, there was the British Government

which still legally controlled Southern Ireland. Ireland

also had three armies—one in Northern Ireland, the

new army which was being recruited under the standard

of the Provisional Government, and that portion of the

I.R.A. which would not enroll itself formally under that

government—or under any government. There was

likewise a multiplicity of police, and publicity depart-

ments. The Second Dail continued to meet, and so

did the Provisional Government. But that final test of

public desires, the General Election, was postponed and

postponed. Politics, in a word, were being played by

both sides.

Before the General Election was held, firtaHyTThi
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June 16th, there was much hugger-mugger about a

Pact and a Coalition Government which would pre-

serve peace, and act as the Third Dail. This was^

beyond question, the last depth of folly to which Collins

descended—unless, indeed, he wished at this date to

change his mind about the Treaty he had signed and

wished to carry on either two governments, or one

Republican one. It is safe to say that the general

public did not understand in the least what it all meant.

They had seen their Delegates sign a Treaty. They had
seen their Representatives in the Ddil approve of it.

They had been promised a General Election in which
they would themselves approve or disapprove of their

representatives’ approval of the Treaty, And now
this talk about a Third Ddil ! They may be taken,

with apologies to the ingenious disputants who write

still of broken pacts and Coalitions and Panels, as

voting on one issue—the Treaty. And with any other
view this biographer at least, though a Republican
then and now, has no patience. Out of 122 seats, the

Anti-Treaty candidates received 36. If majority decisions

count for anything that was final.

The country was now in a state of spiritual disorder,

Very soon De Valera on the one hand, and Griffith

on the other, were about to be once more shouldered
off the stage by the “ men of action.” All over the

country, as a result of the evacuation by the British

troops. Republican members of the I.R.A., or as they
came to be called the “Irregulars,” held barracks and
towns. In Dublin they entrenched themselves defiantly

in the Four Courts under Rory O’Connor. They were
TOir* armed and had ammunition in plenty, but no-

field-gufis. Pressed by the British on the one hand to-
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implement the Treaty, and by the populace on the

other hand to restore order, the Provisional Govern-
ment finally decided that this play-acting about holding

a Republic intact with one hand, and establishing a

Dominion parliament with the other, had to stop.

Collins woke up. His old fighting fury descended

on him. Borrowing field-guns from the British, he

bombarded the Four Courts at the end of June. Still

hypnotised by the symbol the Republicans were aghast

at this brutal use of British guns against fellow-Inshmen

;

though what they can have expected Collins to do is

hard to say. Order guns from France or America ?

Within forty-eight hours the Four Courts garrison

reliied, blew up the building, and surrendered. The
whole fight was not a real thing. The truth is that

the Republicans, still caught in the idea that a fight

for a fine cause has to be fought out in the manner in

which they had been fighting for two years—symbolic-

ally, magnificently, in an atmosphere of historic national-

ism, with the whole race behind them, lending them

courage, dilating them beyond human size—had no

heart for a fight against their fellows. The meaning

which historic nationalism had given the fight against

England was gone. You could fight an English soldier,

because he was not just Tommy Atkins but the Empire

and all it meant. But how could you fight Mick Collins

when you knew perfectly well that he was Mick Collins

and nobody and nothing but Mick Collins? It took

time before Mick Collins and the whole Free State

Army began to take on a wider significance. Propaganda,

the elucidation of the fundamental position by De
Valera, the extraction of the basic principles inv<?f",'ed

•—that did in time cast an impersonal opprobrium'ovei:
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the Irish Free State, which made it possible for some-

thing like a national sense of the symbol to come slowly

to life again. It took exactly ten years. Meantime the

“realists” had the game in their hands.

From the Four Courts the fighting spread all over

Dublin. What had happened in 1916 happened again

to poor old O’Connell Street. For days the guns

bombarded the buildings in which the Irregulars had

taken up their positions. De Valera was now an

Irregular soldier like any other. He was back where

he had been six years before, behind a rifle in a besieged

building. Once more the Republican positions were

isolated one by one until only two main positions

remained, the Grenville Hotel and the Hammam Hotel,

now both disappeared. Once more, to save lives that

might be more useful elsewhere, the garrison decided

to evacuate or surrender. A part surrendered on Sunday,

July 2nd, 1922. De Valera and others remained behind.

The following day he left the building, with these others,

and went into concealment in Dublin.

Brugha, the most obstinate and courageous fighter

of the lot, would not leave the Hammam. The building

went on fire, but still he would not stir. He received

orders to evacuate, but he would not stir. Free State

soldiers creeping along under the walls, safe from any

but bullets fired directly downwards,—and that was
impossible,—as the windows were covered from frontal

positions, threw petrol into the burning building. At
last Brugha ordered a general surrender before the walls

should collapse, and the tiny garrison of about fifteen

men and women went out into the lane at the back.

StilFBrugha would not surrender. The flames roared and
tfcCf5~was no sign of him. Then his small, tough figure
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came rushing out in the lane, his revolvers before him,

firing blindly at the enemy troops, his clothes black with

the soot and smoke. Under a volley he fell to the ground.

He had fourteen bullet-marks on his wiry body since

the Rising of 1916. He died two days later.

The old guerilla warfare now sprang up all over

Ireland as the Irregulars were gradually driven from

the towns they had occupied. It went on all that summer.

Griffith, worn out, died on August 13th. Collins died

fighting on the 22nd. The thing became by degrees

more and more savage, and nothing that the Tans and

the Auxiliaries had done in their time failed to be done

now. Civil War is of all wars the most pitiless.

Executions of captured Irregulars, intensified by

reprisals, began in the autumn. During the winter and

spring of 1922-23 seventy-seven Irregulars were arrested

and shot. They included Rory O’Connor and Erskine

Childers. The execution of this man was of all acts

perpetrated during that period the most shameful and

the least forgiveable. He was an Englishman. He had

given up everything to his sense of justice. He was a

guest of Ireland.

De Valera lived in those days through his Inferno.

Like Dante he descended into Hell, and his face began

to show the marks of his journey. All that he had

fought for, all to which he had devoted his life, was in

ruins. He was now forty years old—an age at which a

man knows that the next round figure will put him

among the elderly men. He was powerless. To use his

own despairing words he watched from “behind a

Wall of glass.” He was repudiated as leader by the

majority of his people, not acknowledged as leadw: by

the remainder. Not until the soldiers began tTi^SS?e
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that the game was up did they think about him, or (urn

to him, and then they turned to him only to give him

the task of announcing defeat.

He had tried in the autumn of 1922 to get back some

sense of order into the situation, to get somebody to be

definitely responsible—the H.Q. of the Army, or else

the now hypothetical Second Dail which had never been

formally dissolved. In October, 1922, the Irregtrlar

Army had yielded so far as to give him partial loyalty

—still holding to certain powers as far as concerned

the 1 ight to declare war—^which was, indeed, an uncon-

stitutional right to claim, and gave some trouble later

to the consciences of many when the Catholic Flierarchy

condemned the entire Irregular position.

As the spring of 1923 approached, and with it the

threat of long days, and late light—fatal to guerilla

troops hard pressed—the inevitability of surrender

became apparent. Even to those of us who were rank

and file of the I.R.A. in the South it was apparent that

there was no real fighting being done, and that the

continued resistance was hardly more than formal.

Thousands of Irregulars were in jail. No word was
heard from the political leaders. Propaganda was
non-existent. Information was totally lacking. The
Army had become a shambling, wandering, scattered

band, and down through the officers there seeped a

general sense of despair. Peace moves were frequent-
one could see the envoys coining and going to the local

Headquarters. The only source of information as to

the general state of the country elsewhere came through
the public press, which was wholly anti-Republicah,

and'^from this one saw plainly that the Free State was
ftiucuMing everywhere except in remote glens where
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no government ever demonstrates itself to any obvious

degree; apart from a policeman collecting dog-licenses

or daring, occasionally, to search for a poteen-still or

a poacher. The Irish Republican Army existed as

such only on paper, in the sparse files of a few under-

ground offices in Dublin, or some H.Q. moving from
cottage to cottage in the hills. Long afterwards it

became known that, in that spring, De Valera had been

meeting the Army officers, trying to formulate some
terms of peace which would leave the way open to the

political side of the movement to re-organise, and which

would not compromise the old symbol of the Republic.

But the whole thing was unreal. Miss MacArdle, in

her history of the Irish Republic, quotes a Proclamation

from the Government of the Republic of Ireland,

headed “DAil Eircann,” dated April 27th, 1923, and

signed by Eamonn De Valera, as head of the Govern-

ment, and Frank Aiken, for the Army, which ordered the

suspension of all aggressive action. It may have reached

the officers: no doubt it did. This biographer can only

say as one member of the I.R.A. in the First Southern

Division that he cannot remember ever having heard

of it, or of hearing it mentioned by his comrades.

Possibly the officers thought it wiser to withhold it,

and the Press gave it no publicity. Possibly it was

communicated. One forgets easily what is not part of

the world of reality. Much of all that happened from

this period onward is a strange mixture of the all too

real and the all too pretentious.

The biographer of De Valera can regard him at the

close of the Civil War only as a character moving from

the realm of pity to the realm of tragedy, but on

plane holding himself manfully to the position heliSd
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taken up years and years before. If liis words and his

behaviour are those of a man moving on the farthest

periphery of actuality, that is, now, the tragedy of the

idealist in a world of compromise, and reflects less on

him than on the general, larger tragedy of life which

does not tolerate for too long any abstraction of itself,

however noble. The pity of his situation is not so

much that he could do nothing, but that the net was

closing in on him. For him, too, the time was coming

when he would have to make his compromise with

life.

On May 24th, 1923, he issued an order—or rather

the Chief of Staff of the Irregular Army issued an

order, but it was his word that now carried weight—to

cease lire, and dump arms. Fire had long ceased. There

must have been upwards of 12,000 men in jail. It did

not seem as if there remained anything possible for the

idealist to do
; unless, like Brugha at the Flammam, it

was to immolate himself. The Goveinment gave him
an opportunity for that when it declared for a General

Election in August, and De Valera told East Clare

that if it nominated him he would appear in public

and “nothing but a bullet” would stop him.

Clare did nominate him, and he did appear in public,

on the platform prepared in Ennis. He was arrested

and put in jail, where he remained for the better part of

a year. At that election he received, once again, twice

the support of his opponent, and to general astonish-

ment the Party he led won forty-four seats out of one
hundred and fifty-three. The official Government Party

won sixty-three seats. The remainder was divided up
be^een Labour and Independents, all supporters of
tSemain issue of the Treaty, but as events were in
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time to show, capable of being won over on other
issues to oppose the Government. The De Valera
party could not, however, enter the Free State Ddil,
both because to do so would be to acknowledge the
Treaty, and because to do so they would have to take
the abhorred Oath of Allegiance.

That winter of 1923 put an end to the resistance of
the Irregular, or Republican Army. It was, for the
most part, in jail or interned. (Those who would wish
to get a vivid and unforgettable picture of the conditions

under which they existed in those jails might read
Peadar O’DonneU’s good-humoured, realistic book.
The Gates Flew Open.) What kind of life De Valera
himself led in ICilmainham Jail, in Dublin, one can
barely attempt to imagine. If he did not look to the

future in black despair he must have looked forward to

his release with the greatest misgivings. When a man
is forty-two it is hardly a good time to begin all over

again. And yet that was what he had to do. It is said

that he spent his days reading Einstein, or such like

books, or playing handball with young Free State

officers in the prison yard. Towards the close of the

year, 1923, a fermentation of anger at their prolonged

inaction arose in the camps and jails, supported by what

one might almost speak of as a handful of girls and

boys outside—to that the “Die-Hard” organisation was

now reduced. His men in these camps went on an

All-Ireland hunger-strike, until at one date there must

have been about five thousand men starving to death.

Had De Valera gone on hunger-strike at that date his

biography would close at this point. He had the wisdom

and the courage to decide against it. But a hunger-?^ce

cannot be conducted en masse—it needs picked meh.
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The strike began to crumble, and then broke. Men
rushed for food—literally crowded to the barbed wires

calling out for it. It was awful and pitiable. They

were released. It was clear that their last weapon had

broken in their hands. By January, 1924, one saw them

marching through the streets from the railway stations,

ragged as tramps, their little bundles under their arms

—but still singing. In July, 1924, the Free State

governinenl opened the jail gates to their former leader,

and bade him go free. As far as they were concerned,

De Valera had ceased to count.



PART THREE

POWER
1924-1939

1

For eight yeais after his release (ten since the Treaty)

De Valera was in the wilderness. For four of those eight

years he presents the slightly comic, slightly pathetic

sight of the unpractical idealist who tries to persuade

himself and the world that he is a wholly practical man.

During those- four years he was Following an amazing

will-o’-the-wisp, known as “The Second Dail,”

which, briefly, amounted to the idea that the Dail

which preceded the Free State had never been legally

dissolved and was therefore still the legitimate govern-

ment of the counry. Which was about equal to a possible

contention by some group of British M.P.’s that the

Parliament before the current Parliament had not been

legally dissolved—one must imagine some impossible

quibble—and that they were therefore the Government

of England. For the second four years of these eight

in the wilderness De Valera presents a different picture

—that of the man with a sensible cause, and a practical

method, hammering at public opinion until he wins it.

All through these years the Free State government

party regaided him as something midway between a

mild lunatic and a dangerous agitator.

His appearance justified the impression. During the

last century Europe was full of men who had hiystramCd

111
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and tousled look—refugees from Russia, Italy, the

Balkans, wandering fiercely after their hcaiLs’ desire

from Switzerland to Pans, and Pans to London,

Russians hiding in Rome, Italians starving in London.

Fiom Michael Bakunin to Lenin, or Charles Louis

Napoleon Bonaparte to Mazzini, they were to be found

by the thousand in garrets, cheap restaurants, and great

libraries, with an umbrella under the arm or a roll of

documents sticking out of an overcoat pocket'—appar-

ently hopeless dreamers: the typical oddities of the

British Museum or the Boulevard Montparnasse. Like

them De Valera was poorly dressed, and there was the .

same wild look in his eye. His elongated figure, with the

sloping bottle shoulders, was covered by a dark oveicoal

—he always dresses in black or near-black—with a

rubbed velvet collar. The pockets sagged in folds

from the weight of things stuffed into them. Like all

his overcoats (owing to his enormous height) it had

the look of a coat on which the tailor had forgotten to

turn up the hern. His inevitable black soft hat was

peaked and pointed like his peaked and worn face,

and it did not so much contrast with his skin as make
a rappel with its sallow dullness. His trousers were

baggy. Those carved concave lines from nose to chin

were almost straightened out by the intensity of his

determination that likewise drew his thin lips into an
etched horizontal. If anybody had met him stalking

along some London or Paris street, a black rod of a

man, his dark eyes like frozen fire, he would have
started back a little and then said, with a shrug, as the

tall, priest-like figure went perpendicularly by
—"Another

of ttramJ.” His followers were not far different. They
a^^ wefe “ on the rocks ” as far as worldly wealth
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was concerned. They too had the wads of documents.

They had the same capacity for political disquisition,

if not the same keenness or pertinacity in it. But they

were of softer metal. There was something more
tousled about them, more shambling. He was in

appearance, and in fact, their spear-head and their rod.

You could see him easily in those days. He welcomed

interviewers.

Occasionally he disappeared. Then he was, like so

many other agitators and revolutionaries, in America,

collecting dollars for his campaign: Garibaldi is one

example. He particularly wanted to start a daily news-

paper, knowing that ail the main and the greater number

of the provincial papers were solidly against the man
“who started the Civil War,” or “the man who cost

the country seventeen millions.” While in Ireland, in

the intervals of addressing meetings, he presided over

his Ghost Parliament—that Second Dail of the years

1924 to 192S. On. that Ms attitude was as clear, to

himself, as the attitude of any theologian to some

question (such as “Is war murder?”) which does

not in the slightest way alfect the actions of a single

living human being.

Here, to him, was the idea of a sovereign Ireland. It

had been proclaimed in 1916. It had been projected

as a Government in the First and Second Dails. These

Dails had been recognised in successive elections by

the people. They had, in some degree, functioned for

several years, as the popularly recognised Government

of the Irish Republic. The election held after the Treaty

debates in the Second Dail had been a “Pact Election”

and did not affect the Republic. Therefore the Rep«blic

still lived, even as it had lived from 1917 toT9/X~St
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was a fact. If it could still be supported, even by a

minority, it would still remain a fact; and it might,

again, as before, win over the majority, reject the Treaty,

the Free State, President Cosgiave, the later Dail, all

in It—as it had previously rejected the British Govern-

ment and the British Parliament. To this day there

are Republicans, implacably intransigeant, with exactly

the same policy, and the same opponents, except that

to the Biitish Government they now add Mr. De Valera

instead of Mr. Cosgrave. They still believe that the

Second Ddil was never dissolved, that the Republic lives.

The weakness in the argument was that the Irish

Republic never lived, and its Government never was
a fact. The whole metaphysical idea, fostered by De
Valera himself, that if an unfree people gives allegiance

not to the legal Government but to a lival body, that

rival body becomes the de Jure Government, one may
readily allow. But the idea that if it asserts itself even
to some degree, it becomes the de facto Government,
is nothing more than an idea. To the idealist, however,
that is enough to make it a fact. So, in the most amazing
Way, he continued after his release to claim that he and
his minority of Republicans, elected by a minority of
the people, was the true Government of Ireland. The
Free State Government did not, in this, seriously attempt
to refute him, either by word or by act. They had done
that effectively in the Civil War. De Valera's persistence
was too much for them—they just could not be bothered.
If he attempted in any way to establish by direct action
that his ghostly conclave had any rights over the bodies
of the people they would soon put a stop to him,
Me^hwliile he could go on play-acting as long as he
Chose. '
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It is clear enough now that De Valera and his followers

were secretly aware of the absurdity of their position.

Had they simply acted as a minority political party it

would have been different. The difficulty there was that

they could not enter the Dail of the Free State any more
than they could have entered Westminster. For one thing

there was the acknowledgement such a step would
involve; for another, every member of the Free State

Ddil was obliged to sign the Oath of Allegiance. Instead

they continued for about two years to meet as the

Republican Government—the Second (or pre-Trealy)

Dill which had never, they maintained, been dissolved.

Resolutely they clung to the old symbols.

They refused to recognise the Free State Parliament,

and professed to co-operate in no way with the Free

State Government. They refused to apply for Free

State passports, for example, and yet their consciences

were troubled by the constant use of Free State stamps.

As if magnanimously, they denied themselves the power

over life and death, and did not at the same time realise

that if they rejected that right, or any right, they were

without moral sanction in anything. Their position

was best defined by Miss Mary MaeSwiney, the sister

of the Lord Mayor of Cork who died on hunger-strike.

They were “ a symbol of a very important fact, that

the people have no right to surrender their independence

at the ballot-boxes
;

if you allow that you are raising

a situation in which you are appealing to the majority.

The people have no right to do wrong.” The retorts

arc too obvious to be worth while. So they held on,

attempting to continue the tradition and auihority of the

Second Dail—that last Dail elected before theJIre^cv—
long after the people had withdrawn their 'suppori.
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and even after their numbers as a Schism or Rump
were reduced to a bare twenty members of that DAil.

They are thus an interesting historical curiosity, and a

wonderful example of the scholastic turn in the Irish

mind. These impoverished rebels believed themselves

to be the Government with a magnificent indifference to

every single fact that mocked their claims.

De Valera, who had been learning what politics mean

in this hard world, was never very comfortable with

this Second Dail idea. After all, the scholastic mind

is a very hard mind of its own order. Of metaphysics,

and these were the perfect metaphysicians, it has been

said that it is Vart de s'dgarer avec methode. But when
you have been through the hell of a civil war, the luxury

of methodically confusing yourself is not so attractive.

When your whole life is in question, that kind of mental

wandering ceases to have point, since it suggests no

destination. Besides, the longer the imaginary rulers

existed the more absurd their position became.

With an illogicality that did not strike them, the

only Ddil, or Parliament, they recognised was the

Second Ddil which had rejected the Republic in favour

of the Treaty. Since then there had been an election,

the so-called “Pact” election of 1922, followed by a

Third Ddil (Provisional Government or Free State),

and another election in 1923, that before which De
Valera was arrested in Ennis, followed by a Fourih
Dad (Free State) which was to sit until May, 1927.

They had won seats at each of these elections. Madame
Markievicz, for example, had been defeated at the Pact

Election of 1922, but successful in 1923. She aske4

plafcitiyely for advice in her case. “If I was beaten at

election I would still remain on here, and if at
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the next election I did not go forward I would still be
here.” Professor W. F. P. Stockley asked in appre-

hension, “What about the Second Ddil members if

they all die off ? It is a desperate state of affairs if there

is only one surviving member of the Second Bail to

hold on to a position !” This picture of one-man
Government must have given De Valera much food for

thought. A member like Sean Lemass, now Minister

for Industry and Commerce, and as hard-headed a man
as there is in Ireland, cannot have been enthusiastic

about a policy like this ; for he had never been a member
of the sacred Second Bail, though elected to the Third,

and was therefore, in theory, not a representative

of the people at all.

In this impasse, they set up under the leadership of

De Valera, in August, 1924, a body known as Comhairle

na dTeachtai, or Council of Deputies, where all faithful

Republicans could meet in council, but where only

members of the Second Dill could vote. This sounds

very like one of Dc Valera’s formulas to please every-

body. But in counsel’s opinion this soon became a very

tangled business, since such a Council could not do the

things it proceeded to do (it chiefly passed resolutions)

as a sovereign assembly. This became, for a change, a

practical proposition when some eight million dollars

of Republican funds became a matter of legal dispute

between the Free State Bail, which claimed direct suc-

cession, and these seceders who also vehemently claimed

direct succession to that original Dill which had floated

the National Loan. It is interesting, and significant, to

find that it was money that made the dreamers awake.

Be Valera could stand 'this nonsense no Ica^gerT^ot

even his metaphysical brain could hold such*tenu6Cs
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threads of remote life intact. He saw himself as the

head of a theological debating society rather than

engaged in practical politics. He was talking to the air

while the enemy chuckled and consolidated its position

undisturbed. The only obvious course for him was to

enter current politics as a Left Wing party and stop

meeting as a Government. Unhappily he had bound

himself to his symbols tightly. He had been vociferous

in his denunciations of those who had entered the Free

State Dail. He had denounced them, in particular, for

taking the Oath of Allegiance. He had pledged himself

that he would never, under any circumstances, take that

Oath. So far, good. The idealist was still intact. He
now so far modified his position as to declare that he

would, in the interests of the country and the future of

the nation, enter the Free State Ddil, and participate in

the work of Government, if the Oath were removed.

From this on one’s admiration for the man increases.

It is not every abstracted idealist who can grind his

teeth and resolve to establish himself among iinidealistic

men. But the main point is that if he did not publicly

take such a decision as the above, there was hardly one

of his followers with the courage to do it. Here ho
stops being the lecturer and becomes the leader in tire

best sense—the first in the gap whom others will imitate.

But his decision threw what he had of a movement into

dismay. The I.R.A. withdrew its allegiance from him
in November, 1925. His new pcarty found itself isolated

fi-om Sinn Fein, Cumann na mBan, and the Fianna, or

Boy Scout movement. In brief, he was beginning yet

once again.

Guarantees were asked of his new party, which he
tfAlIed Ffanna Fail (Soldiers of Ireland), and refused. It
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seemed not only possible bill likely that De Valera would
recant his entire position, enter the Dail, take the Oath,

and so do everything that he could have done in 1922

without a civil war. (The only comment necessary

there is that though he may have thereby made it more
easy for the I.R.A. to start that war, they would, it is

safe to believe, have started it without him.) The Council

of Deputies withdrew their allegiance from him and

elected a new President of the Republic—President Art

O’Connor.

In the event there was yet another “split.” The
absolute logicians of his Left Wing Party seceded once

more; or perhaps it was he who seceded from them.

The “Faithful Survivors,” as the remnant of the Second

Ddil—now with less than the quorum permitted by their

own Constitution—continued to meet, denouncing De
Valera for his treachery, and claimed, as they claim to

this day, to be the legitimate inheritors of the Repubhean

Provisional Government declared in 1916, and ratified

by subsequent elections up to the date of the Treaty,

The logic of facts pressed harder and harder on De
Valera. For two more years he tried to get into the

Ddil without taking the Oath, and then Mr. Cosgrave,

President of the Free State, likewise got tired of this

abstentionism and forced De Valera to make his

decision.

He introduced a law to the effect that the Oath had

to be taken before nomination of candidates. De Valera

took the step he had so long tried to avoid, led his

followers to Leinster House, and entered the Ddil

signing the Oath under duress, declaring that be took

no oath, and anyway did not intend to be bound h>y it.

From that date begins his latter-day career as a pouLldlaa
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and administi ator. That was shortly after the assassina-

tion of Kevin O’Higgins, Minister for Justice and Vice-

President of the Executive Council, an incident which

serves to keep before our minds the still-disturbed nature

of the country.

In the Bail De Valera began by initiating a purely

constitutional policy. He set himself to win power,

remove the Oath, and, quite frankly, indeed blatantly,

transmute the Free State Constitution into a Republican

Constitution pure and simple. The obnoxious symbols,

now, were the Oath and the Governor-General, in the

first place, and, in the second place, the presence of

British military in certain fortified positions such as

Cove and Whiddy—^part of the facilities for Naval

Defence under the Treaty. This was actually the policy

which those of the Left who had decided to accept the

Treaty, five years before, had adumbrated for them-

selves. They had accepted the Treaty—especially the

Collins or I.R.B. element—as what they called “a
stepping stone to the Republic.”

If it be said that De Valera could have taken this

action in 1922, before the Civil War, the answer is

—

“ He could. ” If it be asked, “Why did he not do so

then ?”—^the answer is that he did not think he would have
to, and that he was thereby proven wrong at the greatest

crisis of his life and of Ireland’s life in our time. If it

be asked, “What did he gain by not entering the Free

State Dail as a minority party in 1922?”—the answer

is
—“Very little.” But that “little” was that he avoided

the stigma of accepting the Treaty, and so upheld the

claim to absolute Independence. Which is one of the

seci€ts flf his influence to-day. If it be asked, “Did
he not yield up the symbol in 1927 when he did enter
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the Free Slate Diil, and took the Oath ? ’’—the answer

is that he denies it, maintaining that he acted under

duress and actually took no Oath. But, it will be asked

in amazement, “Does not everybody know that he did

these things?” The answer is, “Yes.” “Then,” cries

the questioner, “has he not lost all respect as an honest

man ?” The answer is that the Irish mind leaves all

such matters to the private conscience and the Irish

mind is as labyrinthine as the caverns of Minos. And
should our imaginary questioner ask any questions

about the Irish mind, or Irish morality, this biographer

will beg leave, in an Irish way, to fold up his tent and

quietly steal away. Or venture to suggest to the reader

his own biography of the great prototype of the Irish

mind, its creator and first exemplar, Dan O’Connell.

Or, better, quote the following personal explanation of

De Valera with regard to that Oath :

—

Speaking in the Ddil, in 1932, when the Act was

.about to be passed which finally removed the Oath,

he said of that earlier decision ;

—

“I asked myself what my duty was and anything

that was not wrong I was prepared to do. I was not

prepared and would not have felt justified in com-

mitting perjury, or doing anything equivalent to

perjury. The Party opposite has told the people that

this is not an oath at all. I believe that the words

'I swear’ mean an oath, but Deputies opposite think

differently and say it is a formality.”

(The Treatyite deputies, of course, had formerly

bpen eager to minimise the Oath.)

“They used the expression long before I djd. They

said it was a mere formality and had no binding
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existence. That it demanded nothing. Anybody could

take it. I asked myself whether in a crisis like that

I would be justified in staying outside when in iuct

this was a mere formality- There was only one way

to find out. What did I find ? Instead of taking this

oath openly, wheie people could see what was done,

as in other Parliaments, they hid it away in a daik

room out of sight, so that the public would not know
what it was.

“I said at least we were entitled to find out, and wc

published a signed declaration stating our attitude

and that attitude was in fact this ; the majority party

held at the lime it was not an oath, and we were going

to put it to the test. In order that our coming into

the Ddil could not be misrepresented we made that

declaration. When I came to take this so-called oath

I presented to the officer in charge that document

•and told him that that was our altitude, that we
were not prepared to take an oath, and I have hcie a

written document in pencil, in Irish—the statement

I made to the officer who was supposed to administer

that oath. I said;—T am not prepared to lake the

oath. I am not going to take it. I am prepared to put

my name down here in this book in order to get

permission to gel into the Dail, and it has no other

significance.’ There was a Testament on the table,

and in order that there might be no misunderstanding,

I went over, took the Testament, put it away, and
said;

—‘You must remember that I am not taking

any oath.’ And that has been done by every member
of our party, and it is said that this is conforming
wllh^rticle 17. Is it not time to get rid of this

nonsease ?
”
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Some deputy in the Ddil who wished to know if Mr.
De Valera did not know what it was he was signing his

name to, received the reply:

—

“Yes. I signed it in the same way as I signed an
autograph for a newspaper. If you ask me whether

I had any idea of what was there, I say, Yes, but it

was not read to me, nor was I asked to read it.”

The ingenious subtlety of the Irish mind has many
features which recommend it. For one thing this life

of ours is a highly complex thing, and the arind which

brings no complexity to it cannot hope to reflect its

complexities ;
and that instrument of the mind cannot

when complex, speak of itself without the greatest fin-

esse. But as there have been many times when that

great prototype of the Irish politician, O’Connell, went

over the border which separates the truth from the lie,

so have his disciples. That particular speech of De
Valera’s was delivered with his usual air of righteous

self-belief. It makes one squirm.

The ardent admirer of Mr. De Valera may ask,

“What could he have done in that impasse?” What

he not merely could have done, but should have done,

is clear as noonday. He could and should have said;—

“This Oath is obnoxious, as the entire Treaty position

is obnoxious, and I am going to get rid of both these

dishonourable things in any and every way open to me.

I cannot fight against these things in a constitutional

way through parliament unless I take that Oath and

enter this parliament that I hate. I hereby take^this

oath. 1 do not intend to be bound by it hecausrM. take it

under duress at the point of the gun. I intend to smash all
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it stands for. If that is a dishonourable action I will

settle that with my own conscience Let every other

man do likewise.” That at least would be better than

the fiddling business of pretending that he was an angel

out of heaven who never did, and never could, do wrong.

One may imagine how Daniel O’Connell or Michael

Collins would have faced such a situation, and come

out of it, if not as angels, certainly as men.

2

Between 1927 and 1930 he set himself to win the ear

ofthe people. He had decided to found a daily newspaper,

and visited the United States several times to collect

money for the purpose. The bulk of the shares are held

in his own name as managing director. It appeared in

1930 under the title, The Jnsh Press, In his general

propaganda he concentrated on two things—the

national position in relation to the Treaty, and the

lesser sins of the Government; these were over-cxpendi«

ture, failure to exploit Irish industrial resources, failure

to introduce tariffs at a faster rate and in more extreme

form, failure to hasten the work of the Land Commission
in drviding up the large, purchased estates among
landless men, and so forth. The Oath, and the Governor-

General, should go
;
Britain should be urged to restore

the ports. Later he hit upon a most powerful form of

appeal to the electorate in the rural areas, in other words
the mass of the people. The idea was really presented to

him by Peadar O’Donnell, the novelist and Left Wing
Republican, who, in rousing his native Donegal people

aga&st^e Free State government bade them refuse to

pay their Land Annuities, or rent.
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These annuities are the annual rent which the fanner

pays the Land Commission, and which the Land Com-
mission had always, under British Rule, paid the British

Government, who, in turn, paid them to the original

landlords who had sold out under various Land Acts

from the 1880’s onward. That is to put the matter

simply. (Actually, the landlords had been bought out by

means of a loan, covered by public securities, issued by

the British government; the rents supplied the govern-

ment with the means of paying the holders of the stock,

largely but not of necessity the original landlords.)

De Valera turned these annuities into a national griev-

ance. He claimed that the British Government had no

legal right to the annuities which belonged to the Irish

state. His argument was supported by several lawyers,

and refuted by several more; it based itself on the

provisions of the Government of Ireland Act of 1920;

ignored agreements made by the Cosgrave Government

with the British Treasury, on the ground that they were

not ratified by the Ddil—which, to a mere layman’s

mind, savours of “politics” on Mr. De Valera’s part;

and the argument against paying the Annuities further

enlarged itself by appeals to history, original confisca-

tions by the English, and so welded itself into the old

symbolism without which De Valeia is never happy.

The farmers saw here a picture of land without rents,

for they did not fully appreciate that the question was

for them purely academical, since the Annuities would

have to be paid to the Irish Land Commission in any

event. That aspect was not stressed during the cam-

paign. The urban and rural population was further

promised more housing schemes. Employment Sdiemes,

relief works, Widows’ and Orphans’ pensions, subsidies
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for new industries. All was bound together undet the

one central idea of a self-contained beland, independent

economically and politically of Great Britain. It had

the great appeal of a coherent scheme which could be

presented both in teims of hard cash and national price.

It was the old policy of Aithur Griffith and Sinn Fein—
Self-Reliance—brought up to date.

Meanwhile the Cosgrave Government had been in

power since 1922. They had organized the country.

They had had while doing so to face a prolonged armed
resistance which cost the country seven million pounds
in the first year, and ten million in the second. They
had had to act with terrible severity, and they had had
to labour against the sympathies of a considerable por-

tion of the country. They were deprived of the fruits

of the peace which they had hoped to gamer by the

Treaty, and so could not appeal to the people, either

with any lavish expenditure, or with any magnificent

nationalist symbolism. In all their dea]ing.s with Great
Britain they were handicapped by the disunity of the

country, and in their own minds they were infected by a
naturalTeaction away from high-falutin’-ism and towards
hard-headed lealism. As the responsible government
they could not hope to lival the Opposition in generous
promises, at the same time that they Incuired all the

’

opprobrium of a firm administration coldly insistent

on public order. They were the first native government
of Ireland, and for a people, bred for generations on
emotional appeals, colourful symbolism, vast dreams
ofthe prosperity that would follow on freedom, images of
Irdand rising from her chains like a beautiful woman,
etc., bji^a people without any political education of any
kind, 5nd with no tradition of self-government, the
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reality was a little chilling. It may be thought that the

first Free State government, deprived of the symbolic

value of Collins and Griffith, had only a limited popular

appeal and a despartely hard task, well done.

Moreover, in 1924 they had suffered a bad set-back

over the North. The Treaty had made arrangements

for a Boundary Commission which would re-consider

the area to be ruicd by the Northern Parliament, having

regard to the wishes of the inhabitants. When the time

came for this Boundary Commission to sit. Sir James

Craig declined to have anything to do with it. De Valera

had helped to divide the Nationalists in the North by

his intransigeant movement. The Free State government

was in a quandary. All that was open to them to do

was to insist on a revision of the Treaty, if the Treaty

was not going to be enforced.

In this crisis they acted weakly, permitted the Biitish

Government to appoint a representative of the North,

and an impartial Chairman. The third and only other

member of the commission would be the Free State

nominee. Everything at this stage, apart from the

impartiality of the chairman, depended on the inter-

pretation of the Article of the Treaty in question. Of
those who signed the Treaty only one was alive on the

Free State side—Eamonn Duggan
;

the other two

living signatories were De Valera-ites. On the British

side the whole weight of British opinion was used to

minimize the force of the Article, and to make it appear

that the Article merely visualized a few minor altera-

tions in Northern territory—a parish here and a parish

there. A strong Irish government, with the entire

people behind it, might have begun a fierce opjKjsition

to any such interpretation, but the Free State gbvern-
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ment was not prepared, and was in no position, to lead

such an opposition. The people were too worn ont by

the Civil War. In the event the boundary was lell

exactly as it was, and the Irish government lost consider-

able prestige.

Another factor, of which the last has not yet been

heard, contributed to the downfall of the first Free

State government. That was the extremist, underground

element of Republicanism which clainred the old

title of the Irish Republican Army, and attempted to

function as such. Violent acts were, no doubt quite

correctly, attributed to this illegal body, whose personnel

changed from time to time, and goes on changing, but

whose aims have always been the same—the establish-

ment of an Irish Republic and the (presumptive) coercion

of the North. Juries were not prepared to convict men
charged with offences—they feared to convict them—

-

and the government set up what became known as a
Military Tribunal under an act amending the Constitu-

tion. For this unconstitutional and tyrannical action

the government was berated by De Valera, and with

a characteristic inconsequemiality blamed by the public,

which as jurymen refused to support the existing law.

When De Valera came into power he used the same
unconstitutional machinery against his predecessors

and in 1939, when the “I.R.A.” started a series of bomb
explosions in England, he introduced identical amend-
ments to his own ideal constitution.

World economic conditions likewise went against

them. Prices began to fall. The cattle trade was badly

hit. The farmers complained. Industry was grumbling.

Gradv<Jly De Valera’s energy began to prevail, and the

electorate turned back to him. Finally in 1932 he
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succeeded in attracting the largest number of votes

of any party in the State, the figures being, for first

preferences ;

—

Fianna Fail 566,469

Cosgrave Party 449,808

Independents . 125,174

Labour 98,284

Farmers 34,421

It was a strange event. Here, by sheer weight of per-

sistence, by his own self-belief, by hammering day in

and day out for ten years on the one idea of an inde-

pendent Ireland, by refusing to admit a single error

of judgement, or the slightest divagation from his ideal,

De Valera was once more at the head of Irish affairs

;

but he was now at the head of the government of a

State against which he had fought in arms, and against

which he had protested passionately by every word. The

people were at least sufficiently tolerant, and sufficiently

satisfied with his earnest assertion of his own honesty, to

yield him again their trust. Whether he has justified it

during the last period of his career is all that remains to

be considered.

3

In power, De Valera set himself to implement his

promises one by one. In 1932 he informed the British

government that in his opinion the Oath of Allegiance

was not mandatory in the Treaty and that he proposed

to remove it from the Constitution on the ground that

the people have the right to alter the Constituticj.n as

they please. At the same time he declared fnfit he was

withholding the Annuities until the matter should be
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settled by arbitration. As Great Britain held that this

was a domestic matter, and be would not tolerate an

Imperial board, or chairman, his offer of arbitration

became null, and Great Britain placed special duties

on Irish imports to recover the money—which they

did. This, with the prohibitive tariffs which he placed

on British imports, became known as the Economic

War. We may leave it to wage itself out from 1933 to

1938, and concentrate on the constitutional issue raised

by the abolition of the Oath.

It is complex and interesting but may be summarised

briefly. The original Free State Constitution was drawn

up between British and Irish statesmen, and it imple-

mented the Treaty. Efforts had been made in Ireland

to draw up a Constitution more in conformity with

national aspirations than the Treaty itself, but the

British ministers very naturally refused to sanction it,

and the final Constitution repeated in every particular

the fundamental position of the Articles of Agreement.

This Constitution was duly ratified by the British and
Irish parliaments. There do not appeal to have been

any objections to modifications of this constitution on
the part of the Irish government, which in fact passed

seventeen amending acts in nine years, without, however,

touching on the vital clauses controlling Anglo-Irish,

or Commonwealth relationships. In the opinion of

•emment constitutional lawyers, like Professor Berriedale

Keith, that clause of the Treaty which grants that

Canadian constitutional practice shall apply to the

Irish constitution, permits alterations in the constitution

throjigh address to the Imperial parliament.

Mr. I^Valera has not adopted this approach, and it

as highly unlikely that, in preactice, the Imperial parlia-
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ment could tolerate vital changes. Its reception of his

announcement with regard to the Oath makes that

clear. The result is that the present Irish Constitution

is accepted by Ireland and not by Great Britain, but

Great Britain is unwilling to take any active steps in

the matter, so that, so far as one can see, nobody now
knows what the true position is in law, and it seems

most likely that usage will in the course of time estab-

lish whatever position easefully consolidates itself over

a period of years. As far as the Oath of Allegiance is

concerned, the essential fact remains that no Irishman

takes the oath.

The abolition of the Governor General took place

gradually. On the resignation of Mr. James MacNeill,

who succeeded the first Governor General, Timothy

Healy, De Valera appointed a figure-head, with instruc-

tions that he should live a retired life, not occupy the

official residence, and appear in public at no functions.

He performed the minimum of his former duties as

representative of the Crown; in his place, for example,

De Valera personally received envoys from foreign

countries. By degrees the office of Governor General

was degraded in public opinion and became something

of a joke. In the new Irish Constitution the office does

not appear and, so, lapses.

On the economic side the new Government at once

began to speed up everything, The tariffs imposed on

British and foreign imports had the immediate effect of

producing countless small industries, and developing

existing ones. The public suffered considerable dis-

comforts, and serious increases in the cost of living,

with unexpected loyalty. That was somethiniS5.,the'flrst

Free State government both would not and could not
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have done. The progress of the economic development

of the country under De Valera, in the face of many
difficulties, and especially of the danger of general

unpopularity, is the best possible test of the force

of his appeal as a national leader.

A few figures will easily illustrate the overt results

this New Economic Policy. The Department of Industry

and Commerce issued in 1937 statistics to show the

effect of the drive for industrial expansion on twenty-

three selected industries between 1932 and 1935:—

For other industries the decrease in imports would

seem to indicate an expansion in home production : e.g.,

£’s~1931 1935

Bread 196,553 997
Flour Confectionery 44,648 3,526
Butter 176.455 1,263

Cheese 114,701 2,854
Margarine .... 218 57
Condensed Milk . 18,274 2,455
Timber Manufactures 1,270,565 1,200,833
Brushes .... 51.088 40,078
Earthenware, etc. . 180,764 121,752

Total . £2,053,266 £1,373,815

This has meant some decrease in exports, but actually

there has been an appreciable increase in the export of

butter, cheese, biscuits, condensed milk, and brushes.

The new factories which have grown up are in most

cases modest enterprises. However, they are there,

and they may expand. All sorts of goods formerly

imported are now manufactured wholly or mainly

in Ireland—motor-springs, dry batteries, aluminium
goods, t^ewriter ribbons, carbon-paper, safety-razor

blades, enamelled hollow-waie, wall-paper, cutlery, golf-
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balls, copper tubing, rubber boots, bolts and nuts,

tennis balls, bakelite goods, glass bottles (actually

formerly made in Ireland, but the industry was almost

extinct), motor spirit; etc.

The Housing problem, most acute in Ireland owing

to the fact that tittle or no new building had been done

from 1914 to the Treaty in 1922, and owing to the general

disturbance not much for the ten years after, was met
by increased State subsidies to local authorities and

accredited societies, i.e. grants of sixty per cent of the

cost in the case of slum clearances, and loans in rural

areas to local authorities, the State there paying sixty

per cent of the loan charges, in order to keep the rentals

within the capacity of the worker. Grants not exceeding

£40 per house are also available for small farmers and
agricultural labourers recomstructing their own houses.

One sees the effect of this on every side as one travels

through the country, especially in the poorer arca.s,

where such a sum counts for a great deal. The majority

of the houseserected in theruial areas by local authorities

are four-roomed houses with a floor area of about six

hundred square feet. The scheme works out as follows :

—

1

Loan charges on £300 (the limit allowed for capital
cost) I

Add maintenance and administration . . .
I

Add rates

£ .T. d.

17 13 4
2 10 0
1 5 0

Total outgoings . 21 8 4

Deduct State contribution at 60% of Loan charges.
Deduct tenant’s rent

10 12 0

5 4 0

^ Total . 15 16 0

Leaving t^tt annual loss in letting 5 12 4
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The State has estimated that a total capital expen-
diture of £20,000,000 is needed to solve the housing
problem—two millions to go in free grants, and eighteen
in loan. It is the boast of the De Valera government
drat in the ten years from 1922-1932 (when it came
into power) the state made grants of two-and-a-half
millions in this way, whereas in the following j^ve years
the state made grants for this purpose of nearly three
millions. The Department of Local Government pub-
lished in 1937 statistics from which we may take the
first four examples (by counties in alphabetical order) ;

—

1922-1932. CosoRAVB Government
No. of houses (including flats) erected by:

County Urban
Authorities

Rural
Authorities

20

gQIIIH 55

1932-1936. De Valera Government

No. oF houses (including flats) erected by;
County Urban

Authorities
Rural

Authorities

77
90
92
138

The farmer-, though he found that whoever got the

Land Annuities, he had to pay, was pleased to find in

1933 that his annuities were reduced by fifty per cent,

as a gift, and all arrears of more than three years’ stand-

ing were cancelled. The division of land ^ong the

landless men was speeded up. Thus, in 193dp34 some
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30,000 acres were divided ; whereas in 1934-5 the total

was over 100,000 acres. Bounties on exported cattle

did something to offset the severe loss following on the

economic war.

The relief of the unemployed has been one of the

most costly of the public services under the De Valera

government. Previous to his entry into office the

register of unemployed was quite unrealistic. This was

so far remedied, and amounts of relief so increased,

that whereas the total cost of Unemployment Assis-

tance in 1927-8 was a bare £101,224, by 1936-7 it rose

to over two million pounds. Old Age Pensions were

made more easily available by abolishing the bar to

receipt of pensions which formerly applied to those

who received board and lodging, or clothing, from

relatives, and by relaxing other similar regulations.

The Widows and Orphans Pensions Act was passed

in 1935, and developed by another act in 1937; these

pensions are both contribuloiy and non-contributory.

The insured worker makes a weekly payment of 8d.

for a man and 4d. for a woman, which, when they die,

entitles their widows and children to a pension. The
non-contributofy scheme covers those who are at

present widows and orphans, and is a gift from the

State. The present State subsidy amounts to £450,000

each year. Free milk for necessitous children costs the

State £90,000 a year. For a period there was also free

meat for the poor.

Enough has been said to make it clear that De Valera

has based his policy on the needs of the urban poor
and the twenty-five-acre farmer. If a social policy is to

be fiommended because it represents the immediate
needs o:^the majority, then his is to be commended;
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and if it is realistic for that reason, he is to be com-

mended for having based it on the more common order

of life in Ireland. There at last the idealist comes into

his own. There the natural divisions of Left and Right

have demonstrated their natural affinities in the usual

way, and will, in all likelihood, continue to divide on

similar lines. In the course of time Republicanism in

politics may well be expected to develop into Socialism

in economic affairs, and that clause in De Valera’s

Constitution—to which reference will be made presently

—^which seems to protect private property may be

“interpreted” to suit that development.

It is beyond the capacity of any one person, layman

or expert, to pass useful comment on this economic

policy, beyond saying that it is, at the moment, in rela-

tion to its prime intentions a complete success. That

rise in output, and in employment, illustrated by the

Tabic on page 133 has continued in later years. Pre-

liminary reports of the Census of Industrial Production

for 1937 showed that in all these industries there has

been a substantial increase in gross output. To take the

first four—Bacon Curing, Grain Milling, Malting,

Sugar and its products, the figures for 1935 and 1937

are, respectively:

—

A. £5,000,000 increased to £7,000,000

B . £8 ,000,000 „ „ £11
,
000,000

C. £300,000 „ £400,000

D. £3,000,000 „ £4,000,000

The other industries on the list have flourished

equally. Naturally increased output does not mean

increased profit, or even any profit. Enterprises have

broken” on that rock before now—^includinist, several of

these infant Irish industries.
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This result, however, has not been achieved without

paying for it. A Banking Commission which sat from

1934 to 1938 comments on the industrial policy that

it has increased urban employment at the expense of

a rising cost of living. It points to the fact that State

expenditure has risen enormously—from £3H million

in 1931 to £43i millions in 1936. It is not actually con-

cerned at the country’s financial position, which it

considers absolutely sound, but with the trend of policy,

and the dangers involved in the masking of the funda-

mental situation by the favourable balance re.sulting

from the fact that Ireland is a creditor country. It

points out, in illustration, that three of the largest

credit items are precarious, and might cease at any
time, i.e. the Sweepstakes, British pension receipts,

and emigrants’ remittances. Moreover the Economic
War had a serious effect on agriculture, and combined
with this went the “War Policy’’ of the Do Valera
government to make Ireland self-supporting as regards

food. A deliberate drive to replace the breeding of
cattle, hitherto Ireland’s main industry, by the growing
of crops such as wheat and beet, has been succe.ssful—

as far a.s it goes. Here the Banking Commission remarks
that this policy of growing crops for which we have
no climatic or other advantage has, in effect, lowered
the net product of agriculture as a whole and impaired
its exports. In sum the Commission advises curtail-

ment, and a more conservative spending policy.

Nobody has so far denied the wisdom of this report
so far as purely financial considerations are concerned.
The De Valera government has received it coldly, and
a lar§e boj^y of public opinion feels that other colisidera-
tions may outweigh objective accountancy. Thus, in
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1937, the Mitiistcr for Finance met the charge that he
was overburdening the State with debt, through his

support of the economic, agricultural, and social policy

of the cabinet, by pointing out that it could not be
called extravagant expenditure to spend money on such

things as a decent housing scheme. On the other hand
the fact that the halving of the Annuities for the farmer

took twelve millions off his back and placed it on the

back of the Exchequer merely raises the question of the

wisdom of the whole economic policy, the Economic
War, the agricultural policy, and so on.

The attitude of the Opposition is that the whole

Economic Policy is a delusion and a fraud. They say

that whereas increased output in older industries behind

a shelter of tariffs, and fresh output by new industries

under a virtual system of monopolies, looks fine on

paper, the essential thing is—^“What is the cost?”

A new factory looks grand in some country town that

never had a factory before, and it undoubtedly employs

many idle hands: but who is paying for it but that

same town itself, in combination with the rest of the

country, both through increased taxation (to pay for

subsidies and the like) and through an undeniable

stiff increase in the cost of living. They insist on the

indissoluble inter-connection of all economic forces,

and insist that the only realistic question to ask is,

“Has the national economic position improved?” To

this the Banking Commissioa replies in the negative.

And to the Banking Commission and the Opposition

the Government’s answer is that the economic situa-

tion has not disimproved and the general spiritual

condition of the nation has.

Only time will tell whether the cost of the new Econo-
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mic Policy is or is not more than the nation can bear,

i.e. whether it is or is not all the while secretly under-

mining the financial security of the country. The Con-

servative men will point to the fact (say) that every new
loan floated by the Dublin Corporation has to be offered

on more favourable terms to the public, which, they

say, is getting nervous: they insist that the budget is

not an honest budget, that it is balanced by borrowing,

and give such illustrations of the interdependence of

all these things as that one effect of the new Sugar Beet

factories has been to lower Excise income on imports
of sugar, and that had not the last beet crop been

fortunately a poor one—compelling unexpected imports

of cane-sugar, with unexpected large revenue for the

Excise—the last budget would have been a less happy
one even than it was. Few economists and no laymen
can judge or prognosticate here. With so many coni-

plicated elements to consider on every hand, who can
say if the enterprise is worth the expenditure? It is

too soon to say.

While there are thus many who hold that the present
Economic Policy is going too far and too fast, others
maintain that it is not going far enough or first enough.
There seemed to be emerging in recent months from the
Labour Party a movement to cut off the entire Irish

financial system from sterling. The Left, represented
by the Old I.R.A., a body corresponding in some degree
to the ex-soldier movement in other countries, likewise
feels that no economic policy is a really national policy
as long as all operations are ultimately controlled by the
Bankj. of England. What the basis of credit would be,
in that ev^nt, is not transpicuously clear. The writer is

no authority on such matters and has never met two
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authorities who are agreed on such matters, so that

he can only record the existence of this feeling of dis-

satisfaction about Irish financial arrangements among
certain sections of the people. The Left points out that

at the present moment, suniinei', 1939, Irish securities

are among the soundest on the market. It feels that,

as things now stand, other things elsewhere being equal,

it is at least as likely that a separate financial system in

Ireland, based on the natural resources of the country,

would hold itself as firmly as the currencies of other

small nations in Europe. The Left here believes that

the relation between prices and purchasing power is

artificially controlled by the banks for profit. It knows

that the Irish banks are in turn controlled by the English

banks. It irks national pride to feel that no native

economic policy can ever, in these circumstances, be

free of British influence.

There we come back to the political question—Irish

independence, a self-reliant and self-contained Ireland,

indilfcrcnt to what Great Britain might do in retaliation

for Ireland’s “disloyalty”; or, on the other hand, ai»

Ireland in friendly co-operation with Great Britain,

and not concerned with a rigid, and perhaps dangerous

policy of economic self-reliance. Between the two

—

between Do Valera’s insistence on the absolute separate-

ness of Irish nationality, and Mr. Cosgrave’s belief

that co-operation with Great Britain need not impair

Ireland’s nationality, Irish politics will probably waver

for many years to come.

That brings us, naturally, and in sequence, to the

new De Valera Constitution. It was submitted to the
X|

electorate in 1937 and ratified by plebiscite. “It was not

particularly popular, and at the accompanying election
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De Valera found that he was returned to the Dd.il

without a majority over all other combined parlies.

The figures were :

—

Fianna Fail (De Valera Party) 69

Fine Gael (Mr. Cosgrave) .
48

Labour (Mr. Norton) .
.13

Independent .... 8

138

The Constitution, so far as we know, was his own

creation. It declares Ireland a “sovereign, independent,

and democratic state”, to be called Eire-, its territory

consists of the whole of Ireland, but it temporarily

limits the application ol its laws to the present twenty-

six counties. It abolishes the Governor General, all

reference to the Crown, and to the Commonwealth of

Nations. It establishes a President, or Uachtaran, who
shall be elected by direct vote every seven years. There

are two houses, the Ddil, and the Senate. The Ddll,

through the President, appoints a Prime Minister, or

Taoiseach (pronounced Tee-shock) who, in turn, appoints

his ministers—two of whom he may select from the

Senate, but his Deputy and his Minister for Finance

must be members of the lower house. The President

is advised, or may be advised, if he so wishes, by a

Council of State.

This Constitution may be said to put a seal upon

the prolonged struggle of De Valera for the indepen-

dence of Ireland. In a sense it is his main achievement,

and every biographer of the man must pause before it.

It has the considerable merit of articulating, once for

all, iKe cteims of the Irish people to sovereign inde-

pendence? It is the basis of the laws of Ireland. It
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embodies and enthrones in the highest place the national

tradition. He has done this thing, and the nation has

laid its hand upon it as upon a testiiment. No observer

from outside can ignore it, and no future generation

can evade it, and no foreign country can give it any

practical denial but the denial of armed attack. Here

is what Southern Ireland believes in, and a summary
of itself, containing—unlike the first Constitution of

the Free State—no overt limitations and prevarications

of which it need be ashamed.

And yet, an enormous number of electors voted

against it, and it has created no great enthusiasm.

And when one examines it, and remembers that the

great secret of this man’s power in his own country is

his power to represent Ireland symbolically to his

people, one is struck by the unimaginative, and indeed

commonplace quality of the document. It is pedantic

and circumscribed, ft states no line general truth that

it clooH not immediately qualify with so much care

that the I’orcc of the original slalcment is lost and made
to seem puny—as if a general truth were not a noble

thing but a dangerous thing to be shown to the public

in a leash.

Thus under the head of Fundamental Rights we
read:

—

I. All citizens shall, as human persons, be held equal

before the law.

(Most people may wonder what is meant by “as
human persons”.)

This shall not be held to mean that the State.shall

not in its enactments have due regard to differences
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of capacity, physical and moral, and of social

function.

The whole effect is that of a theologian’s distinction

rather than of a statesman’s assertion.

Or we come to the following;

—

The State guarantees liberty for the exercise of the

following lights, subject to public order and morality :

—

(Already the qualification, so open to endless attempts

at definition!)

The right of the citizens to express freely their

convictions and opinions.

(Then comes the destructive part :—

)

The education of public opinion, however, being

a matter of such grave impoit to the common good,

the State shall endeavour to ensure that organs of

public opinion, such as the radio, the press, the

cinema, while preserving their rightful liberty of
expression, shall not be used to undermine public

order, or morality, or the authority of the State . . .

Again one sees that the draughtsman was not merely
content to state a right, leaving to common-sense, ebn-
vention, the courts, and time, the business of inter-

preting the basic right, but must interpose himself so
far as to do for the people the work of interpretation

and^ qualification which properly belongs to con-
vention aCd time. In the process he does not make the
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primary statement meaningless, but he so diminishes

the force of the statement that it is already attenuated

before it is well stated. That, again, is the theological

mentality which is not concerned with gencial truths

but with their application to cases.

Or take the Article which deals with private property.

The State acknowledges that man . . . (The next

phrase is another theological clich6) ... in virtue

of his rational being, has the natural right, ante-

cedent to positive law, to the private ownership of

external goods. The State recognises, however, that

the exercise of the rights mentioned . . . ought in

civil society to be regulated by the principles of

social justice.

The word “civil” society puzzles. The terms “prin-

ciples of social juslico” are sheer jargon.

The State, accordingly, may as occasion requires

delimit by law the exercise of the said rights with a

view to reconciling their exercise with the exigencies

of the common good.

Private property held under such a Constitution

does not appear more .safe than if there were no such

constitution. It would seem that the document was

carefully examined, if not revised, by representatives

of the Church before publication. One notes that

whereas the above article is deemed sufficient to protect

“civil society”, there is special provision for the protec-

tion of the property of religious, who are appaj^ently

superior to “the principles of social justice.'*'
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The property of any religious denomination or any

educational institution shall not be diverted save for

necessary works of public utility and on payment of

compensation.

This fatal tendency of De Valera to explain things

somewhat pedantically has had a bad effect on the

entire constitution. It has reduced it to a series of pious

aspirations, and in one case stirred up against him so

much opposition that he almost found his project

defeated by the force of public opinion. This was the

Article which endeavoured to protect, or interfere with

(according to one’s reading of the intention) the rights

of women. The clause read :

—

The State shall endeavour to ensure that the

inadequate strength of women and the tender age

of children shall not be abused, and thai women or

chUdven shall not be forced by economic necessity

to enter avocations unsuited to their sex, age, or

strength.

A Conditions of Employment Bill had previously

aroused opposition among women workers by its

effort to keep women out of certain trades. This auiclc,

and De Valera’s well-known, rather old-fashioned,

ideas about the place of woman in society, roused them

again. It seems an unnecessary thing to have inserted

in a constitution.

Had he kept the document within smaller pro-

portions, and concentrated solely on the international

political side, he would have had a much better

' reception.*’ As it was 528,296 electors voted against it;
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686,042 for. lii its political side it far outweighs the

achievement of his predecessors ; otherwise it evokes

little admiration.

Great Britain’s attitude to the Constitution is some-

what anomalous. It has not recognised it. It has not

formally denounced it. In short, it apparently considers

it best to turn a Nelson eye on Ireland. If Ireland is

to slip out of the Empire it had best be left to do so

gradually, usage finally deciding what her position is.

Internationally Ireland is still regarded all over the

world as within the Empire, but as De Valera has said;

“If they wish to keep on saying we are in the Empire

we cannot stop them.” For all the useful external

purposes he is content to recognise the Throne—but

as what nobody knows. On Irish passports for example

he, as Minister for External AlTairs, continued up to

recently to “request and require, in the name of Ilis

Maje.sty, King of Great Britain, Ireland, and the

British Uominioms, all those whom it may concern to

allow the bearer to pass freely without let or hindrance,

and lo afford him every assistance and protection of

which he may stand in need.”

It is a situation without precedent which only time

will clarify.

4

In April, 1938, the Economic War ended in an agree-

ment which brought the two countries much closer

together. The settlement, in the words of the Irish

Times—Conservative Right—^went further than ever

the most optimistic thought possible. The exacerbating

annuities dispute was settled by a payment oT ten

million pounds in a lump sum by Ireland—a quite
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good bargain. The Irish government further agreed to

modify certain tariff, set out in schedules, so far as to

permit fair competition by British tradcis, while at

the same time adequately protecting the new Irish

industries. It is too soon at this date to visualise the effect

of this modification, but one effect it ought to have is

to lower the cost of living somewhat. On the other

side the British government agreed to remove the

penal tariffs on Irish cattle, which is, possibly, the

most welcome feature of the agreement since it at once

lifts a heavy burden from the hard-pressed farmers

and gives scope to the main Irish agiicultural export.

In this way the animadversions of the Banking Com-
mission are met at some points.

The agreement gave De Valera a great oppoitimity

to win the majority he desired, and in June, 1938, he

got it. His present position is

:

Fianna Fail . . .77
Fine Gael . . .45
Labour ... 9
Independent . . 7

Two typical concomitants of that election arc worth

special notice. Angeied by his failure to get a safe

majority in previous elections, and by a growing

truculence in his allies, the Labour members, he

threatened to abolish Proportional Representation if

he was not returned with a clear mandate. This threat

roused considerable opposition. He was charged with

dictatorial intent. His retorts were characteristic. He
maintained that the function of government is to

govern, and that a system like that of France, where no
one farty h ever free of the hampering aid of lesser

allies, could not be welcomed in Ireland where a firm
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government is needed. That is, overtly, true, since

Proportional Representation aims to give the small

sections opportunities they would not so easily get under

the old system, Yet, what an outcry there would have

been eleven years before if the first Free State govern-

ment head raised the same cry. Majority rule was not,

then, a principle to which De Valera gave much respect.

One suspects, too, that when he speaks of a firm

government he really means a firm government under

Eamonn De Valera. The incident illustrates, once

again, his utter self-belief—the arrogance of the modest

man and the complexity of the simple man.
At the same time he fought the election on two planes

—one represented by hi.s achievement of the new
Agreement which ended theEconomic War, and the other
represented by the new drive against Partition which he

began at this time. That is typical of the man. Ho
never fights for any cau.se without plenty of solid bullets

in his locker, and without at the same time the imagina-

tive appeal of a flag over him.

The drive against Partition began slowly. The people

Were not, and are not, deeply moved by what thby

consider an impossible situation, and they have been

inclined to treat the matter as a sleeping dog. The
main trouble is that the Nationalists in the North

have been badly organised for years, have not kept to

any consistent policy, and have not been able to make
any effective appeal to the South. If the North is to be

won over it will be won over by its own minority, rather

than from outside, and that minority needs a leader of

the first order. At times it appears to favour abstention-

ism; then, suddenly, its cause crops up in' the'^Six

Counties Parliaments. Then the I.R.A. in tbs North
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blows up, and it would appear that the movement

is not political but nnlilaiy.

Again, it is never quite clear whether tlie south

wishes, through its leadcis, to conciliate the north

diiectly, or to bully it through pressure on Great

Britain. This may be, in the opinion of the leadeis

north and south of the boundary, the most efleclive

general method to follow, but it leaves the population

in the south a little bewildered, and it has the effect

of inducing it to leave the matter in the hands of the

politicians. Nevertheless De Valera’s well-known

persistence will undoubtedly piove its worth again.

He will slowly build up an emotion against Paitition, and
hy sheer dint of nagging away at it he will insert into

the public mind both at home and in Great Britain

an irritation that will turn in the end on the problem,

if with no other desire Ilian to get lid of it somehow
or other.

Actually the South has veiy little, if anything, to

gain by junction with the Noith. Tt would be a junction

on terms, and those teims would have to be (to put it

mildly) most attractive to the noith. Her cntiy must
offer new and firm competition to the new Irish

industries, and place a further burthen on the general

national debt; for she has a laige industrial population

with a high unemployment quota. (Belfast has for

years been counted as a “depressed area”.) She would
undoubtedly keep her own local parliament, so that,

in effect, nothing much would be gained by the south
but the symbol of unity. There are two counties (out

of the six which form Northern Ireland) that by every

moral n^t do belong to the South—Tyrone and
Fennanagh. In these there are Catholic and Nation-
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alist majorities whose forced inclusion in the North

is an injustice. The expression of public opinion in

these counties is consistently stifled. Electorally the

whole of this area has been gerrymandered. Indeed it

is true of all six counties that they are governetl

by a Rig Business oligarchy in Belfast. If the other four

counties are satisfied, it is not for an outsider to do

more tlian shrug his shoulders. In these two counties,

Tyrone and Fermanagh, the majoiity is not permitted

to express any opinion.

The whole situation is complicated by prejudices

not confined to any one side of the border. It has,

for one thing, to surmount a rivalry of extremism which

is to be deplored. One kind of bigotry shows itself in

attempts to destroy, in the nortli. Catholic churches.

Another, in the south, in threats to cinemas which show

films supposedly of British propaganda. Meeting,s of

Nationalists in the north arc banned on slight pretexts,

and the common law is almost in abeyance where the

expression of opinion is concerned. In the south the

Protestant minority is becoming more and more

apathetic about itself, and whatever pious aspirations

or resolutions may be found in the Constitution of

Eire about religious tolerance It is a matter of common
knowledge to those who care to enquire, or even

observe, that the Protestant in the south has as little

chance of getting his fair share of public appointments

as the Catholic in the north. It would be interesting to

know just how many Protestant dispensary doctors,

for example, have been appointed within the last five

years in the south, while the public still remembers the

furore raised when a Protestant girl was ^ppoi-nted

librarian in Mayo some years ago. Neither north nor
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south need pretend that the other is alone in this kind

of penalisation on account of religion and private

opinion. Religion in the south is just as solidly organised

as in the north, and is no less narrow-minded. Com-
parisons may be odious, but they point clearly to the

fact that in every way pseudo-nationalist enthusiasm

has an evil effect on life both sides of the border. No
cultivated life can develop freely in Ireland as a whole

until it is removed. The people, whether north or south,

may be counted on to coalesce with tolerance and

understanding. It is the vested interests which are

keeping the two parts of the island separate—the Tory

extremist element in the North, the Catholic Nationalist

element in the South, and the old Die-Hard Conservative

element in Great Britain which does not care in the least

what happens to Ireland in whole or in part, so long

as the north is held as a spear-head into the south In

the interests of imperial security.

This problem is likely to occupy De Valera for the

remainder of his career as a public man. His difficulty

is that the more he behaves as Nationalist, Gaelic-

revivalist, anti-British, the more does he estrange the

north. It is not the north alone which is keeping itself

distinct. The south is maintaining Partition even more
effectively by refusing to demonstrate a practical spirit

of tolerance and broad-mindedness. No Northerner can

possibly like such features of Southern life, as at pi esetit

constituted, as its pervasive clerical' control ; its censor-

ship
; its Gaelic revival ;

its isolationist economic policy.

De Valera realises the effect of at least some of these

things. He shows no readiness to relax any of them,

Speaking this summer, in the course of a by-election,

of the Irish language revival he declared that if he
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had to choose between unity and the language, he

would choose the language. (1 will presently quote

him as saying tlial if he had to choose between freedom

and the language he would choose the language. And
when he speaks of the language he means the Irish

language as the sole spoken tongue of Ireland.) The
censorship, far from being relaxed, is being intensified,

and it applies to the cinema, and books, and is about

to be applied to the stage, not only on grounds of

alleged indecency or pruriency, but on grounds of

religious unorthodoxy. That is not the theory of the

thing; but it is so in practice. There is no appeal from

this censorship. It is, as one Irish writer has said, not

law but outlawry. To such things the Soutirern national-

ist tends to close his eyes when he asks the north to

“Come in.”

As to economic arguments anent the union of North

and South the be.st thing to do is to let a Nortlierner

speak for himself. The following is taken from a long

statement by Sir Joseph McConnell, M.F., iu the

London Times,

“Northern Ireland’s present interests in export

trade arc as great as, if not greater than, those of

any other part of the world. The values of export

trade per head of population of Northern Ireland,

New Zealand, and Eire, show the extent to which

the trade of Northern Ireland has been developed;

Northern Ireland . . . £42 5 0
New Zealand . , . 34 0 0
Eire 7 7 0

“Irish linen, manufactured in Northern Irelraid,

Was the largest individual export from thq, United
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Kingdom to U.S.A. during the last decade. Apart

from this major industry, there exists in Northern

Ireland a large-scale ship building indiistiy, engineer-

ing, the manufacture of aiicraft, clothing, tobacco,

rope, cord, twine, table waters, and a considerable

number of miscellaneous industries, the importance of

which in the economic life of the country may be

gathered from the fact that the number of persons

engaged in manufacturing, building, commerce, and

finance, constitutes fifty per cent of the gainfully

occupied population,

“ All those industries at present enjoy absolutely

free access, unrestricted by any customs barrier, to

the market in Great Britain, the advantages of Imperial

preference in Empire markets, and the assistance and
protection which the British Government alone can

give m foreign markets.
“ To all who have studied the question impartially,

it is evident that if Northern Ireland were a.s.sociated

with the fiscal and economic system of Eire, our
foreign trade would be seriously prejudiced, both by

the factors mentioned above, and by inci eased cost of

production; while our industries manufacturing for

home consumption, and those small industries estab-

lished in the south under the protection of a high

tariff wall, would find it impossible to exist side by
side,”

Much as I might wish to minimise the force of these

arguments, as a Republican anxious for a united

Ireland, I must record that as far as I have been able to

find«>out, and I have consulted expert advice, Sir Joseph

McConnell’s facts are in the main correct. The North
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does depend even more than wc do in the South on its

exports, and these exports, unlike ours, are mainly

industrial. Out of the £54 millions of Northern Ireland

exports in 1937, fSl-j- millions were “articles mainly

or wholly manufactuicd”, and another £7| millions

comprised ships, tobacco, cigarettes, rope and twine.

As Sir Joseph McConnell says, all these are admitted

from Northern Ireland to Great Britain free of duty

and quota. If Northern Ireland came in with the rest

of Ireland, obviously the increase in the home market

caused by the opening of the twenty-six counties to

Northern Irish trade would be only a slight advantage

compared with the total export capacity of the North

at present. Though many of the hindumccs to the entry

of Eire’s industrial goods into Great Britain were

removed under last year’s Trade Agreement, there is

Still quite a number left.

One must furtlicr appreciate that the real fear of

the North is that a cc-integrated Ireland might thereupon

leave the Commonwealth, in which event it would be

foolish not to expect increased restrictions on our

exports to England, particularly our industrial exports.

If Mr. De Valera were to guarantee to remain within

the Commonwealth . . . but he might just as soon

sign his political death-warrant. So, unless Ireland

managed to secure the goodwill of Great Britain in

leaving the Commonwealth, the North as part of Ireland

would see itself faced with a sharp loss on its export

trade, not compensated by its increased trade with the

South. To put the thing in its mildest form, the North

could expect small financial gain from being part qf a

United Ireland, and might suffer serious loss?

On the question of “increased cost of production”
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Sir Joseph McConnell is doubtless thinking of the fact

that, in the South, under its present policy, some of the

old industries have now to buy raw materials at homo

at higher cost, that the higher cost of living in the South

as compared with the North tends to push up prices,

and that taxation and Trade-Union regulations are

more extreme there. (The Trade-Unions have never

been active in the North.) Northern Nationalists ex-

plain this by maintaining that northern Big Business

deliberately exploits religious differences to divide the

workers.

Enough has been said to make clear that the economic

argument cannot be used by the South against Parti-

tion, and is in fact all for it. Even the one black

spot in the North, its chronic unemployment problem,

is not going to be improved by restrictions on trade

with Great Britain, while the great snag of Eire's

high cost of living, which we freely accept as being

worth the nationalist candle—our general code of

values is evidently less materialistic than that of Northern

Ireland—^is made clear in the curious anomaly that

even those exports at which we excel, such so butter

and bacon, are so manipulated by various levy and
price-fixing devices that they cost more at home than

abroad

!

The crucial question overshadowing all this is really

the political one. What would De Valera do politically

if the North did come in? Whenever he has been

reproached by his Leftist followers for not declaring a
Reiimblic immediately, he has always replied that he
could if He wished do so for the Twenty-six counties,

but that if he did so he would for ever cut off the North,
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The iinpHcatioti is obvious. After the poliltcai ciuestion

tlierc is what wc can only call the “.spiriliial” question.

The North and the South appear to woiship different

Gods. Our national tradition docs not fire the North

Their imperialistic sentiment makes no appeal to the

South. Religion itself has bred two different kinds of

mentality, two far removed attitudes to life, which look

at one another as at a stranger—often in mutual derision

or even contempt. That may find a modus yivendi,

but as fur as the Imperial question is concerned, until

the South gives explicit guarantees to the North on this

vital matter, it is hard to see that the North will, or could

be expected to budge. What De Valera really thinks

about this possible future contingency is impossible to

tell. Ho is far from frank about it all. Judging by his

technique in the past he has probably not thought about

the matter at all: his motto has always been “Cross

your bridges when you come to them.”

Prophecy, George Eliot once said, is the most egregious

form of error. Still, a biographer docs not pretend to

infallibility. lie may be permitted to make his mistakes

in public, provided that he admits that ho is doing no

more than giving a personal opinion, based on the

character of his subject as he sees him. I should say

that Partition will oullive Mr. De Valera—unless some
cataclysm involves these islands in circumstances of an

unforeseen nature. His thunder is on the Left—the

old nationalist symbols that give him strength and suffer

him power—and the North wants peace and profit.

If he moves to the Right he loses his strength and his

power. I should sum up by saying that if lire North

ever does come in the North will dictate its own terms.

If the southern government of that day does net accept
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these terms, it will fall. If it docs accept them, it will

equally fall. They will be tanlamouut to an ultimatum—

and a surrender.

5

In this r6sum6 of De Valera’s regime since 1932, wc

have had to omit a great number of things which are

best taken in a final summary of his acliievement. For

when one comes to assess the entire man one realises

thatheis notto be found in the obvious, overt, expressible

things that reveal this achievement.

His personality seems to become dissipated as soon

as we begin to translate it into other terms.

Yet, there is one objective thing, a concrete projection

of the man, where he may be expressed without loss.

That is the social revolution which has overtaken hish

life in liis time. He did not begin it, but he did complete

it, and without him it would have died out in its early

stages for lack of nourishment and encouragement.

When Grillith became President of llio Irish Free

State, and after him Cosgravc, Ireland was still, and

for some years remained, the old Ireland. Superficial

changes attracted easy notice—soldiers in green in.stead

of khaki, police in blue instead of bottle-green, and
unarmed police at that, and now called Civic Guards,

green pillar-boxes for red, green stamps for red, Irish

headings to official correspondence, an liish coinage.

But when once the visitor got inside the customs barrier,

and had taken these things for granted, the rest was
not obviously much altered as compared with the old

Ireland. To take a little example, which was much
hanped 0^ by the Left opponents of the Cosgrave govern-

ment, Ii;ish ministers of state at a public function dressed
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precisely as English ministers woukl at a public function

—top hat, striped pants, folded umbrella, and so forth.

It is a small, and niggling thing, but the Irish public

never quite could get over it. It was uo use to assort

that this is continental dress—they just knew it as

English manners and they did not care for it, and they

derided it. All this tnay be provincialism. The fact

remains that the people did not like it.

Behind the changes and behind the samenesses there

was, however, growing up a new and more assertive

democracy. Men who had been regarded by the Big

tiouse as their inferiors, to be patronised, to be treated

as uncultivated men, came into power. The Civil

Service took in the sons of small farmers. All local

appointments went to the native Irislr who in former

times would have had to manoeuvre artfully to hold such

posts. For example: the old Resident Miigistrate, so

familiar from the pages of George IJirmingham, usually

a man of private means, ii relircd army man, posatbly

a younger son of some English family, gave way to the

young Irish barrister, who wa.s called a District .hislice,

while the local farmer, as Peace Commissioner, replaced

the burgher Justice of the Peace. The array was wholly

democratic. In the old days one saw the subalterns

in the grandstand at the Curragh or Punchestown.

Now one saw young fellows with the country blush of

health on their cheeks, strolling among the crowds in

and out among the roulette tables and the trick-o’-ihe-

loop men. Not one of them had a private income. One
sees a major-general riding in the trams—possibly with

his youngster on his knee—a thing unknown, and indeed

forbidden to the British Army. The same is true oEthe

police. All sections of the community coalesce into a
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friendly unity. It is, in short, very like the life of a

French provincial city or countiy town, and it is very

pleasant. Only yesterday, in Cork, I saw a bishop and a

woman in a shawl travel side by side in. a penny bus.

Under the Free State goveinmcnt this was in its

infancy. It moved a little creakily and self-consciously.

The desire on the part of the government to conciliate

and assure the Anglo-Irish people of wealth kept up, as

against this democratic egalitarianism, something of

the old hierarchy of social distinctions. I have no

doubt any member of that Free State government would

deride this, and refuse to sec it
;
but their fall was largely

due to their failure to see that the mass of the people

wanted the democratic kind of thing in full earnesl.

The Goveinor General, for example, held levees to which,

indeed, almost everybody could come; yel in a young

democracy people need to be induced to come, unci it

was rather the bourgeoisie of Dublin society, and the

remnants of Anglo-Irish society which cliil come.

The Republican opposition exploited every lendcncy

towards social distinction, there is no denying, but

it IS also true that the Republican opposition was by
natuie and outlook antipathetic to social distincUon,

They took their antipathy rather too far on occasion, and
acid observers like the Dublin wit, St. John Gogarty,

made bitter fun of their voulu democracy. Yet, someltow
or otliei, the bourgeois gentilhonmie strikes one as being

moie ridiculous and more deseiving of satire, and when
one looks back at the history of Ireland, into her ragged
past, and at her rabble in arms so persistently lighting

for its rights, one’s heart moves back to the common
lifm and^bourgeois witticisms become ill-timed, short-

sighted, and unimaginative.
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Against that houtgeois quality of the fitst Free State

government one is forced to put the man who over-

threw it—^for he makes the natural contrast. Whatever

may be said about De Valera he has a natural simplicity

as of an unassuming family man. That appeals strongly

to the mass of the people. Even the fact that his wife

rarely appears in public pleases the women-folk who,

traditionally, are themselves almost entirely domestic

in their interests. His life is known to be so simple

as to be almost ascetic; he does not smoke or drink;

any night one may walk past Government Buildings

and see his car waiting for him as late as eleven o’clock.

And it is there again, regularly, early in the morning.

When one of his sons was killed while riding in the

Phoenix Park the spontaneity of public sympatliy was

striking. To the people he is alway.s “Dev.” Only one

other of his old colleagues had the same friendly contact

with the people, and that was Collins
—“Mick”, or

“The Big Fellow.”

Dc Valera’s entry to office, and his personal iniluencc

and example, took this inchoate dcniocmcy and rushed

il to the surface. His economic policy alone gave

opportunities to countlc.ss .small men. Its danger, it is

true, is that it may create a new bourgeoisie. That

remains to be seen. He reduced public functions to a

minimum. He preached economy. He put, by example

and word, a premium on things native. Sometimes it

was extremely comical. Even his own followers—human
men with natural human understanding and natural

human desires—drew the line at his suggestion that,

instead of importing tea from abroad, we should all

drink milk or light Irish beer. It was significant^that

when Douglas Hyde was appointed first Resident of
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Eire, under the New Constilution, his tivst “At Home”
consisted exclusively of Irish-speaking guests.

A certain amount of all this was deliberate and

self-conscious, as I have already said, a calculated appeal

to the masses of the people. A certain amount of it is

harmful and short-sighted. The whole dtive for the

revival of the Irish language has created a new vested

interest, so that to-day a knowledge of spoken Irish

is becoming more and more an actual class distinction

—the mark of the white-collar brigade. The bus-man,

the engine-driver, the farm-worker, the labourer, the

shop-hand—all these are being shoved down by the

Irish speakers who are packing into the Civil Service, into

Education, into all local appointments. De Valera is

blind to this ; or else prefers that it should be so than

that the native language should, in avoiding these

associations, not get the fillip it can get through ofllcia)

patronage.

There is atiothcr thing which has to be noted about

the kind of society which the infant Free State developed

and which was taken over by Dc Valcia: and )]ii.s may
help the reader to understand something of the general

mentality of the present-day Irish Republican. Owing
to the ‘split’, or Civil War, in 1922, following the accept-

ance of tile Treaty, influences came into power in the

infant Free State which had, historically, and politically,

no claim to influence. The classes which had openly,

or more commonly secretly, opposed, or held back from
the revolutionary movement of 1913-1921—the cautious,

conservative, professional and business classes—realising

towards the end of the Troubles what was about to

happen began to insinuate themselves as fast as they
could int(? the movement they had feared, hated, or
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despised. This always happens in revolulionary move-

ments. Even in that mild Home Rule movement of

John Redmond’s it began to happen fully a year before

the outbreak of the European War, when John Dillon

was writing feverishly to John Redmond that the

Gresham Hotel in Dublin was already swarming with

ofhee-seekers (under a vaguely possible Irish Govern-

ment !) The same jackals began to gather in 1921.

Had there been no split in the nationalist movement

they Avould probably have been quickly repressed.

Owing to the split they found themselves unexpectedly

welcome. Naturally they did not side with De Valera

and Republicanism. Lost causes had no appeal for

them. As a result there appeared a sharp divi.siou in

Irish life between the conservative, and scll-scclcing, and

the more democratic and idealistic—the latter ropre-

scnlcd by the Do Valera party. One is not so foolisli

as to imagine that this division was or is still clear.

Thai wonld be nonsense. Men like ColUns, Muicahy,

Hogan or Higgin-S, were and arc just as democratic and
idealistic as any. With the rise to power of De Valent

the self-seekers have gently turned their coats once more.

One takes it for granted ; it is the nature of life. But

that there is a distinct social flavour about De Valcra-ism

there can bo no question.

Another effect of the split has been that the Catholic

Church gained tremendous influence in the new Ireland.

It is the greatest organised body of power in the country,

and inevitably the infant Free Slate, faced by a civil

war, had to angle for its support. There was really very

little need to angle. The Church in every country will

always support, to the limit of human justice, estabjjshed

government. That is natural and proper. *Had there
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been no split tlie Church would, in all probability, have

had muchless influence ofa purely political nature. Now,

the Church opposed De Valera during the Civil War:

it had no words too harsh for those who fought for the

ideal of the Republic after 1921. It dented such young

men the sacraments, priests turned them out of the

confessionals, and preached against them from the altars.

Republicanism in 1922-1924 was, as a result, definitely

anti-Clerical. One might, therefore, expect that on De
Valera’s rise to power the influence of the Church would

decline. It has not done so. For one thing it was too

firmly consolidated in power after ten years of the Free

Slate. For another thing even De Valera in fighting

his way back had to court it—one speaks only in terms

of politics. And he must be a very foolish man who
does not know that as between De Valera, the unpi‘e~

dictable rebel, the defier of the hierarchy, and Mi'.

Cosgrave, the conservative and pliant, the Catholic

hierarchy would far prefer to see the latter in power.

So, there cannot be a Ministry in Government Buildings

to-day whose files are not bulging with corre.spondcncc

from clergy of every degree. There is certainly no local

office of the slightest importance in which the clergy

has not an indirect vote.

In theory this is not to be wholly deplored. Ireland

is a country of more or less unsophisticated people,

with little tradition in self-government, and leadership

and guidance must come from somewhere. The only

weakness in the scheme of clerical influence is that the

mass of the clergy are themselves not particularly culti-

vated or sophisticated, while the really intelligent groups,

like the Jesuits and Dominicans, are precisely those who
(for various reasons of organisation and discipline)
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exercise the least political influence. Furthermore the

Catholic Church, and the Church of Ireland, arc both

notoriously ‘low church’, puritanical, and iiuri'ow-

minded. To say this, naturally, will anger most Irish

readers.

It is none-the-less a regrettable fact. Its effects may

be seen daily in such things as the inhuman treatment

of unmarried mothers, in the unimaginative control of

juvenile houses of detention, in a stupid censorship

—

which is really a good idea badly worked—^in the fana-

tical way in which such innocent amusements as dancing

or the iriodest games-of-chauce are controlled through

the District Courts, where the Parish Priest inevitably

turns up to oppose, never once to support, every other

application for a licence. This indirect power of the

church, nowhere seen more clearly than in the educa-

tional system (there are only one or two schools not

controlled by the clergy) must always bo remembered

as an annotation on the degree of freedom in action

enjoyed by f)c Valera, or any other Irish statesman. In

short Republicanism in Ireland wears too many pious

emblems on its bonnet rouge for anybody to take it

very seriously as an intellectual or forward movement.
There is this also to he said for Dc Valera’s idca.s

about a democratic Ireland—that they are tinged with

his own youthful provincialism. Those great, infectious,

germinating ideas of democracy which Jirsl broke on
the world in the eighteenth century, originated* in a

highly sophisticated society among men of the greatest

learning and culture. A democratic ideal emerging from
Cirey or Montmorency, articulated in the Encyclopedie

by men like d’Alembert, Diderot, or Turgot, is a«very

different matter to a democratic ideal emerging from
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Middle Abbey Street in Dublin, and aitkiikited by the

innocent devotees of the Gaelic League. The original

Irish democrats, Wolfe Tone, Daniel O'Connell, the

Young Irelanders, were steeped in European thought

and were men of considerable talent, and sometimes teal

culture; or if “cultuie” may sound “phoney” and

synthetic, they were men in the widest sense human,

and full of human interests in all that was, intellectually

alive and procreant about them.

There is something limited, negative, even smug, in

the self-appraisal of the modern Irish Republican who
lines up behind De Valera. The chaos of modern
Europe contributes to that self-satisfaction; he can at

least say
—“We are not as bad as that !” And tn

approving of what accident has helped Ireland to

evade, in large degree, he forgets all that Europe has

achieved, and all that Ireland has not even begun to

achieve. One does not, for instance, expect a govern-

ment to be a patron of the arts, but it is rather astonishing

that De Valera himself has been inside the Irisli

national theatre, the Abbey Theatre, only once in his

life, and then only to attend a translation by one of his

followers of a bad pietistic play by a Portuguese. The
educational policy of his government is wholly un-
imaginative; gives satisfaction to nobody, it is lumoured
not even to himself; and has added nothing to the
schemes of his predecessors. The only manifestations

of interest in the development of Irish culture by his

government—elaborate schemes for the revival of Gaelic,
and an annual subsidy to the Abbey Theatre—^were

both initiated by the government which he succeeded.
TJiere is very little, if any, sign of awareness on his

part or on the part of his followers of this inanition. On
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the contrary they arc contemptuously aggressive in the

race of even the mildest criticism. Small vocal groups,

like the Gaelic League, the Gaelic Athletic Association,

the Old I.R.A., seem to dominate the mind of the

government, and the political caution of the latter-day

De Valera flatters them in and out of season.

Again it must be said, he is not a creative or original

mind. He is magnificent when he expresses something

latent in Irish life or patent in Irish political tradition.

Thou he speaks with dignity, and often with imaginative

force. But when it comes to originating some cultural

ideal for Ireland which its history has not previously

adumbrated, he is no better than the mass ofhis colleagues

and followers. He once gave an appalling illuslration

of this, when addressing a gathering of Irish speakers

in the Civil Service. He declared that if he were obliged

to choose for Ireland between the Gaelic language and

polilical liberty, he would prefer Ireland to speak

Irish and be otherwise unfreo. When one casts the

mind back to the condition of Ireland when that was

a fact—the eighteenth century for example, when
Ireland still spoke Gaelic but was a nation of cringing

slaves, with only tlic poorest remnanls of an old culture,

and not even the rudiments of a new one, it becomes

dilRcult to understand what idea of democracy, in any

living sense, can have inspired the speaker. Probably

it was one of the more unhappily exuberant moments

of a normally unexuberant and humane politician.

Nevertheless, and knowing that one cannot expect

from any one man in his lime more than it is in him

to give, De Valera has, and it is a great deal, at least

accepted the fact of an Ireland composed of hg own
elements—the common peoplewho rose under O’Connell,
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followed Parnell, Davitt, and Collins, and have now

at last an opportunity for unfettered self-development.

It may be only a wild hope, or a belief in this common

life, or a trust in the realistic side of the man, but many

of us do feel, to-day, as we enter Dublin and suddenly

get in the air the homely tang of tun smoke, that he

more than anyone else has spread that ung of common

life through Ireland, and that simple men arc taking

slow courage from him after centuries during which

their hearts were cold, and their courage numb. If

popular life in Ireland remains inert, self-satisfied, null,

the blame will be less on him—^though he is leader—

than on the people themselves. He has bound the poor

to him—the poor ofthe town and the small farmers. They

feel closer to him than to any of his colleagues or prede-

cessois. On the eve of a recent election in the West an old

woman went to a cioss-roads shop to buy some canned

food, and was told by the shop keeper that it had risen

in price. “There’s what your Do Valera has done for

you,” taunted the shop keeper. “Now will you vote

for him?” “I’d vote for him,” said the old woman,
“if I was to starve !

”

So much lends itself to some weak effort at expres.sion.

Behind it all is the inexpressible. For tliat through this

summary no other word has offered itself but the word
*“ symbol.” The firm persistence ofthe man, his iterations

of the national tradition of independence, that sometimes
maddening, absolute assurance of the rightness of his

opinion, erects him before the people as a man who,
in the main thing, is consistent. All lesser inconsiste]icie.s

fall away before that central core of consistency. The
public is not a fool. It knows the man does, in many
things, deceive himself, but it is not itself deceived. But
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it is also, in another sense, not a fool, and it knows
that it is the brutal force of circumstances that has

forced him on occasion to retreat, and it knows that he

will always come back, as soon as he gets half a chance,

to his and their abiding passion.

He may make the terrible mistake of the Civil War
—in so far as his portion of the responsibility for that

war is concerned
;
he may take an Oath to get into the

Dail; he may threaten to alter the method of elections

—never is it for any personal gain, always for Ireland.

Fundamentally his political honesty is unimpeachable.

It is only his biographers who are obliged to comment
on each phase, and whose business it is to search for

the natural man behind the symboh'c man, who find

themselves, at times, somewhat chilled; and even then,

not half so much by any act, as by the accompanying

stubborn refusal to admit the slightest, intermediate,

fault or iticonsisteiicy. If only, the biographer feels, Dc
Valera would once or twice say, “I am not infallible. I

am no hero. I am no saint. I had to contradict myself.

It was for Ireland”—the heart would open more readily

to him, and one could without detriment cither to lire

symbol or the man create the hero in full admiration.

So one does with Tone, so 11161-17, so human, so gay;

SO one does with Collins, so boisterous, so natural, so

passionate, so un-self-aware ; so one does with O’Connell,

with his hat on the side of his head and the merry

rogue’s wink in his eye, a rascal to whom one forgives

everything.

And yet is it not, perhaps, merely the times that are

against De Valera ? These times in which we insist on

slitting men open to look deep into them \ Fifti* years

ago a biographer would have been content with the
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meiely public figuie. Perhaps that has sometliiiig to

say for it, though considoiation tells us that as time

passes and the force and necessity of the symbol with

it, we do require of our great public lignres that they

should be coherent inside and out, and that above all

things there should be, to themselves at least, no

self-concealment.

There weie, in his recent career, three occasions when

his honesty was shining, and when he won for himself

a host of supporters who formerly doubted his integi ity.

The first occasion was in September, 1932, when as a

member of the League of Nations, and its President,

he spoke with so much frank forcefulness about the

League that everyone who wished well to the League

saw in him a man who was prepared to say what all

thought hut none would express.

His words are worth quoting as an example of the

man at his best. He said (I give excerpts from a lengthy

speech) :

—

“It has often been said that in the final analysis

the League has no sanction but the fotcc of world

opinion. At the moment this is profoundly true, and
it seems to me, therefore, that in the best interests

of the League a wider review of its work should be

imdertaken on occasions like this, not so much in the

light of the knowledge and the dilTicuUies as in the

light of the fear, the criticism, the prejudices, if

you like, of public opinion in our respective countries.

It IS time for us to ask ourselves what is the attitude

of the outsider, the average man and woman, to the
League a^d its activities.

“The people feel that the testing-time has come.
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and are watching to see if that lest will reveal weak-

ness presaging ultimate disillusion or a strength that

will be an assurance of renewed vigour and growth.

. . . Let us be frank with ourselves. There are

complaints, criticisms, and suspicions. People are

complaining that the League is devoting its activities

to matters of secondary or even minor importance,

while the vital international problems of the day

—

problems affecting the existence of the people—are

being shelved, postponed, or ignored. . . . There

is the suspicion abroad that little more than lip-

seivice is being paid to the fundamental principles on

which the League is founded. There is the suspicion

that the action of the League in the economic sphere

can be paralysed by the pressure of powerful national

iiitcrests, and if the Iiand raised against the Covenant

is sulhciently strong it can smite with impunity. . . .

No state is powerful enough to stand for long

against Ihe League if the governments and their

peoples arc determined that the Covenant shall be

upheld. The League will be judged by the success or

failure of the Disarmament Conference. Without

progressive disarmament it is almost impossible for

the League to survive.”

Turning to economic conditions he said—and even

though the reader may feel here that Iiis words are the

words of the persistent idealist, he may also, in the light

of modern events, have at least a tremor that De Valera

was speaking very much to the point, after all:

—

“One hundred million people are faced with star-

vation in a world of plenty. It is our duty to face
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this situation, frankly and honestly, not as the repre.

sentatives of states, or parties, or special inteiests,

but as men who recognise that the primary duty

of statesmen, national and international, is to plan

for the well-being of their fellows, the plain, ordinary

human being of every country. ... It is our duty

to suggest that in this and other fields the time has

come for action. The whole basis of production,

distribution, and credit must be completely over-

hauled. ... If we shirk this task and fail to make
the changes obviously necessary, and to reorganise

our economic life deliberately and purposefully, wcwill

be failing in our duty and failing disastrously.”

It is not surprising that this unorlltodox speech wa.s

listened to in silence. And yot the only criticism which

one can reasonably make of it—^namely, that to utter

noble sentiments is more ca.sy for the nation which
does not bear the more costly lesponsibilily—docs not

invalidate the force of its truth. These were tilings

which had to be said about the League by somebody.

Besides every nation, large and small, is presumed to

bear the same moral responsibility.

During the Abyssinian war and the Spanislt Civil

War De Valera had considerable difBculty at home in

standing by the League position. As regards Abyssinia,

the state of public opinion in Ireland was peculiar.

Theoretically it should have been on the side of the

smaller nation. But it is the curse of nationalist opinion

in Ireland, especially of the Left, that it lacks indepen-

dence: it automatically looks to see what Great Britain

is doing in jyay given situation, and without a thought
it does the ^opposite. The Left, observing that Great
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Biilain was favoxiring Abyssinian claims, became imme-
diately suspicions. At the samo time tlie Right, or Cos-

grave (Opposition) party, saw an opportunity for scoring

olT De Valera, arguing that Ireland should agree to

co-operate only on terms. Both to Left and Right

De Valera replied with an unusual flash of humour
that if he should by chance find himself on the road

to heaven in bad company, he would be foolish for

that reason to go to the other place. There was nothing

heavenly about the Abyssinian question, but at the time

there seemed to be a question of right and wrong, and

De Valera’s sharp remark to Mr. Cosgrave that he could

not barter about doing the right thing—that you either

did it or did not do it—^was one of the most effective

points he has ever made in debate.

The Spanish question was far more delicate. Hero

the Right had on its side the bulk of Catholic opinion.

The Church was strongly pro-Franco. The Left in

recognising the Spanish Government was open to the

charge of being Communist. A tremendous pietistic

movement sprang up under the joint leadership of

General O’Duffy, who led an Irish Brigade (it never did

amount to the strength of a brigade) to Spain to fight

“for Christ” against the “Reds”, and a Mr. Patrick

Belton . who launched a civil Christian Front movement
to support with donations and by influence, the Insur-

gent forces. (The midway position of De Valera, in

refusing to recognise General Franco, while supporting

the non-intervention pact, gives some indication of

the general midway position of the brand of Irish

nationalism which he represents.) For a period the

Christian Front movement seemed a serious threat to
g

De Valera. Fortunately for him the Spanish^War was
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prolonged. The O’Duffy contingent lucked ataying-

power and returned home—it got a poor “press.” The

official Church did not bless Mr. Belton’s Christian

Front—the Catholic Church in Ireland is generally

somewhat chary of recognising the over-officious lay-

man
;
and other matters intervened to distract attention

from Spain. Nevertheless a weaker man than Do Valera

might well have ruined himself by temporising with so

powerful an opposition. He demonstrated an old truth

in Irish politics—^that the only force which can stand

up against Pietism and its offshoots, is Nationalism.

No force on earth can stand against the combination

of these two emotions, rooted as they are deep in Irish

history and the genius of the lacc.

De Valera’s position in Ireland lo-duy is well-nigh

impregnable. Yet, it has its weak points, and like most

rigid structures, any oue crack may suddenly bring

disaster. The outbreak of bomb-explosions in England

revealed one of these weak joints.

In effect, these outbreaks were really directed against

him and his policy of partial conciiiation. T'hcy were

intended to alienate him from Great Britain and Great

Britain from him. When he ventuicd to introduce legis-

lation against the “ I,R.A.” at that time, public opinion

in Ireland went sharply against him, As the “LR.A.”
had shrewdly foreseen he was felt to be allying himself

with the ancient enemy. Perhaps he might have shc-

ceeded immediately in swinging Irish opinion against

these men had not the British courts decided to inflict

on them the most severe sentences.

In one case, that of a man named Gerald Wharton,
the fridgermade some comments of a general nature
which were bitterly resented by the Irish people, That
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particular case roused so much feeling in Ireland that

i( was a piece of good-luck for De Valera that when
Wharton appealed agarnsl his sentence he was released.

In short, as these incidents illustrated—and their effects

still remain—only so long as he expresses the simple,

antique sentiments of the people is De Valera safe.

These sentiments will no doubt become not so much
dulled as elaborated out of their present acuity in the

course of time. A larger sophistication will remove

from them their simple force and directness. The com-
plexity of a more varied mode of life will make them a

mere part of a larger variety of emotions, as it has done

in every country in the world where national feeling, or

religiovis feeling, are only a comparatively small part

of tho motivation of men’s actions. Then no man who
represents national tradition will succeed again as he

is succeeding to-day, unless, like some modern lotali-

taruin leader, he re-establishes the nationalistic formula

in all its naked, primitive, and brutal simplicity. But

It will be a long, long time before Ireland—so rooted

in tlie past, so simple in its modes of life, a rural com-

munity for the most part—passes from its present state

of arcadian surety about all human things.

When that happens, if it ever happens, for Ireland

is an unpredictable country, it is possible that De Valera

will be recorded by thought-troubled Irishmen much
as thought-troubled Americans to-day record Lincoln;

a man from the antique world—brave and wise and

virtuous and simple. And any such chance, nostalgic

reader who may come on this little book, in posterity,

may wonder that his contemporaries did not accept

him wholeheartedly as such. The adjectives.^are relative

terms. We do not doubt his courage. Posterity must
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decide on. hiS political wisdoni. As to his simplicity,

there is no man so maddeningly complicated as the

politician who poses as being simple. While as for

“virtue”, what later Irishman, having uttered the word
“politician”, can speak of it without so much re-orienta-

tion of the mind, and shulfling about of values, and

qualifying provisoes, as to find himself back in the

sophisticated world of which he had thought to take

leave in reading of the arcadian nineteen-thirties?

Otherwise Virtue looms large in this Ireland. De
Valera’s concept of life is that of a dicary Eden, and
the meagre flesh-pots he oSers to his as yet unconverted

Egyptians (e.g. “milk or light beer for breakfast instead

of tea”) are always associated by him in a melancholy
way, with duty and patriotism. A levee at the Presi-

dent’s establishment, for instance, is about as cheerful

as a wake, and elegance in all matters controlled by the

authorities is rare only in the lesser sense of the word.
No future Irishman need envy these days, except in so

far as they have the stimulus of infinite possibilities,

and of a road now virtually clear of the encumbj'anccs
and obstacles of international commitments. For the

clearance of the road De Valera must largely be thanked,
since had there been no De Valera the Treaty position ’

would in all probability have now consolidated itself,

and an Irish Free State be in existence bound spiritually

and politically to the alien influence it was supposed to

have severed. The old Morning Post once said wittily

that Ireland has, and always has had, and always will

have a great future. It is something to have a future,

even—to be metaphysical—-if one never reaches it. It

is at feast better than to have, like the now defunct Post,
nothing but a past.
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The curious thing about Do Valera, in the final

summary, is that he has kept the way open to that

indigenous Irish future—a considerable political achieve-

ment—^without offering any guidance as to the shape

of things to come, other than by pointing backwards

to that past from which he draws sustenance—but on

which a modern, progressive people can hardly be

expected to feed perpetually. For he has no time for

the prospect unless it is implicit in the retrospect. And
he guards himself against the danger that the future

may have no time for him by making himself a piece

of history rather than a man.

His great aim is to be bigger than the moment, sO

that all things should emerge safely as recognisable

historical generalisations. Life being of greater variety

and, as he is not, creative, will inevitably leave him

behind. That will not trouble him; he will be happy

with that ancient tradition which, like Diana of the

Ephesians, has had the wherewithal to nourish the seven

generations. When the eighth comes, and it is now about

due, his day and work will be done. As for his fame,

that may be left to Time, the only critic who does not

lie. Meanwhile somebody like myself, a biographer or

a novelist interested in the solid variety and warm colour

of human nature, wrestles with him uneasily terrified

lest at any moment he should vanish—as an abstraction,
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til hliining ai TOW'S. Syroe <ti4tl no
ch.»ic-o lo Iniilc at tlie railwiiv .etMit

.list) he li.til no neeil. Him otiUl micni
Uip lu.thun of Iho ManjiiiB's stuliU'n

inajncss (i£ biittlo- -tho roris tmin
wan in sij;lil

But the Marqni.s'!, lUOihitl cm'iqy
ove.r-reachei 1 itself, 'I'wicn {iyme.
pairymK, Icnticlcetl Ihs opponent's
point far nut ot the iipjhtinir iirck';

and the thud time hib npusle was
so rapid, that there was no doubt
about the lilt Lius tune. Syme'a
sword actually bunt under the
weipht of the Marquis's body, which
it had pierced. Synie was as ceitaxn
that he had htucU his blade into
his enemy as a gaidener that he lia.s

stuck his spade into the ground.
Yet the Marquis sprang back from
tbo stroke without a stagger, and
Syme stood .staring at lus own
swoid-point lilco an idiot. XlicrQ
wa,s no blood on it at ull.

There was an instant ol rigid
silence, and then Syiiiu in his liirii

fell furiously on the other, lilled

with a flanuijg curiosity. 'Xhu
Maiquis was probably, in a generid
hcnse, a better fencer thou he, as
he had am-mised at tlio beginning,
but at the luonient the Mmqui.s
seemed distraught and at a Uis-
advantage lie fought wildly and
even weakly, and ho cunstjntly
looked away at the railway liiiii,

almost a.s if ho feared the tiain
more than the pointed steel. Synm,
on the other hand, fought iiereiily

but still carefully, in an intclloctual
fury, eager to solve the riddle of
his own bloodle.ss sword, For tliia
purpose, he amceiL less at the
Marquis’s body, and more at his
throat and head. A minute and a
half afterwards he felt his point
enter the man's neck below the
jaw. It came out clean. Half mad,
he thrust again, and made what
should have been a bloody scar on
the Marquis’s cheek. But there
\r3s no scar.

For one moment the hoJivcn of
Syme again grew black with super-
natural terrors. Surely the man had

CONTINUED
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^lurdrr at Crome House

J, J. Connlngton The DonpcrfleW To//sm(m

Deatli otS>voythfr;iG Court

The Murdet m the MaiO

A, Conan Do/la Hounrf of the floskerv'illes

i, Jefferson Far [con

John Ferguson The Man in tfio Doik

fVIctiard Keverne The Hovering Plot

The Man In the Red Hot

The Sonfleld Scondol

Missing from h»s Home

The Fleet Hull Inheritance

C. H. B. KItchIn

Wllllp Mardonald

Ngaio Marsh

J.C. Mastermati

A. A. Mllna

Gtadys Mitchell

Death of My Aunt

The Rasp

Enter a Murderer

A Man Lay Dead

An Oxford Tragedy

The Red House Mystery

Death at the Opera

The Devil at Sojton Wall

John Rhode The House on Tollard Ridgo

The Murders m Praod Street

Sax Rohmsr The Mystery of Dr. Fu-Monclni

JCtarethy L. Sayers Documents In the Case

VV. Stanley SyltosThe Mityins Monoylender

Henry Wada T/ie Verdict of You All

Edgar Wallace The four /ust Aten

H..<3-Wo!Is The Invisible Mon

BIOGRAPHY &
8*SEMOIRS dark blue covers

HLC. Armstrong Grey Steel {}. C. Smuts)

Crey Wolf (Mustafa Kemal)

Lord of Arabia {Ibn Savd)

E, F. Benson As We Were

WHlIam Bolltho Twelve Agomst the Gods

l„ E.O.^harlton " Charlton
”

John Er^hergill Af lnnlcee/>er’s DIory

Plimeia Frankau / Find Four People

Stephen Gwynn Captain Scott

8. H. Liddell Hart (2 vote.) Fooh

Ethel Mannln Con/ess/ons afld fmpress/pns

Andr4 Maurols Ariel
''

I” Oisrueli

George Moore

Confdistons of o Youns Man

Ipe Valera Sean O’Faelln

bhurice O’Sullivan 20 Vcors A-Growing

The B.«iiaau jcniiJiHiioil)

a. chiiriiu'il lift' lUii ihu* tiow

spiiiliiiil (luMil w.i-i n iiiirt.-' .iftvftU

Hui'R hft>l hi'i'ii Ihf iiwte.

spmtual topsv tmvviloiu svnilH)-

l)V Iho p.u.ihtii Tvlui inusm!i!

him. The rii>fi-s',or w.u, nnly a

Kobliix; Uii>. m.iii w.m .i ilevil -

iVihai'l, lu' asm. lUo 1 H'\ il ' AuyUtiw,

this was, certain, that ihu't' Umi“i

had a Imniau swoid In’en dmuv
into him and inado no mailt Wiien

Syme Imd that thmii'hi he drew
lumieU np, and all th.it wai fiund

m him saiiK high up in the air .w a

liigh wind sings m the tines. He
thought of all the human things in

his story—of the t liinese lantenis in

Saffron Park, of the gill's wd hair

ur iho garden, of the honest, beef-

swilling sailors down by tUu dock,

of his loyal compantons standing

hy. Perhaps he had been fhusen

as ti champion of all Uu'M’ Ii'«sU tvftrt

kindly thingb to a-cii„s swords with

the enemy of all cication. '‘After

all," ho siiHl to him.st‘If, " 1 .am nioiti

tlnin a devil
;

I am u man, T eiiit

do the one thing wlilcli Katun
himseif canuol do -I cun die," anri

as the woitl went thimigli Ids hutui,

he heard, a faint and hit-ofC Imot.

which would soon be Uui ro.ir of

the I’ans train.

lie tell to lighting again with a
superimtiira! levity, lilte a Moliam-
medau panting for Pfntidise. Afl

the liain eame nearer .md uearer

he fancied he tould see people
putting up tile lloiat melie.s In

P.U 1S; he joined m tile growing
noise and tlie gloiy at' the gre.it

Republic whose gate he. was guaul-
ing against Hell Ills thoughts rose

higher and higher with the rising

roar of the. train, which ended, as

if proudly, m a long and piercing
whistle. The tram .slopped.

Suddenly, to the astonishment
of everyone the Manjuis sprang
back quite out of sword roach and
tlurow down his sword. The kap
TOs wonderful, and not the leas

wonderful because Syme had plun-
ged his sword a moment before
into the man's thigh,

CONTINUED
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EDITIONS. GOLD-LETTERED ON BACK:

EACH VOLUME OVER 750 PAGES

P
ENGUIN BOOKS offer, fot a limited

period only, a special line

of weii-produced one-volume
editions of some of the ttreat liteiaiy

Works of the woild. Hiis Modem
Uhl at

y

is bound in stiong cloth

boards will) gold Icttonng on the

back; llio paper is thin, crisp and
ploasant to handle; the type, in spite

of Iho great length, is large and clear

and tile si/o of the page is 81 x 5J
inches. The texts ai o authorised and
absoluioly complete. Throe of them
are illustrated by gie.it works of ait

beautifully reproduced i n offset litho

:

Don Quixale for instance contains

16 Gustav Dore engravings. Most
of these volumes are not available

anywhere else in one volume at

anything like the price.

These splendid books, the flower of
Man’s imaginative genius, essential

in any library worthy of the name,
are obtainable only thiough Penguin
Books, and the number of copies of
each IS limited. It’s a chance not

to be missed!

14 volumes

:

I’Uir/mrii’s lives
TOLSlOYks WAR AND PEACE
rOLSTOY’.S ANNA KARENINA
CARLVr E’S I RLNClt KI'VOI.UTIOM
liuuiNcti’.s Mvritotoov
nUOO'.S LES MISLRABLES
jias'wi'LL’,s 1.11 E OF JOHNSON
tOMPLFlE FOEMS OF
KRAIS AND SIIFLLEY

SCOTl’s QUCNElN DURWARD,
tVANtlOB & KENILWORTH

CFRVANniS’ DON QUIXOTE
DARWIN’S ORIGIN OF SJ'EriES

Sc THE DBStENr OF MAN
12 RESIORAHON RIAYS
OlailON’S DECLINE AND FAUl

(2 VOLS)

Obtainable throngh all booksellers or direct from Penguin Books Ltd
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1. Johnston Abrahim The SursMti'i E*i'

Edmund BluniJon Undertones of W«r

F. S. Chapman Watkins' Last ExhtdlPen

OIIv« Murray Chapman Across toplF"''

Apsl«y Cherry-Qirrard

{2 vols ) The Worst Jaurne}' Jn fJie

Alfxandra David Nee)

W/th Myst(« and Mag)c)ons

Gandar Dower Amqteur Advent^''®

A.l Evahs The £sca{jfiig

Anthony Fokker flying Dutch/^^n

flostLa Forbes From Red Sea to Q/ue

Alain Gerbaulc f/ghtof t/ief/recro^*

Jan and Gora Gordon
Two Yagoboncfs /n

Annn Morrow Lindbergh

Noftl) to the Orient

Martin Lindsay SIC<^8®

David Scott The Egypt's

Captain von Rlntelan The Dark

Nora Wain Hobse of

DRAMA reef covers

BACK TO METHUSELAH Bornnrd St^aw

FOUR PLAYS by A A MUne
THE PENGUIN SHAKESPEARF. edited by

Dr Gn B Harrison
,

these plays» «acl'

a separate volume with spctlal Notes
Introducclona, are avallablo so fai

Twelfth Night Henry the

Hamlet As You LIP® ft

King Lear A Midsummer Night^s Orhem

The Tempest Tile Merchant of Venice

Rjchard 11 Romeo ondH^et
/uJius Coesor Henry fV (port 1)

Mflcbetk Henry /V (porti)

Othello Much Ado About Nothing

The Sonnets Antony and C/eop<»tra

S£VENy»FAMOUS ONE-ACT PLAYS, by
Alfred, tro, A P Herbert, Clifford bax,

Stainie/ Houghton, W W Jacobs, J A
F«fgusan and Ollphanc Down.

MISCELLANEOUS
fellow (jsvers

E«l Bildwifi On England
Francis and Vers Meywell (editors)

<1 volsj) The Weelc-end Book
ijerand er Woolleott While Rome Burns

R««U4tt KUHIJ

"Stiipl" 'Slid lilt* Dt.irni4s in ()

‘

vo\ti" Tii.vt iiimyiUt-d si nKttWjx^yy
ol,iedit'UiT' to sav hOtiM-

tlllllf!
"

“Wluit w thf' inalUr?" tinlred

foloiU’l Duiuiiv St.irmf' “Uus
tlitje liitu foul iii.iy?

"

"llu're h.ia hii-H (oiil plnj' stum'.

uhii«," illd ITt Hull. u!u) u.ii, a,

Ullla P'dh “Diir liituiipil liiis

ttouniU’rt thf IM.mjuis inur tiuips

dl luiist iiml liu IS nont' tliti woish "

Ihe litiuquis in»t U]i his hand with

a cm-nitts :co tjl jftijrsViy juiVieiiU!.

"Please let me speak,” he said.

“It IS rather iiiipoi taut Mr Symo,”
he contmued, tiirmiiR to his oppo-
nent, "we am lighting to-day, if I
reiuemboi ngUt, but-ausii you ex-
pressed n wish (which I thought
irrational) to pull my nose Would
you ohlige u\e Isy puUing niy -nwo
now as quuKlv as poHs»ihiof 1 havo
to f.itth a ti im "

"f proU-st that tlin ut most
uuKulat." >ukl in Hull lutllg-

nauUy
"U IS inihimly wmiiiwhafe op*

posed to pii u'tU'Ui,” s.dil tolciuel
liiituiix, l»(>Utm5 wTstlnllv at lus
piiuup.d "

I hem is, I (huik, one
iiise on reutul (( (i|itam Jkltegaulo
•ind the H.uon /tnniil) m whii h Ihu
\vi iiiKins iveie i luinyt U ni the (iiiddiffl

of the emminttu at the iMHiieht of
ono fil the < imihiiuwlii Ihil one enn
Ii,willy call iHui's luise ,i weapon '*

"Will you fii will you not pull
my nos(«?" saui tho Miiri[ui,s in

exoapfialuiiv ''lorut. lonie, Mi
Symol Vou wimled to do H, do it|

Yoii can have no i mueptwn of how
imiiortant iL is to me lloii’t b@-

Y'CiVi ttiy mw-tu h'l, xttivei,

whoa 1 ftsk you '

" and ho h«i .

slightly foiw.ud with ft faseinating
smile The I'ans tram, imutmg and
gronning, had giated into a littla

station beluiicl tho neighbouring lull

Sywe had the feoling ho had
moie than once had m thaw adven-
tures—the sense that a hooihle
and snhUmo wave lifted to heaven
was Just toppling over; Walking
in a tvorid he half uudoiatood, he

COhlTlNl, D
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